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Preface
Matt Wrack, FBU general secretary
Firefighters John Averis, Ian Reid, Ashley Stephens and Darren Yates-Badley died at a fire in Atherstone on Stour,
Warwickshire on 2 November 2007, the worst incident of multiple firefighter fatalities in the UK since the 1970s.
The tragic deaths of these four firefighters in Warwickshire – together with other deaths across the UK –
made 2007 an unprecedented year for firefighter deaths in recent times. Eight firefighters died while on duty
in 2007 alone, the worst year since 1985.
Since then firefighters have died at operational incidents in Central Scotland in 2008, Lothian and Borders in
2009, Hampshire in 2010 and Greater Manchester in 2013. The trend in firefighter deaths was downwards
until the turn of the century. From 1997 until 2002 there was not a single recorded firefighter death at a fire
anywhere in the UK.
However, there has been an alarming upturn in recent years. Firefighter deaths at fires rose sharply in the
years 2003-2007, and there have been further deaths since. This suggests that lessons are still not being
learned. Alarmingly, it appears that there are factors which contribute to such tragedies but which are being
repeated at subsequent incidents.
This report is the FBU’s serious accident investigation (SAI) into the Warwickshire incident that occurred at
Atherstone on Stour, Warwickshire on 2 November 2007. We have produced a very detailed full report, with
a set of conclusions derived from the sequence of events, evidence collection, and analysis. Firefighters
must be fully trained to deal with ever changing circumstances in order to remain safe at all times. The union
also published a summary report earlier this year.
The process of producing a final report has taken so long because of a lengthy and complicated legal action,
as well as the heavy commitments of FBU officials involved. The purpose of the FBU investigation was to
establish the causes of the death of the four firefighters by analysing the strategic planning of Warwickshire
Fire and Rescue Service prior to the incident and the operations and techniques used during the incident.
The FBU has a duty, as the union which represents firefighters throughout the UK, to investigate the causes
(direct or underlying) behind any such incident in order to learn from it and attempt to prevent any
reoccurrences. Firefighter safety and the ‘safe firefighter’ concept are at the core of the FBU’s thinking and
have been generally welcomed and accepted by the wider fire sector and politicians alike.
We want ministers in all four governments in the UK, as well as chief fire officers, fire authority members and
other politicians, to focus on learning the lessons from the Warwickshire deaths. The FBU wants those key
decision makers to take action on our recommendations, to ensure that the events are never repeated. We
will continue to investigate incidents and publish reports to prioritise firefighters’ safety.
FBU officials will be seeking meetings with key stakeholders to discuss our report and what can be done to
improve firefighter safety. Our members do not go to work to die. Firefighters assess the risks and take
carefully planned action to rescue people, to deal with the various incidents we face and to make communities
safe. We have the right to demand the best possible procedures, training, equipment and resources to
enable us to do our job safely, effectively and professionally. That should not be too much to ask.
I would like to thank the FBU’s accident investigation team,AIT 1
and AIT 3
AIT 2
for their conscientious work, as well as FBU executive council’s health and safety specialists for their input.
I am also grateful for the support and solidarity shown by FBU members in Warwickshire and across the UK,
and thank all those FBU officials who have contributed to the investigation process.
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Abbreviations
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ACFO

Assistant Chief Fire Officer

BA

Breathing Apparatus

BAECO

Breathing Apparatus Entry Control Officer

BAMCO

Breathing Apparatus Main Control Officer

CM

Crew Manager

DCFO

Deputy Chief Fire Officer

DRA

Dynamic risk assessment

DSUs or DXs

Distress Signal Units

EASE

Emergency Air Supply Equipment

ECB

Entry Control Board

ECO

Entry Control Officer

ECP

Entry Control Point

FF

Firefighter

FSM

Fire Service Manual

GM

Group Manager

GFRS

Gloucestershire Fire and Rescue Service

PDA

Predetermined attendance

GFRS

Gloucestershire Fire and Rescue Service

HP

Hydraulic platform

HVP

High Volume Pump

HWFRS

Hereford and Worcester Fire and Rescue Service

IC

Incident Commander

IRMP

Integrated Risk Management Plan

RDS

Retained firefighter

SM

Station Manager

TIC

Thermal Imaging Camera

USAR

Urban Search and Rescue

WFRS

Warwickshire Fire and Rescue Service

WM

Watch Manager

WT

Wholetime firefighter

Executive summary
ES1

The deaths of four firefighters at Atherstone on Stour on the evening of 2 November 2007 were
caused by a catalogue of organisational and systematic failings by Warwickshire Fire and Rescue
Service. John Averis, Ian Reid, Ashley Stephens and Darren Yates-Badley paid the ultimate price
for Warwickshire Fire and Rescue Service’s (WFRS) failure to provide safe systems of work for its
firefighters.

ES2

The detailed FBU investigation of the disaster found that WFRS failed to plan for such a fire and
failed to assess the risk of fire at the premises – Hangars 1 and 2 at Wealmoor (Atherstone) Ltd.

ES3

These failures meant that on the night of the fire:
• The incident commander and crews attending the fire had no accurate information about
the lay out and construction of the premises, and were therefore unable to locate the seat
of the fire or assess the risks arising from its construction, including the risk of collapse.
• Firefighters, particularly retained (part-time) firefighters, were not properly trained to fight
this kind of fire.
• The incident command system did not function correctly which resulted in confusion and
indecisiveness about what action to take and who was responsible for decision making.
• There was a lack of command support which resulted in no written recording of risk
assessments during the operation and no monitoring of staff performance at the
incident.
• Guidelines on the use of breathing apparatus (BA) – including deployment of BA teams
and recording reports of successive BA teams after they had been deployed – were not
followed and so firefighters were put at unnecessary risk with tragic consequences;
• There was failure to secure an adequate water supply to fight the fire.

ES4

There were also operational concerns, including operation of a thermal image camera (TIC) and
poor hose management.

Before the fire
No effective IRMP
ES5
The disaster started prior to the incident with the failure by WFRS to deliver an effective integrated
risk management plan (IRMP), which should have identified Hangars 1 & 2 as a significant risk to
firefighters. If the IRMP process had been applied correctly sufficient funding, risk information, a fire
plan and the resources required to deal with such a significant risk would have been in place. This
would have also highlighted the training required to deal with such an incident to bring it to a safe
and satisfactory conclusion.
No premises risk assessment
ES6
WFRS did not follow its own procedure – laid down in a service order – for an operational risk
assessment of the premises. Such a building of sandwich panel construction is seen as a
significant hazard requiring the minimum of the production of an O2 risk information card
(information about premises to be carried on appliances) or a more detailed fire plan of the
premises.
ES7

A fire safety officer had inspected the premises following a previous incident and it was recognised
that the building was of sandwich panel construction. This inspection should have triggered the
process detailed in WFRS’s service order for a premises risk assessment.
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ES8

This process should have ensured that sandwich panel construction was detailed on the
mobilising turnout sheet. It would also have covered issues such as potential causes of fire in the
building, means of escape, missing fire doors and lack of water mist fire suppression system, and
would have provided the owners of the premises with a simple line drawing of the building to help
them check their fire precautions. None of this happened.

Lack of training
ES9
Training within WFRS was a significant factor contributing to the failures within the organisation.
ES10

The method of recording training in WFRS was a computerised system for wholetime firefighters,
while for RDS staff it was largely paper-based training. Neither system provided a means to ensure
the quality of delivery, underpinning knowledge gained and competence of WFRS firefighters.

ES11

There was no robust process for the recording of training for officers and assessment of continued
competence.

ES12

The construction of the Wealmoor premises with its large compartments created issues for
firefighters whose training left them ill-prepared to deal with fires in such buildings.

ES13

There were serious failings in BA training. For example, the initial BA course for RDS staff had been
reduced and did not comply with national guidance. Contrary to national guidance, BA refresher
training was dropped as a separate entity and became part of fire behaviour training which meant
that core skills were no longer maintained.

ES14

The Operational Assessment of Service Delivery 2006/07 stated that the development and
maintenance of RDS staff differed significantly to that delivered to wholetime personnel. It also
identified that the monitoring, recording and auditing of training activity and assessments of RDS
personnel was weak with no central database to demonstrate RDS workforce competence.
However, during the investigation it was found that deficiencies in this area also extended to
wholetime personnel, including officers.

ES15

Computer-based training was the only method of delivering various functions, including incident
command, which occasionally was monitored during exercises. This system did not provide a
robust assessment of underpinning knowledge.

At the fire
Lack of information
ES16
Fire crews arrived at the incident without information about the layout of the building, its sandwich
panel construction or the contents of the building. They had to rely on what proved to be
inaccurate sketches made for them by the engineering manager.
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ES17

Approximately one hour after the alarm, two BA teams had been committed and had had to
withdraw because of intense heat and zero visibility – with smoke down to shin level – but they
had not been able to locate the seat of the fire due the size of the premises and the lack of
knowledge of its layout.

ES18

The firefighters did not have the information they needed to find the seat of the fire, to estimate the
potential scale of fire or to recognise the danger of the building collapsing because of its sandwich
panel construction.

Failures of incident command
ES19
During the course of the incident, there were numerous failures of the incident command system
which resulted in confusion, lack of information and, tragically, exposure of firefighters to
unnecessary danger.
ES20

There were changes of incident commander during the course of the operation and at some point
the incident was sectorised so that there were sector commanders in charge of different sectors.
However, it is not known who made the decision to sectorise the incident or at what time, and
command support was also unaware of sectorisation of the incident.

Lack of command support
ES21
There were significant errors that affected the delivery of command support. In WFRS there was
only limited training in command support, which led to no written evidence being recorded of risk
assessments during the offensive operations of the incident. The command point had to be
moved on a number of occasions from the back of one appliance to another for various reasons
with the firefighter carrying the vehicle nominal roll and officer fobs in his fire helmet. Furthermore,
there was no sector commander or dedicated crew identified for the additional support for
command support as the incident progressed.
ES22

The control unit had been off the run for a considerable time and no contingency plans had been
put in place, which meant that the BA pod had to be used for two functions, command support
and BAMC (breathing apparatus main control).

ES23

There was no evidence of monitoring of staff performance at the incident despite the fact that a
WFRS Operational Assessment had criticised workplace assessments at incidents.

Deployment of BA teams
ES24
There was confusion over the deployment of BA teams and operational guidelines were not
followed. Among the matters of concern detailed in the report are:
• Inexperienced BA wearers were committed into the risk area to attack the fire, contrary to
operational guidelines.
• BA teams were not properly briefed before deployment or debriefed after deployment,
information was not passed on, and actions not properly recorded.
• There was confusion about the naming and numbering of entry control points (ECPs) and
BA teams.
• Some BA teams were recommitted before they had had time to recover from their first
deployment.
• Some BA teams were mixed crews from different stations who were not known to each
other.
• BA teams entered and left the fire compartment with no firefighting media.
• There was confusion about the function of BA main control.
• There were serious issues concerning deployment of BA emergency teams who went into
the risk area without additional equipment, including emergency air supply equipment
(EASE). WFRS had 10 EASE sets but they were stored at headquarters and not available
at the incident.
• There was confusion over the use of BA guidelines.
Water supply
ES25
WFRS failed to undertake pre-planning on availability of water supplies on the Atherstone Industrial
Estate, and such information as existed was not up to date and was not readily accessible
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ES26

There was a serious delay in securing a sustainable supply, which was not in place until a high
volume pump was deployed nearly three hours after the arrival of the first appliance.

ES27

The two nearest fire hydrants were 260 metres away across a field and on the junction with the
access road some 900 metres away, but a water relay or shuttle was not secured from either of
these hydrants prior to the BA emergency.

ES28

The onsite water supplies were a bore hole and a 16,000 litre tank, which proved to be unusable
on the night. WFRS had failed to undertake a risk assessment to establish whether they were
suitable to assist firefighting operations at the premises.

ES29

There was no identified individual responsibility for securing a sustainable water supply during the
initial stages of an incident.

ES30

Appliances were ferried from the holding area to supply water to the fireground pumps, but these
appliances were not replenished, which led to a diminishing supply on the incident ground.

ES31

There was a failure to communicate water usage to the incident or sector commanders, which led
to an impression that water supplies on the incident ground were sufficient.

Operational concerns
ES32
A thermal image camera displaying a white screen caused confusion about its operational
effectiveness and conditions within the fire compartment.
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ES33

A covering jet was not deployed before BA teams were committed into the risk area and would
have proved ineffective if required.

ES34

Poor hose management led to congestion and confusion in the main corridor, which resulted in BA
emergency teams not being able to penetrate the fire compartment.

ES35

Personnel were entering the hazardous area beyond the breathing apparatus entry control officer
(BAECO) without wearing BA which points to a command and control failure.

Sequence of events
ES36

A detailed sequence of events is to be found in section 4 of the report. Key events are
summarised in the following timeline:

Timeline
17:20

Fire alarm panel activated

17:37

Call to Warwickshire Control

17:51

1st pump (WT) in attendance

17:54

2nd pump (RDS) in attendance

18:26

Make pumps 3

18:37

3rd pump (RDS) in attendance
Command level 2 message
5 pumps plus one pump for command support

18:48

4th pump (RDS) in attendance

18:49

Command level 3 message
8 pumps plus control unit

18:55

5th pump (RDS) in attendance

18:58

6th pump (WT) in attendance

19:10

7th pump (WT) in attendance

19:14

BA emergency declared + 2 pumps

19:31

8th and 9th pumps Evesham (mixed crew) and Pebworth (RDS)
from Hereford and Worcestershire in attendance

19:32

10th pump (WT) in attendance BA emergency pump

19:42

11th pump (RDS) in attendance BA emergency pump

19:59

Command level 4 message
12 pumps

Recommendations
IRMP
ES37

ES38

Further guidance on writing and constructing an integrated risk management plan (IRMP) should
be included in the national framework. Whatever guidance is contained in future national
framework documents, Warwickshire FRS should examine past national frameworks and earlier
government guidance to ensure that its IRMP is fit for purpose.
Central government should undertake a review of the IRMP guidance notes as a matter of urgency
with all stakeholders fully involved. The outcomes of the review to be published and implemented.

Risk assessment
ES39
Warwickshire FRS should comply immediately with the current guidance on generic risk
assessment (GRA 3.1 Fighting Fires in Buildings in Volume 3 of the Guide to Operational Risk
Assessment) and should develop its own risk assessments based on the hazards identified in
GRA 3.1 and any other hazards identified during premises risk information gathering.
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ES40

Warwickshire FRS should introduce a robust process that informs all firefighters and incident
commanders of the current risks associated with large volume buildings to enable them to carry
out their functions safely.

ES41

Warwickshire FRS should train all relevant personnel in basic fire safety measures to enable them
to identify omissions and hazards when conducting risk information gathering visits.

Incident command system
ES42
Warwickshire FRS should ensure the best possible operational intelligence is available on route,
and at the incident ground from owners and managers of the site.
ES43

To ensure that communication across all areas of the incident ground is more effective,
Warwickshire FRS should review and update S.O. 01.02.21 Incident Command System to reflect
fire service national guidance and best practice.

ES44

An assessment of the risk must be carried out at an incident and this process must continue at
regular intervals throughout the incident. Risk assessments must be recorded and risk information
passed on to attending crews.

ES45

In order to address failings in command support, which was not operating effectively at the
incident, Warwickshire FRS should review and update S.O. 01.02.21 Incident Command System
with regard to command support to reflect national guidance and best practice.

ES46

Warwickshire FRS should design and purchase a suitable command and control vehicle for use
in the command support function as per fire and rescue service national guidance and best
practice.

ES47

WFRS should review and update S.O. 01.02.21 Incident Command System with regards to
sectorisation and sector commanders to reflect current national guidance and best practice.

ES48

To address the serious deficiencies in resources revealed as the incident unfolded, Warwickshire
FRS should review and update S.O. 01.02.21 Incident Command System to ensure that sufficient
resources are available at the incident in a timely manner.

Dynamic risk assessment
ES49
Existing FRS guidance (national, regional and within WFRS) on dynamic risk assessment (DRA)
should be revised and replaced: by a system of work that reflects decision making (HSG 48),
perception of risk, and a method of recording decision making; and a system to ensure that the
incident commander’s assessment of risk at the incident takes cognisance of this information.
Breathing apparatus
ES50
Whilst Warwickshire FRS has in place Service Order 05.04.10, a review and update of this service
order needs to be implemented to ensure compliance with the fire and rescue service national
guidance and best practice on selection of BA team leaders and BA wearers. It should further
ensure a robust process is in place to demonstrate that all firefighters and incident commanders
have gained the underpinning knowledge essential for ensuring that they can carry out their
functions safely.
ES51
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A singular national system for the designation of BA Entry Control Points and the numbering of BA
teams should be adopted to remove confusion and improve interoperability between fire and
rescue services.

ES52

Where BA wearers are to be re-committed, then such a commitment should be for a specific task
only and must have due regard to the fitness of BA wearers.

ES53

It is crucial for officers in charge and all BA wearers to recognise the signs and symptoms of heat
stress and other thermal-related health and performance issues or conditions i.e. experiencing
dizziness, nausea, abdominal pain, or a burning sensation of the skin, illogical decision making, or
other unusual cognitive behaviour.

ES54

The BA wearers’ names, time of entry and exit, and a brief description of the conditions and
activity must also be accurately recorded.

Water supplies
ES55
To ensure that there are adequate and appropriate firefighting media at all incidents, Warwickshire
FRS should undertake full risk assessments and produce a report in compliance with Fire Service
Manual Volume 1, Fire Service Technology, Equipment and Media, Hydraulics, Pumps and Water
Supplies Chapter 7.
ES56

The up-to-date information contained in WFRS’s Aquarius 3 database must be made available at
all times to the incident ground.

ES57

Robust training needs to be provided to ensure all firefighters and incident commanders are aware
of the hazards that may arise if a sustainable water supply is not secured in the early stages of an
incident. This training must also include methods of securing a sustainable water supply e.g. water
relay, water shuttle, HVP etc.

Operations
ES58
Warwickshire FRS should ensure that all incident commanders and firefighters are made aware of
the significant risks of not deploying covering jets prior to the committal of BA teams into a risk
area.
ES59

Warwickshire FRS needs to ensure that firefighters are made aware of the importance of correct
hose management within a risk area, since the incident revealed poor hose management in the
corridor which severely hampered progress for BA crews at this incident because of ‘a bunch of
knots’ and congestion.

ES60

National operational guidance should be developed and provided to all firefighters and incident
commanders on the risks of progressing beyond any BA command and control point without
donning a BA set and going under air. The FBU should be involved in writing this guidance.

ES61

Nationally and within WFRS training needs to be provided to all firefighters on the potential for a
thermal image camera (TIC) to display a white screen at fires involving large amounts of fuel or
petroleum-based materials, which appear to affect the ability of TICs to determine temperature
change and thus provide a picture for crews operating within this type of environment.

Fire development and firefighting actions
ES62
Nationally and within WFRS training must be provided to all firefighters in a controlled but
realistic situation which demonstrates various types of fire growth characteristics and
mechanisms of fire spread and its effects on compartments of all sizes and all types of
buildings, and the effect that fire loading and the energy released has when involved in a
compartment fire.
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ES63

FRSs nationally and locally should ensure that a robust training system is provided to ensure all
firefighters and incident commanders have current knowledge of all types of building construction,
including large compartment warehouses in rural areas where firefighters may not have experience
of dealing with fires in these kinds of buildings.

ES64

A robust training system should be provided to ensure all firefighters and incident commanders
have current knowledge of how fire develops, signs of fire and the effects on all types of building
construction.

ES65

A robust training system should be provided to ensure all firefighters and incident commanders
fully understand search and firefighting techniques in large compartments, by utilising practical and
theoretical sessions.

ES66

Robust training should be provided to ensure all firefighters and incident commanders are aware of
the hazards associated with plastic and PVC cable trunking and conduit used to secure electric
cabling failing at relatively low temperatures.

ES67

FRSs should provide suitable equipment for BA teams to enable wearers to free themselves and
other BA members from cable entrapment and should provide robust training to ensure all
firefighters are competent in use of this equipment.

ES68

Awareness training should be provided to ensure all firefighters and incident commanders
understand the hazards of firefighting in large compartments.

ES69

The FBU is of the opinion that there is an overemphasis in UK FRS training on the process called
‘flashover’ and therefore recommends that research is undertaken on how to manage fire
behaviour and firefighting techniques in large compartments to include the correct hose diameter
and discharge rate, both to protect firefighters and control the developing fire. The outcomes of
the research should be published and written into the Generic Risk Assessment 3.1 Fighting Fires
in Buildings.

1.

Introduction

1.1

This is a report of the Fire Brigade Union’s investigation into the incident which occurred on 2
November 2007 at Wealmoor Atherstone Ltd, Hangars 1 and 2, Atherstone on Stour Industrial
Estate, Atherstone on Stour, Warwickshire CV37 8BJ in which four firefighters lost their lives. The
purpose is to establish the causes of the death of the four firefighters by analysing the strategic
planning of Warwickshire Fire and Rescue Service (WFRS) prior to the incident and the operations
and techniques used during the incident. By sequential analysis the investigation team has
established that the planning and work systems were inadequate and has made recommendations
to improve the risk control systems.

1.2

The investigators were guided by health and safety law, approved codes of practice and guidance
produced by the Health and Safety Executive (HSE). This was well summed up by HSE:
Accidents can occur through people’s involvement with their work. As technical systems have
become more reliable, the focus has turned to human causes of accidents. It is estimated that up
to 80% of accidents may be attributed, at least in part, to the actions or omissions of people. This
is not surprising since people are involved throughout the life cycle of an organisation, from design
through to operation, maintenance, management and demolition. Many accidents are blamed on
the actions or omissions of an individual who was directly involved in operational or maintenance
work. This typical but short-sighted response ignores the fundamental failures which led to the
accident. These are usually rooted deeper in the organisation’s design, management and
decision-making functions.
HSE, Reducing error and influencing behaviour (HSG48)

1.3

This report is not intended to apportion blame on any individual.

The process
1.4 The investigation team has used the Fire Brigades Union Serious Accident Investigation Manual (FBU
SAI Manual 2010) as its guide for the investigation and to produce this report.
What is a serious accident investigation?
1.5 It is a systematic process which promotes a logical, consistent and professional approach to the
investigation of safety events following systems failures that have resulted in or had the potential to
cause death, serious injury or major equipment failure, while providing an impartial and independent
evaluation of the events which led to the failure.
Accident investigators
1.6 AIT 1
Regional health and safety co-ordinator
1.7

AIT 2

Brigade health and safety representative

1.8

AIT 3

Fire Brigades Union accident investigator

Witness statements and references
1.9 Unless stated otherwise, references after witness statements in this report are:
• From investigation team statements produced from recorded interviews, e.g.:
FF 3
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2.

Synopsis

Date
2.1 2 November 2007.
Time
2.2 The sequence of events covers actions and events that occurred between 17:36 when the first call
was received by mobile phone from an employee of Wealmoor to Gloucestershire Fire and Rescue
Service, the mobilising and the incident operations until approximately 21:10 when the last breathing
apparatus (BA) team withdrew.
Location
2.3 The incident was at Wealmoor Atherstone, Hangars 1 and 2, Atherstone Industrial Estate, A3400
Shipston Road, Atherstone on Stour, Warwickshire. The area of the property involved in the fire
consisted of ground and first floors of sandwich panel construction. It was used as a vegetable
packing warehouse with approximately 135 employees (95 production staff and 40 office staff). The
nearest fire station to Atherstone on Stour is 4.2 miles by road at Stratford upon Avon. Property fires
within WFRS area have a predetermined attendance (PDA) of two pumping appliances unless
previously identified as a special risk or persons reported. This had neither so two pumping
appliances were mobilised.
2.4

Warwickshire Fire and Rescue Service is predominantly a rural brigade. At the time of the incident it
had 19 stations, four of which were wholetime shift stations, three day crewing stations and 12
retained stations. Stratford upon Avon had one wholetime appliance, one retained appliance and one
high volume pump (HVP) unit.

Incident type
2.5 Crews were attending Incident No 32952, a fire in large commercial property in the storage/packing
area on the first floor.
Deceased
Watch Manager Ian Reid
Firefighter John Averis
Firefighter Ashley Stephens
Firefighter Darren Yates-Badley

Age 44 years
Age 27 years
Age 20 years
Age 24 years

Safety event
2.6 A team of four breathing apparatus (BA) wearers, for reasons unknown, got into difficulties within the
fire compartment (storage/packing area) raising a BA emergency.
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3.

The building’s construction and its history

Construction
3.1 The original part of the building was a World War 2 aircraft hangar which was extended in 2000 by its
then owners Bomfords Ltd, doubling the size of the original hangar. In 2005 Bomfords Ltd.
refurbished the existing building and constructed a further extension of a large steel-framed building,
increasing its size to approximately 150 metres by 69 metres.
3.2

The local authority building control never issued a completion certificate for the extension although
this is not unusual. During the construction of the extension Bomfords Ltd went into administration in
June 2007. Deloitte and Touche LLP, the administrators, became responsible for the business and
construction work ceased.

3.3

In August 2007 Wealmoor Atherstone Ltd purchased the business and was the owner at the time of
the fire.

3.4

Modifications had been made to the building which had sandwich panel (sometimes known as light
insulated sandwich panel or LISP) modular construction units. These panels are often used to form
walls and roofs of large uncompartmented warehouses and industrial buildings. Recently, they have
also been used in cellular buildings such as schools and hospitals. They typically comprise a core of
insulation with steel sheet on the inner and outer face with a plastic coating. After a great deal of
campaigning by the fire industry, polystyrene insulation has been all but driven out of sandwich panel
construction. It is against this background that the building in question here was constructed using
sandwich panels insulated with mineral wool and PIR. Mineral wool is not combustible and PIR is
‘combustion modified’ so it burns more like wood than polystyrene.

3.5

The new extension was a steel frame truss construction clad with Eurobond 100mm Firemaster
steel-faced Rockwool sandwich panels and the roof was clad with Kingspan KS1000 RW
trapezoidal steel-faced panels with a 40mm polyisocyanurate (PIR) core. Internally divided into two
levels built within the steel trusses by intermediate steel beams, the first level floor was constructed
of 38mm chipboard fixed to C section floor joists which were fixed to the steel beams. This created a
500mm void between the floor levels. Internal wall and ceiling partitioning on both levels was created
using Eurobond 100mm Rockwool sandwich panels. All sandwich panel joints on ceilings and walls
were finished with plastic cover strips to comply with hygiene regulations. In the office areas some
timber stud partitioning with plasterboard walls was used.

3.6

Separation within the building was created by two four-hour fire walls between the phases of
construction of 150mm Eurobond Rockwool sandwich panels. The panels were supported by steel
columns sprayed with a fire resistant coating prior to being clad in steel.

3.7

Where structural elements passed through the wall, the gaps were filled with Rockwool and clad
over. On the ground floor doorways were constructed for forklift trucks and pedestrians. At first
floor level there was one opening in the fire wall providing the only access point into the large
storage/packing area (the fire compartment). All doors within these walls should also have been
constructed to four-hour fire rating. The four-hour wall in the extension had five large openings at
ground floor level; these openings were fitted with steel roller shutter doors which were all in the
closed position at the time of the fire. Also in this section of the wall were two single-leaf and two
double-leaf steel doors. To maintain the four-hour rating the doors should have been fitted with
self-closing devices to ensure they closed after use. Three of the four doors were inoperable prior
to the fire. The four-hour fire wall at first floor level, which separated the lift lobby area from the
large storage/packing area, had a gap where the appropriate fire doors were not fitted. These
doors were manufactured by Eurobond Doors but delivered to site after Bomfords’ insolvency
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and returned to Eurobond because the administrators did not wish to continue with building
work.
3.8

It should be stressed that the four-hour fire duration of walls and doors was likely to have been an
insurer’s requirement for property protection purposes. For the safety of occupants, Approved
Document B to the Building Regulations would only have demanded 90 minutes or even one-hour
fire resistance.

3.9

In most cases, fire resisting walls and doors are not provided for the benefit of firefighters but to
enable means of escape for occupants, or they are provided to contain fire products and reduce
property loss. Therefore, the fact that a four-hour fire wall was incomplete is not a firefighting issue.
However, it has to be pointed out that firefighting practices adopted by the fire and rescue service
over many years are based on the reasonable assumption that buildings contain the fire walls and
doors that are required to meet building regulations and insurer requirements.

3.10 Access to the main storage area was via a gap in the new build four-hour fire wall. This was the only
exit/entry point to the newly constructed storage/packaging area. When Bomfords took over the
premise it was planned that fire doors were to be fitted within the gap of the new build four-hour fire
wall. A sprinkler system was due to be installed and quotes had been sourced for two fire escapes to
be fitted into the storage/packaging area on the ‘wood side’ and ‘airfield side’ to provide employees
working within that area further means of escape should a fire have occurred. When Bomfords
occupied the first floor in April 2007, the scheduled work had not been completed. Bomfords Ltd
went into liquidation on 24 June 2007 and the work on the sprinkler system within the storage area
was never completed.
3.11 For note: the very large space in which the fire was located had only one way in and out.
On the face of it, this appears to be contrary to the recommendations of Approved
Document B – Fire Safety: Volume 2 – Buildings other than dwelling houses (Fire Safety)
and the building should not have been constructed in this way.
3.12 During the time that Deloitte and Touche LLP were managing the business, management were aware
that there was still outstanding safety work to be completed in relation to the sprinkler system and the
fire doors in the storage/packaging area.
3.13 Wealmoor Ltd. formally took over the management of the premise in August 2007 where it was
highlighted by the engineering manager. Eng Mng 1 to W/H&S 1 Wealmoor’s Health and Safety
Officer, that there was still the outstanding safety work in the storage/packaging area.
3.14 At this stage, despite the long list of outstanding safety work that Eng Mng 1 lists, the most important
fire safety task to be completed was to review the fire risk assessment. There is a legal requirement
under the Fire Safety Order 2005 to keep a fire risk assessment updated. A change of ownership
should have prompted a review and if Eng Mng 1 was not aware of this, the designated health and
safety officer for the new owner should have been.
3.15 A review of the fire risk assessment would not only have focused on the potential causes of fire in and
around the building and on the means of escape for occupants. It would not have directly considered
the safety of firefighters but there would have been indirect benefits.
3.16 Firstly, a review of the fire risk assessment would have highlighted the importance of the missing fire
safety systems. Secondly, people who are responsible for the fire safety of buildings are encouraged
to incorporate into their fire risk assessment a simple line drawing of the building to help them check
their fire precautions. By completing such a line drawing, the new owners would have had at least
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one drawing that would have been a reasonable approximation to the internal layout of the premises.
This would have proved invaluable to WFRS on the evening of the fire.
3.17 The storage area was split into bays and the bay in which the fire started contained 15-18 pallets
stored 3 abreast across the width of the bay, which were then five to six pallets deep extending
towards the ‘wood side’ wall. The pallets were no more than a metre high, which gave a clear view to
the wall. The pallets contained compressed cardboard and rolls of packaging labels. The majority of
these pallets were plastic sealed, i.e. wrapped in cling film type plastic.
3.18 Two goods lifts were built into the steel-framed extension.
3.19 The refrigeration system used to chill the temperature-controlled rooms used stainless steel and
plastic pipes carrying dilute mono propylene glycol at a concentration of 30% to fan-assisted coolers
in the compartments.
Fire detection system and firefighting systems
3.20 An automatic fire detection and alarm system was installed and covered all areas of the property. The
main fire panel was located in the lobby to the rear of the property used as the staff entrance, with a
repeater panel in the lobby of the public entrance (which became Entry Point Red during the
incident). The system divided the building into 17 zones containing optical smoke detectors and
break glass call points, with high output sounders.
3.21 The main panel had mains power supply, with battery back-up and contained electronic memory.
During firefighting operations the fire alarm system was disabled at the request of the fire and rescue
service, thus erasing all the event log data. The set-up files for the fire detection and alarm system
were recovered from the non-volatile memory and identified that there were 18 optical smoke
detectors within the first floor storage/packing area.
3.22 NFU Mutual was the insurer of the building when it was under the ownership of Bomfords. NFU
Mutual undertook an insurance survey report, which refers to the installation of a fire suppression
system and automatic fire detection within the first floor storage/packing area. Contractors started to
install water mist fire suppression system and an air-aspirating fire detection system, but the work
was incomplete at the time Bomfords, the previous owners, went into insolvency in June 2007. The
contractors were prevented from completing the work on both installations.
3.23 A local contractor, who last visited the site in March 2007, supplied fire extinguishers. Four 6 litre
aqueous film forming foam (AFFF) and two 2 kilogram carbon dioxide fire extinguishers were originally
positioned in the first floor storage/packing area.
3.24 Water supplies to the premises were via a 32mm mains pipe. A branch pipe from the mains supply
appeared to feed a trailer-mounted tanker located to the rear of the premises, which was also
supplied from a bore hole 300 metres from the building via a 63mm plastic pipe. The nearest two fire
hydrants were located on the A3400 Shipston Road, one 260 metres away across a field with
hydrant post showing 75mm water main, and the other located on the junction with the access road
some 900 metres away, with the hydrant post showing 90mm water main.
Previous incidents at the property
3.25 On 3 September 2006 two appliances from Stratford upon Avon (351 & 352) attended a report of a
strong odour of smoke. This appears to have been a broken machine belt and not recorded as a fire.
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3.26 On 20 April 2007 appliances from Stratford upon Avon (351 & 352) were mobilised to a fire involving
a small fire in a compressor located on the first floor within the extension part of the property. The fire
was extinguished by hose-reel jet. The cause was reported as an electrical fault. Smoke spread to
several rooms co-located as a result of fire doors without self-closers being fitted. WM 1
was
the incident commander and he identified a number of fire safety contraventions. He reported his
concerns and requested that a fire safety officer attend the property. Subsequently, Watch Manager
a fire safety officer for WFRS, carried out a fire safety inspection. During the inspection
10
sandwich panel construction was identified which should have triggered a process that would have
generated an O2 risk information card1. This process never happened and therefore the vital risk
information card was not available to attending crews. Had this information been obtained, it would
have informed the predetermined attendance (PDA) and affected the initial resourcing of the incident.
Local authority involvement/building control
3.27 When Bomfords undertook the new extension, the Building Act 1984 should have been applied.
Regulations made under this act are known as the Building Regulations and these contain
requirements for:
Securing reasonable standards of health and safety for persons in or about the building
and that:
The building shall be designed and constructed so as to provide reasonable facilities to assist
firefighters in the protection of life.
3.28 For note: The expectations in terms of the fire safety measures required to meet the
Building Regulations are described in Approved Document B Fire Safety. In the case of a
two-storey industrial and storage building, Approved Document B actually calls for very
little in terms of access and facilities to assist firefighters.
3.29 The Building Act and Building Regulations are applied by the building control authority, which for
these premises was Stratford upon Avon District Council. Under these regulations the owners should
have deposited full plans of the proposals for the new extension.
3.30 Stratford upon Avon District Council in turn should have then consulted with the fire authority which
had the power to require, and if statutory power did not exist, to recommend additional fire safety
measures such as supplementary water supplies and fire suppression systems.
3.31 Full plans were never deposited for the new extension. However, some plans were submitted in 2005
for a large extension to the existing pack house across the front of the original hangar and the
extension that was built in 2000.
3.32 The drawings submitted showed some windows at a high level and steel joists. However, there were
no plans submitted indicating that there was to be a first floor. Stratford upon Avon Building Control
rejected this application as there was not enough information and detail in the plans and so there was
no consultation with WFRS about compliance with fire precautions.
3.33 Even though Stratford upon Avon District Council building control visited the site on numerous
occasions up to March 2007, and therefore they were aware that progressive building work was
being undertaken, there was still no liaison with WFRS.
3.34 It is clear that the building control authority and the fire authority had the power and the responsibility
to enforce certain fire safety standards in the premises.

1

02 is the WFRS reference for risk information cards carried on all appliances detailing individual properties of special risk.
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3.35 If the correct processes had been followed – with full plans submitted to Stratford Building Control
and consequently liaison with WFRS – then the premises would have been inspected to gain risk
information for firefighting operations at the site. This in turn may have resulted in the production of an
O2 risk information card affecting the weight of response for this incident and providing information
on risks, water provision etc.
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4.

Sequence of events

In order to establish what happened at the incident and assist in analysing all evidence, the FBU
investigative team constructed this detailed timeline from witness statements to the police and
from notes taken in court during the criminal trials of employees of WFRS. It runs from 17:00
on 2nd November until the early hours of 3rd November. The investigation team has sought to
include all relevant information in the correct time periods. Information in relation to mobilisation
of resources and information messages to and from the incident were taken from the incident
call log supplied by WFRS.
4.1

17:00. The normal operations at the premises of washing and packing vegetables for supermarket
retail outlets were completed, except for one line which continued to complete the packing of the
vegetables.

4.2

17:05-17:10. Eng Mng 1 the engineering manager left the building.

4.3

At approximately 17:20 the fire alarm was activated.

4.4

17:24-17:35. Emp 1 (also known as Emp 1 rang Eng Mng 1 to say that the fire alarm was
operating.

4.5

Eng Mng 1 returned to the building following the phone call from Emp

1 a few minutes later to see

the premises being evacuated and observed the main fire panel which was situated on the opposite
side of the building (the employee entrance) from where fire crews later gained access. The panel
was indicating that a detector had operated in zone 11.
4.6

Eng Mng 1 tried to reset the panel but it reactivated. He then went to investigate the cause of the

alarm that was sounding in the food storage/packing area where he found a pallet of packaging
material on fire. He tried to extinguish the fire using a 6 litre foam fire extinguisher and when this was
emptied used a 2 kilogram carbon dioxide extinguisher to extinguish pieces of material fallen from the
pallet.
4.7

Eng Mng 1 left the storage/packing area and went back outside to get assistance from warehouse
staff (Emp 1 Emp 2 Emp 3 Emp 4
and Emp 5 Together they returned to the fire to see that

the pallet had re-ignited and flames were extending towards the ceiling and decided, due to the
severity of the fire, to withdraw and call the fire and rescue service.

Emp 1 informed Emp 5 that there was a fire and that the fire service needed to be called.
At 17:35 Emp 5 called the fire service.
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4.8

At 17:35, 15 minutes after the fire panel had activated, Gloucestershire Fire & Rescue Service (GFRS)
received a call reporting a fire at Hangars 1 & 2, Atherstone Industrial Estate, Atherstone on Stour,
Warwickshire. GFRS established from the caller that it was a building on fire and what the building
was used for. Contact with the caller was terminated, but a mobile phone number was available.
At 17:37 GFRS informed Warwickshire Fire & Rescue Service (WFRS) of the incident. However,
GFRS did not pass on to WFRS all of the information received. Hangar 1 was also locally known as
Bomfords.

4.9

All times after this point are taken from WFRS voice log, BA boards etc. In addition to these,
approximate times gathered during the investigation process have been used as a guide in compiling
the sequence of events.

4.10 At 17:41, 21 minutes after the fire alarm panel first activated, two appliances from Stratford upon
Avon (351 wholetime water ladder & 352 retained water tender) were mobilised for a building on fire
at Hangars 1 and 2, Atherstone Industrial Estate, A3400 Shipston Road, Atherstone on Stour,
Warwickshire.
351:
WM 1
FF 1
FF 2
FF 3
FF 4

352:
WM Ian Reid
FF 5
FF 6
FF John Averis

For note:
FF 1
the driver/pump operator of 351 and a firefighter from the night shift, was
covering for FF 7
who had finished the day shift early. FF 1
remained at the
incident when his watch relieved the day shift.
4.11 When the first crew arrived weather and lighting conditions were dark and dry and the temperature
was approximately 5°c. There was very little artificial lighting other than internal premises lighting and
that provided by the appliance’s lighting system.
4.12 There was no additional information on the turnout sheet about the use and construction of the
building. Also there was no further information passed to crews on route. At the entrance to the
industrial estate there was a fork in the road and the crew of 351 had to ask for directions to
Hangar 1. The crew knew the location by the previous occupier’s name (Bomfords) and not the
postal address.
4.13 17:51. 351 booked in attendance.
4.14 When he arrived Watch Manager (WM) 1
the incident commander (IC), was faced with a
large property with internal lights on and no obvious external signs of fire. WM 1
was met by
a man in blue overalls, engineering manager Eng Mng 1 who told him that there was a pallet full of
cardboard on fire on the first floor and that there weren’t any people inside the building. Eng Mng 1
also told WM 1
that the power and ventilation fans had been isolated (although the internal
lights were illuminated). Eng Mng 1 informed WM 1
That the room itself had no ventilation points other than the extractor fans positioned in the roof of
the fire compartment, and that the layout was mirrored on the other side of the building.
He also informed him that he had attempted to extinguish the fire with 6 litre foam extinguisher and a
2 kilogram carbon dioxide extinguisher which were left by the doors to the fire compartment.
4.15 WM 1
FF 4
and Eng Mng 1 entered the building via the premises’ public entrance
(which became Entry Control Point Red) and ascended the stairs on the right hand side which took
them to the first floor. Then they passed through an office (the reception area) and a set of double
doors opening onto a long corridor and turned right. The corridor contained two sets of fire doors
and was illuminated by internal lighting systems. At this time the corridor was clear of smoke, but
smoke was observed at the end of the corridor issuing through the gap between a third set of double
doors which were the entrance to the lift lobby area and fire compartment. At this point Eng Mng 1
told WM 1
that he had seen a pallet of cardboard on fire inside the packaging/storage area,
but gave no information on the distance to the fire from the lift lobby area double doors.
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4.16 The fire loading in the storage/packaging area was far greater than a single pallet. The pallet on fire
was one of 22 pallets, located together to the rear of the storage/packaging area and containing
labels, cartons, and punnets and wrapping film. The property cleaning materials, some furniture and
old computers from another site owned by Wealmoor were also stored in this area. Had this
information been given to WM 1
at this time it should have provided an indication of the size
of the compartment. Given the time lag before other appliances arrived, it should have given rise to
thoughts of fire spread to the other pallets and should have resulted in a different dynamic risk
assessment of the incident.
4.17 When he returned from the corridor near to the lift lobby doors Eng Mng 1 did not inform WM
and FF 4
of the alternative first floor fire exit to their left. If this fire exit had been
1
used as the initial entry point crews would have been approximately 40 metres closer to the fire
compartment with a less congested route. Hereford and Worcester crews subsequently used this
exit as an entry point after the BA emergency (which became Entry Control Point Green).
4.18 WM 1
instructed FFs 3
and 2
to don breathing apparatus (BA) – WFRS used
Interspiro Spiromatic QS self-contained BA sets – and FF 1
to get the hose-reel extended
ready for use.
4.19 FF 4
was the designated breathing apparatus entry control officer (BAECO) at Entry Control
Point Red close to the door used by WM 1
to initially enter the premises along the right hand
side of the building (looking at the loading bays). This door provided access to the stairs leading up to
the reception area (see Figure 1).
WFRS uses a system of colours – red, white, blue and green – for entry control point designation
instead of a numbering system which is used by the majority of brigades throughout the United
Kingdom.
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Figure 1: Plan showing the dimensions of the building and the location of the Entry Control Point Red (ECP 1).

4.20 17:54. 352 booked in attendance.
4.21 17:54-18:04. Appliance 352 supplemented 351’s water via 70mm hose with the water from their
appliance tank to ensure all the water carried on the appliances was available for firefighting.
4.22 FFs 2
and 4
assisted FF 1
with connecting both hose-reels (totaling
3
120 metres) from 351 and were assisted by the retained crew (352) to drag it up to the first floor via
the entrance and staircase which WM 1
and Eng Mng 1 had used to enter the premises. FF
charged the hose-reel to 40 bars.
1
4.23 WM 1
decided to commit FFs 3
and 2
donned in BA with the extended hosereel (H/R). FF 3 and Ff 2
are the first team (BA team 1) to be committed to the fire
compartment, and were designated as Red 1 with FF 2
as team leader.
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4.24 WM 1
stated that he briefed the BA team 1, Red 1 at the entry control point (ECP) as to the
nature of the fire, and its location.
4.25 WM 1
(without BA) led BA team 1, Red 1 to the corridor leading to the fire compartment on
the first floor. On route he briefed the team that there was a pallet on fire and that they were to locate
and extinguish the fire. FF 3
stated in court that WM 1
told him:
I will take you up stairs and to a set of double doors. Through the doors, there is an area to the
left and an area to the right and the fire would be in front of you 15 to 20 metres.
From notes taken by FBU team in court

4.26 BA team 1, Red 1 took the hose-reel and proceeded along the corridor, which was clear of smoke,
through two sets of double doors, which had been previously propped open with fire extinguishers by
Eng Mng 1 and WM 1
When they reached the end of the corridor they were faced with a
further set of double doors leading to the lift lobby area and they observed wispy smoke coming
through the doors around the edges.
4.27 WM 1
positioned himself in the doorway to the reception, where he observed the BA team
enter the fire compartment. After feeding the hose-reel into the corridor, he observed that the hosereel was pulsing, confirming that the BA team 1, Red 1 were gas cooling. WM 1
then made
his way back outside.
4.28 FF 2
of BA team 1, Red 1 carried out door entry procedures and did not identify extreme
heat as water remained on the door and did not evaporate. Once through the double doors FF
proceeded to deliver a pulse of water as a temperature check. The water came back
Ff 2
down, signifying that the temperature in that area was cool enough to proceed.
4.29 The BA team was experiencing severe smoke logging, bad enough for FF 3
I could not see my hand in front of my face and I was unable to see FF 2
FF 3 (Investigation team interview recordings)

to say:
in front of me.

He also stated:
I could hear banging similar to metal expanding.
FF 3 (Investigation team interview recordings)
4.30 FF 3
who had been told by Eng Mng 1 that he had tried to extinguish a small fire on a pallet
before the FRS arrived, was not expecting the conditions they were experiencing inside the fire
compartment. He also noted that it was a large room.
4.31 18:03. WM 1
instructed the driver FF 1
to send the first informative:
A building of two floors approx. 100m x 100m, use undetermined, fire on first floor 1 hose-reel jet
2 BA Offensive.
Voice log recording from WFRS control room

Note: The actual dimensions were 150m x 70m.
4.32 18:05. Fire Control contacted Station Manager (SM) 1
by pager message as he was the
duty Station Manager for the Stratford area that night. SM 1
contacted Fire Control and
they informed him that there was a building fire at Atherstone Industrial Estate and that there were
two crews in attendance from Stratford with WM 1
in charge:
A building of two floors approx. 100m x 100m, use undetermined, fire on first floor, 1 hose-reel jet
and 2 BA, Delta mode.
Voice log recording from WFRS control room
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1

Eng Mng 1

Figure 2: A plan of the first floor identifying the positioning of Entry Control Point Red (ECP 1), the route to the fire
compartment and the location of the fire.

4.33 SM 1
decided that he did not want any more information, as WM 1
was the
incident commander, unless circumstances changed and the incident escalated. There was a
difference in the tactical mode passed to SM 1
compared to the original message from WM
which stated: “Offensive.” (Voice log recording from WFRS control room)
1
Fire Control informed SM 1
that the incident was in “Delta mode” even though resources
had been committed. (Voice log recording from WFRS control room)
4.34 WM 1

asked WM Reid and FF Averis to perform a recce (360° observation) of the premises.

4.35 With zero visibility, FFs 3
and 2
were on their hands and knees. Progress was extremely
slow and they both had to keep returning to the lift lobby double doors to the fire compartment to
pull in more hose-reel. FF 3
found a pallet to prop the doors open to stop the hose-reel
becoming jammed on the doors.
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4.36 Unable to locate the fire, FF 3
stated that he considered the risks of using the thermal imaging
camera (TIC) in a flammable atmosphere, and suggested its use to FF 2
(WFRS uses the
Argus 3 thermal image camera.) They both agreed it would be of benefit, so FF 2
sent a
message to the BAECO requesting the TIC.
4.37 WM 1
returned to the corridor on the first floor and heard a message from the BA team
requesting a TIC. The camera was brought to the first floor where he took it part of the way down the
corridor to meet the BA team 1, Red 1. They exited the fire compartment to collect it from WM
who stated:
1
I had checked to ensure that the camera was switched on before handing it over.
WM 1 (Investigation team interview recordings)
He also had a short conversation with the BA team 1, Red 1 who stated “that they were unable to
locate the fire”. FF 2
FF 3 (Investigation team interview recordings)
In addition: “The room was filled with smoke, and they would need more hose-reel to enable them to
advance within the fire compartment.” FF 2
FF 3 (Investigation team interview recordings)
4.38 WM 1
then fed the spare hose-reel tubing into the main corridor before exiting the building.
When the TIC was used within the fire compartment the screen appeared to be blank. Both team
members checked this, although when panning, and in the process of passing the camera to FF
FF 3
recalled seeing a flash of red on the screen when facing the double doors.
2
4.39 FFs 2
and 3
could not progress any further into the lift lobby area due to lack of
hose-reel, and sent a radio message to BAECO to extend the hose-reel.
4.40 WM 1

returned to the ground floor and saw the remaining two retained firefighters 6 and
deploying the hose-reel from 352. He instructed that it be taken up the stairwell and into the
5
corridor in preparation for the existing hose-reel from 351 to be extended. They were then instructed
to rig in BA ready for deployment.

4.41 FFs 2
and 3
withdrew from the lift lobby area whilst the hose-reel was extended and
then returned to continue the search for the fire.
4.42 18:07. Fire Control contacted the incident ground to see if a relief crew was required as it was now
past the change of shift time (18:00).
4.43 FF 1
observed:
351’s pump getting hot, this tells me that water is not passing through the pump so it’s not
cooling its working against a shut end.
FF 1 (Investigation team interview recordings)
4.44 18:14. The requirement for reliefs was confirmed.
4.45 WM 1

once again liaised with Eng Mng 1 and enquired about any on-site water supply.

Eng Mng 1 informed him that:

There was a large water tank on the far side of the building containing approximately 16000 litres
of water, which with a small pump they should be able to access this.
WM 1 (Investigation team interview recordings)
4.46 This information was acted upon later during the incident.
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4.47 WM 1
him.

then returned to the first floor corridor, taking some of the extended hose-reel with

4.48 BA team 1, Red 1 returned to the corridor so that the hose-reel could be extended, ensuring that
they had water before they re-entered the fire compartment via the lift lobby doors. This was carried
out by adding a further two lengths from 352 to the existing 120m making a total of 240m. At this
point they were not aware how far they were away from the fire. FF 2
estimated that they
had managed to travel about 5-10 metres inside the compartment on their hands and knees, and
because they were becoming low on air they decided to exit the building.
4.49 At approximately 18:19-18:30 FFs 6 and 5
were designated the second BA team (BA team 2)
to be committed by WM 1
and were designated as Red 2. FF 4
was still the
BAECO. BA team 2, Red 2 were instructed to lay the hose-reel to the right hand side of the corridor
up to the doors of the fire compartment and not to enter. They were then instructed to liaise with BA
team 1, Red 1 when they emerged, and, following passing over of information, to use the extra hose
reel and attempt to locate the fire. FF 3
said that this occurred just outside the fire compartment
as he recognised FF 6 because of the orange dot on his fire helmet and that he informed FF 6
to “take care it’s hot in there”. FF 3 (Investigation team interview recordings)
For note:
At this time Warwickshire Fire and Rescue Service policy Service Order 05.04.10
Development Firefighter Helmet Markings denoted an orange dot worn by a firefighter
signified an inexperienced BA wearer who should only be utilised for known small fires
(domestic), firefighting in open air or ventilation following a property fire.
FF 6 stated in court what he believes the orange dots on his helmet signify:
Orange dots mean I am allowed to go in BA but I can only go in as a number 2 in the crew.
FF 6 (Investigation team interview recordings)

4.50 At this time in WFRS there was no policy/procedure for designating retained appliance crewing when
responding to alerters (pagers) with regards to BA wearers.
4.51 It was now 60 minutes since the fire alarm panel activated.
4.52 The brief given by WM 1
to BA team 2, Red 2 at the Entry Control Point was the same as BA
team 1, Red 1 using the original hose-reel that had now been extended to 240 metres “to attempt to
locate and extinguish the fire”. WM 1 (Investigation team interview recordings)
4.53 BA team 2, Red 2 had progressed through the ECP and to the first floor without radio
communications. This was identified by WM 1
on the first floor who then provided them with
his radio prior to them entering the lift lobby doors.
4.54 BA team 2, Red 2 met BA team 1, Red 1 in the corridor 10 metres from the double doors to the fire
compartment. The hose-reel branch was passed to FF 5
and the TIC was passed over to FF
FF 6 even though it had been ineffective with the previous team.
4.55 BA team 2, Red 2 entered via the same lift lobby doors into the fire compartment with radio
communications and experienced difficulties communicating with the BAECO. The conditions in the
corridor close to but prior to the fire compartment were hot and BA team 2, Red 2 stated that:
The visibility was down to waist height.
FF 5 (Investigation team interview recordings)
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FF 6 also stated in court:
I checked the TIC by pointing at my feet and I could see the white heat image from them but
when I pointed it in front of me to locate the fire I couldn’t see anything.
Notes taken by FBU investigators in court

4.56 BA team 2, Red 2 advanced into the compartment on their knees, where FF 5
gas cooled.
Water droplets came down. Because FF 6 could not see anything on the TIC it was decided
between the crew that FF 5
would try and see if he could see anything on it and FF 6 would
take over the branch.
4.57 BA team 2, Red 2 then advanced a short distance further into the compartment with FF 6 gas
cooling. FF 6 stated that they had gone about three or four yards when he gas cooled and there
was no return of water droplets which made him think it was either a very large room or it was hot.
He then gave four long pulses with still no return. He asked FF 5
if he could hear anything; to
which he replied: “No.” FF 5 Investigation team interview recordings)
4.58 The team was growing concerned and felt that something was not quite right. FF 6 stated in court
that FF 5
said to him:
“Just soak it, so I did and we were hit with a wall of heat which made me fall to my belly.”
Notes taken by FBU investigators in court

With this intense heat and the base of the smoke layer now down almost to floor level they decided
that the conditions had changed significantly and collectively decided to withdraw.
4.59 At approximately 18:20 BA team 1, Red 1 (FF 3 and FF 2
exited the building. WM 1
stated:
They were unable to locate the fire. Although it was hot in there they were still getting water
returning from the sprays at the ceiling.
WM 1 (Investigation team interview recordings)
They also stated that they were “unable to hear the fire”. Matthew (Investigation team interview recordings)
4.60 18:21. 358, a utility vehicle, containing the night shift booked mobile to the incident.
4.61 18:26. WM 1
sent an assistance message:
Make pumps three for BA as we are having difficulty locating seat of fire due to size of premises.
Voice log recording from WFRS control room

However, WM 1
also intended to utilise the third appliance to access the on-site water supply
he had been informed of by Eng Mng 1 as there was only currently 3,600 litres available on the
appliances at the incident ground.
4.62 18:27. Fire Control asked 351 if the BA tender was required at the incident ground.
4.63 18:29. Ff 1
after confirming with WM 1
BA tender was required.
4.64 Fire Control informed Station Manager (SM) 1
confirmed that he was proceeding to the incident.
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via 351, confirmed with Fire Control that the

of the assistance message and

For note:
Within Warwickshire Fire and Rescue Service the mobilising of additional appliances on
receipt of an assistance message is determined by command levels as per Fire Service
Manual, vol 2 Incident Command, 2004:
Command Level One – up to three pumps. Minimum of a watch manager as incident
commander and a fire cover officer to be informed of first message.
Command Level Two – five pumps and a further pumping appliance for command support
plus fire cover officer.
Command Level Three – eight pumps, control unit, and supporting appliance plus five fire
cover officers (to include one group manager B or above).
Command Level Four – 12 pumps and seven fire cover officers (to include two group
manager Bs or above).
If further assistance above Command Level 4 is required then pumps are increased in
groups of three, e.g. 15, 18, 21 etc.
4.65 Given the information from the previous BA team, WM 1
again asked Eng Mng 1 about the
layout and size of the fire compartment, as the BA teams were having difficulty locating the fire.
then indicated from the outside where the compartment started and paced the area out
along the building.

WARWICKSHIRE POLICE

Eng Mng 1

Figure 3: Back of BA board showing the layout of the fire compartment drawn by Eng Mng 1 and FF 3
who added to the
initial sketch by Eng Mng 1 5m-9m-9m denotes the distance between each of the bays within the fire compartment and the
arrow indicating where the fire is.
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4.66 FF 3
also had a conversation with Eng Mng 1 about the layout of the fire compartment. That
discussion highlighted the complexity of the building. If the distances given by Eng Mng 1 were
accurate it meant that BA teams still had at least 35-40 metres to travel to the seat of the fire once
inside the fire compartment. However, the information passed over to FF 3
was proven to be
inaccurate. Not only were the distances given incorrect, Eng Mng 1 gave the incorrect location of the
fire. The actual distance from the lift lobby doors was approximately 73 metres.
4.67 All of the information was drawn in the form of a sketch plan on the back of a BA board. See
Figure 3.
4.68 Eng Mng 1 drew three plans for crews on that night but omitted the lift lobby area and the four-hour
fire wall and also gave the incorrect location and distance of the fire. At no point did he offer the
dimensions of the compartment or the additional pallets (fire loading). This information only came to
light when Eng Mng 1 gave evidence in court.
4.69 At approximately 18:30 BA team 2, Red 2 (FFs 6 and 5
exited the building after about ten
minutes in the fire compartment showing signs of anxiety. The hose-reel that FFs 6 and 5
had
used was left at the top of the stairs in the reception area.
4.70 FF 3
recognised the signs of anxiety exhibited by both firefighters, and approached FF 6
to try and calm him down. Initially FF 3
thought that they had returned for a piece of equipment.
However, once he had established that this was not the case, he instructed FF 6 to remove his BA
facemask. FF 6 then said to FF 3
FF 3 it’s too hot in there, we can’t find it. It’s too hot.
FF 6 (Investigation team interview recordings)

4.71 FF 6 said that they were not debriefed on exit. However, FF 4
stated that there was a very
quick debrief and this is supported by WM 1
The reason given by Team 2, Red 2 for their
early withdrawal was that they were low on air due to laying out the hose-reel before being committed
into the fire compartment. They also stated that they were “unable to locate the fire and that the room
was still hot”. (FF 6 Investigation team interview recordings). They indicated on the plan the location within
the fire compartment that they believed they had been to.
4.72 WM 1
decided he was going to commit a further team and started to see who was available
from the crews at the incident. With the information that he had gathered; FF 3
volunteered to
go back in with FF 2
WM 1
initially said no to FF 3
due to their previous wear.
However, once he had checked with FF 2
that he felt the same way and that they were both
fully fit for the task, they were committed for the second time.
4.73 Upon on the return of WM Reid and FF Averis from their 360° recce, WM 1
stated that WM
Reid advised him that:
Other than smoke issuing from fan apertures, there appeared to be no other physical signs of the
fire developing in other parts of the building.
WM 1 (Investigation team interview recordings)
Another observation was that water appeared to be running down into the loading bay.
WM 1 (Investigation team interview recordings)
4.74 At approximately 18:34-18:50 WM 1
committed BA team 3 (FFs 3
and 2
They were given the same brief as previously. The objective was to locate the fire now that they were
aware of the approximate distance to it and the distance between the walls, which they intended to
use as reference points. Both firefighters also believed that they were better equipped with the
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knowledge from their previous entry. The BAECO designated them as Red 1 again. The team
retraced their steps to the first floor and located the hose-reel left by BA team 2, Red 2 at the top of
the stairs in the reception area.
4.75 FF 3
had formulated a plan from the information that he had received from Eng Mng 1 Once
inside the lift lobby area, he was going to deviate slightly left in a diagonal direction until he reached the
wall 5 metres inside the lift lobby area. Then they would turn right along the wall until they reached the
opening in the four-hour fire wall. This method would be repeated to reach the end of the 9-metre
wall as shown on Figure 2 and the plan drawn by Eng Mng 1 and added to by FF 3
(Figure 3).
He believed that the fire would be approximately 10-15 metres past that wall (although it has been
established that Eng Mng 1 was wrong about the location of the fire). With this plan in mind, he
thought that the objective was achievable. However, his main concern was preventing the team from
becoming lost.
4.76 WM 1
followed BA team 3, Red 1 up to the first floor and he stated that:
The smoke at this point had spread approximately half way down the corridor towards the
reception area, but it was still possible from a crouched position to see within a few metres of the
fire compartment.
WM 1 (Investigation team interview recordings)
4.77 FF 3
stated in court that:
The smoke at the end of the corridor by the double doors was now down to waist height.
Notes taken by FBU investigators in court

4.78 BA team 3, Red 1 entered the fire compartment and FF 2
stated that there was thick black
smoke down to the floor and it became even hotter once they had passed the rear lift lobby wall.
The BA team 3, Red 1 could hear things falling from the ceiling. FF 2
helmet torch became
entangled in cables, believed to be from the lighting systems, which were hanging down. These were
surface mounted in plastic conduits. FF 2
radioed to the entry control officer (ECO) to find out
if the electricity supply in the compartment had been isolated.
4.79 It took FF 3
quite some time to free FF 2
from the cables. He also said that the
conditions were so poor he couldn’t see where the cables were coming from, but he saw something
white floating in front of him which he believed to be a light fitting. They both experienced an increase
in temperature at this point. FF 3
stood up to step over the cables and could feel a further
increase in temperature. On their knees they took the same route as before. This had been discussed
outside with WM 1
and the BAECO FF 4
FF 2
said that when they reached
a triangular shaped structure, which was hot, they radioed FF 4
BAECO for information
about its identity. FF 3
described the conditions:
My ears were slightly burning through my flash-hood and my hands starting to scald in his [sic]
wet gloves.
FF 3 (Investigation team interview recordings)
4.80 FF 4
and WM 1
asked Eng Mng 1 what the hot triangular object was and for any
other information. Eng Mng 1 stated in court:
I don’t know of anything that could be triangular, I think there may have been a pallet truck up
there but I’m not sure.
Notes taken by FBU investigagors in court

4.81 As there was no additional information available to assist the BA team 3, Red 1 and with the
conditions deteriorating, FFs 3
and 2
decided to withdraw.
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4.82 18:33. Station Manager 2
officer (BAMCO).

was mobilised to Atherstone on Stour as BA main control

4.83 18:34. 358 booked in attendance. This crew were the night shift from Stratford (Blue Watch), the
relief crew for the day watch.
358:
WM 2
FF 8
FF 9
FF 10
4.84 WM 1
returned to the ground floor and spoke to WM 2
incident should progress to Command Level Two.

They both agreed that the

4.85 18:37. 371 Alcester (water ladder) booked in attendance.
371:
WM 3
CM 1
CM 2
FF 11
FF Ashley Stephens
FF Darren Yates-Badley
White/grey smoke was observed coming from the eaves of the building on the side where WM
and CMs 1 and CM 2
were operating the other appliances.

3

4.86 371 Alcester was the appliance attending as part of ‘make pumps three’ under Command Level 1.
For note:
At this time Warwickshire Fire and Rescue Service policy states that at developing/larger
incidents (three pumps or more) command support will be assigned to a crew manager.
4.87 18:37. WM 1
sent an assistance message “Move to Command Level 2” – five pumps and
one pump dedicated for command support plus a fire cover officer. 341 Shipston, 401 Wellesbourne
and 361 Bidford appliances were mobilised.
4.88 It was now 77 minutes since the fire panel activated.
4.89 WM 4 (401) was attending a bonfire at a community fire event at a local school. On hearing
Command Level 2 he instructed the driver FF 12
to make way towards the incident prior to
being mobilised.
4.90 WM 2
returned to WM 1
and they began the formal handover of information. However,
WM 1
remained in charge whilst WM 2
assisted with the allocation of tasks for the
oncoming appliances and the organisation of crews.
4.91 When 371 Alcester arrived, WM 3
made contact with WM 2
who he believed was the
incident commander. He stated that he never spoke to WM 1
WM 3 (Investigation team
interview recordings)
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4.92 WM 2
instructed WM 3
to move his appliance (371) and then to try to gain access via
another entry point further along the building. He also stated that he wanted 2 BA wearers. WM
also requested the two hose-reels off 371 and to connect this hose-reel line into 351, making
2
a second 240-metre hose reel from 351.
4.93 FF Stephens and FF Yates-Badley from Alcester crew volunteered to wear BA.
4.94 18:38. 401 Wellesbourne are mobilised.
4.95 WM 3
reported that WM 2
had told him that the building was used for vegetable
packing and that there was a pallet on fire in the storage area on the first floor, but he did not know
the distance to the seat of the fire. He was aware that four lengths of hose-reel (240 metres) had
been connected together and that a team of four was needed to manage the hose.
4.96 WM 3
had been made aware of a ‘scale plan’ WM 3 (Investigation team interview recordings)
that had been drawn up by a man in a blue boiler suit (Eng Mng 1 but had not seen any drawings
produced by firefighters.
4.97 Eng Mng 1 informed WM 3
about the other access point further along the building and said
that it was a shorter way to the lift lobby area (the fire compartment). For some reason this access
point was disregarded initially because, according to Eng Mng 1 it would access onto the wrong side
of the four-hour fire wall.
4.98 Eng Mng 1 also told WM 1
of an alternative access point that would require entry through the
ground floor to open the double doors – fire exit double doors which can only be opened from the
inside. After discussions with WM 2
WM 1
and Eng Mng 1 went and looked through the
transport office window into a large area known as ‘goods out’. This large room was clear of smoke
with no signs of fire. They entered from a roller shutter door to the left of the loading bays into an open
area known as the goods out area.
They progressed diagonally to the right through the goods out area and opened the fire doors which
were approximately 18 metres to the right hand side of the existing entry point.
For note:
This access point was later to be used as an entry point by Hereford & Worcester FRS
crews. See Figure 8.
4.99 18:40. WM 1
requested the attendance of a water bowser, which contained 5,400 litres of
water, as it was unclear if the onsite water supply would be available or suitable. No fire hydrant had
been set into; the nearest two fire hydrants were located on the A3400 Shipston Road, one 260
metres (13 lengths of hose) away across a field with the hydrant post showing a 75mm water main,
and the other on the junction with the access road some 915 metres (45 lengths of hose) away, with
the hydrant post showing a 90mm water main.
4.100 18:40. Both Shipston on Stour 341 and Bidford on Avon 361 were mobilised to the incident.
4.101 18:45. 241 and 244B (breathing apparatus tender containing spare cylinders, guidelines, BA ancillary
equipment) from Atherstone (another town, 46 miles from Atherstone on Stour) were mobilised.
4.102 It was 18:47 before 294W, the water bowser from Leamington Spa, booked mobile (this appliance
utilises a pod system). The delay was due to the changing over of pods onto the prime mover.
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4.103 WM 2

instructed FF 9
to set up command support as a separate function. FF
initially carried out this function from 351 Stratford’s first appliance in attendance, which was
1
also being used to supply water to the hose-reel that was being utilised. FF 9
decided to continue to use this appliance as it was one that he was familiar with. FF 8
also
assisted with this function, acting as a runner. However, in the first instance he and FF 9
were instructed to carry out scene safety and to gather certain pieces of equipment
(lighting, BA cleaning equipment, bottled water etc. forming a BA cleaning area) and place them on a
plastic sheet close to appliance 351.

4.104 Once the command support was up and running, FF 9
made a record of all
messages sent to fire control. He also kept a record of everyone arriving at the incident. This record
was made on the laminated sheets, which are part of the command support pack. However, it
appears that there were no records of any formal written risk assessments having been performed.
FF 9
stated that:
I had never been asked to carry out any written risk assessments or had any given to me.
(Investigation team interview recordings)
FF 9
4.105 Appliances and vehicles arriving at the incident ground reported to command support. However, no
record could be found of them being given a brief with any operational information, hazard
information or tactical mode.
4.106 In order to carry out command support, part of FF 9
role was passing information
around the incident ground and to fire control. To achieve this, he used the appliance main scheme
radio, mobile phone, runners and a portable radio. He said in his statement to the police that:
Channel 1 on the portable radio is used for command support.
(Investigation team interview recordings)
FF 9
For note:
WFRS procedures for hand-held radio channels are:
Channel 1 – fireground
Channel 2 – control unit
Channel 3 – BA
Channel 4 – command support
Channel 5 – spare fireground channel.
4.107 FF 8
was a runner assisting FF 9
with command support. He collected
nominal role boards, received and passed information, directed appliances as they arrived and
moved appliances when he recognised there was a shortage of water for firefighting.
4.108 FF 9
didn’t think about it on the night, but subsequently has realised that at
Command Level 2 WFRS mobilising policy states that there should be a dedicated crew for
command support and an officer in overall command of the function.
4.109 18:48. 401 (water ladder) Wellesbourne booked in attendance.
401:
WM 4
FF 12
CM 3
FF 13
FF 14
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4.110 WM 4 described the fire upon arrival as:
No heavy smoke, no visible flame; it looked like a small fire somewhere in the building.
WM 4

(Investigation team interview recordings)

4.111 WM 2
instructed WM 4 to provide two hose-reel lengths and BA wearers from 401, which
were to be the BA emergency team (CM 3
FF 12
, and a further two BA wearers
from the next appliance to arrive, and to instruct the rest of the crew to find the emergency water
supply (EWS) behind the building.
4.112 WM 4 instructed FF 13 to transfer the water from their appliance to 351. Once this was
completed, he was instructed to move the appliance to make way for other oncoming appliances.
4.113 The command point was relocated to an appliance to the right hand side of the building by the
loading bays because smoke was issuing from the premises.
4.114 18:49. WM 2

sent a further assistance message: Command Level 3. (Voice log recording from

WFRS control room). This equated to ‘make pumps eight’, plus the control unit and a supporting

appliance. The control unit stationed at Warwick had been off the run for a number of months and
the FBU was not aware of any contingency plans in place should this function be required.
4.115 18:50. 291 Leamington Spa was mobilised to the incident via the main scheme radio.
4.116 18:50. WFRS fire control contacted Hereford and Worcester Fire and Rescue Service’s (HWFRS) fire
control centre, requesting the attendance of one appliance from Pebworth as part of the predetermined attendance (PDA) for the Command Level 3. Hereford and Worcester Fire and Rescue
Service’s policy states that a minimum of two appliances and a station manager will be mobilised for
any cross-border working. This is to ensure HWFRS’s own safe systems of work are implemented
and fully resourced.
4.117 It was now 90 minutes since the fire alarm panel activated.
4.118 At approximately 18:50 BA team 3, Red 1 (FFs 2
and 3
exited the building, leaving the
hose-reel in the reception area and still not having located the fire. During the debrief with WM 2
FF 3
stated that it was the hottest fire that he had been subjected to for years, and stated that
there was zero visibility inside the fire compartment. FF 2
informed WM 2
about the
triangular shaped pillar and said that the smoke was reaching the floor level and that it required
venting to reduce the severity of the conditions in the fire compartment. See Figure 4.
4.119 Both firefighters had a similar conversation at some point before the BA emergency with FF 9
and FF 8
describing the conditions inside the fire compartment as extremely hot
with little visibility.
4.120 WM 1
stated that BA team 3, Red 1 passed their debrief information in written format (a
planned drawing on laminated sheet from the command support pack). He believed that this was
then recorded in the command support folder.
4.121 At this time WM 1
felt that it was a logical point to pass command of the incident to WM
He updated him on the location of the fire compartment, what was involved, the difficulty in
2
locating the fire, the heat, and the on-site water supply. He confirmed that there were no persons
inside the building and also identified the fire warden, Eng Mng 1 and informed him about the
observations of WM Reid and FF Averis.
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Figure 4: Illustrating the distance travelled by BA teams 1, 2 and 3 inside the fire compartment.

4.122 The alternative access point was also discussed at this time and WM 1
said he would liaise
with Eng Mng 1 to get it accessed. WM 2
stated that WM 1
“contacted him regarding
entering the building and also asked if it was okay to enter the building with Eng Mng 1 to locate and
open the second entrance”. WM 2 (Investigation team interview recordings)
WM 2

agreed but stressed that they should proceed only if it was safe to do so.

WM 1
also agreed that he would assist the command support role by advising on coming
appliances until his crew was ready to depart.
4.123 FF 8
and two other FFs ran out a covering jet consisting of six lengths of 45mm hose and a
hand-controlled branch in case it was required – as set down in WFRS procedures, which state that
procedure should be actioned before any BA teams are committed.
4.124 18:51. Station Manager 1
booked in attendance with fire control. They informed him that
the incident had progressed to Command Level 3:
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I noticed light grey smoke issuing from the eaves but nothing that gave me any major concern.
There was enough evidence to confirm that there was a fire of some degree inside the building.
(Investigation team interview recordings)
SM 1
4.125 He also noticed that command support was preparing to move from 351 to another appliance
because of smoke issuing from the building.
4.126 At approximately 18:51 WM 2
informed until 18:55.

took charge from WM 1

although fire control was not

4.127 18:51. 341 (water ladder) Shipston on Stour booked in attendance.
341:
WM 5
CM 4
CM 5
FF 15
WM 2
instructed CM 4
CM 5
and FF 15
reels together and place it in bites by the entry point.

on arrival to connect the appliance hose-

4.128 18:52. 292, the second appliance from Leamington Spa, booked mobile by appliance mobile phone.
4.129 WM 2
requested a further BA team (BA team 4) which consisted of WM Reid and FF Averis
from Stratford, and FF Yates-Badley and FF Stephens from Alcester.
4.130 They were the fourth BA team to be committed and were designated with the call sign Red 1 (BA
team 4, Red 1) and recorded the entry time of 18:53 on the entry control board (ECB). The size of the
BA team was increased for hose management because of the long travel distance to the scene of
operations. WM 2
briefed the BA team to:
Carry out a right hand search of the fire compartment and tackle the fire.
WM 2 (Investigation team interview recordings)
He also instructed them to locate and use the original hose-reel which had been left at the top of the
stairs in the reception area. This was a mixed crew of retained firefighters from different WFRS
stations.
CM 1 and FF 11
without BA assisted with managing the hose-reel for BA team 4, Red 1:
The first floor landing is clear although there is smoke in the reception and the smoke in the
corridor is a quarter of the way down from the ceiling.
CM 1 Ff 11 (Investigation team interview recordings)
4.131 Before BA team 4, Red 1 entered, FF 3
had a discussion with WM Reid about the conditions
and layout inside the building. FF 3
collected the command support pack from 352 so that he
could draw a sketch plan of the layout on the laminated sheets of paper. This indicated the premises’
doors, corridors, the partitioning walls inside the fire compartment and the cables that were hanging
down from the ceiling, which FF 2
had got caught up in.
4.132 This was also confirmed by SM 1
As he approached WM 2
for a briefing about the
incident he noticed FF 3
drawing a plan in the command support pack. He also said that FF
told him that there was a fire involving a pallet and that it was hot in the area, indicating the
3
location on the plan that he had drawn.
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4.133 FF 3
also recalled having a similar conversation with CM 3
This referred to the information
he gave to WM Reid before BA team 4 was committed to the risk area. This took place before BA
team 5 entered the building.
4.134 18:55. 361 (water ladder) Bidford on Avon booked in attendance.
361:
WM 6
CM 6
FF 16
FF 17
FF 18
FF FF 19
4.135 18:55-19:00. WM 6
stated in court that he reported to command support and handed in the
nominal roll board (Notes taken by FBU investigators in court). He was then instructed by WM 2
to get two BA wearers to the entry control point (ECP) as soon as possible. The nominated BA
wearers were FFs 17
and 18
WM 6
escorted FF 17 and FF 18 to the BA
holding area and then asked WM 2
if there was anything else he could do. There was concern
that smoke was percolating around the ECP so it was decided that WM 6
should look for an
entry point on the far side of the building and conduct a further 360° recce. WM 6
took FF
FF 19 with him and they walked around to the other side of building to look for an alternative entry.
4.136 At approximately 18:55 WM 3
then suggested to WM 2
the incident commander, the
setting up of a BA sector, which was agreed. WM 3
became the BA sector commander and
gathered BA equipment and established a BA holding area. WM 3
told the police:
After they had entered the building I went up to the officer in charge and said, “Should we
consider making a BA sector?” “Yep that’s a good idea, WM 3 would you do that?” I then went to
my appliance to get a sector commander jacket and then started to set up a BA sector.
WM 3 (Investigation team interview recordings)
4.137 WM 5
CM 5
FF 15
went to the left of the building from the ECP to look at the
possibility of using the bore hole and the water tank to the rear of the premises located earlier.
4.138 CM 4

began transferring the water from 341 to 351.

4.139 As part of the handover, WM 2
took Station Manager 1
to the first floor through the
entry point being used by the BA teams. WM 6
also followed WM 2
and SM 1
up the stairs prior to conducting the 360° recce. He indicated the corridor, travel distances and
conditions underfoot. The reception area was now beginning to be affected by smoke (the fire doors
were being kept partially open by hose-reel) so they all returned to the ground floor. WM 1
once again confirmed that he and Eng Mng 1 would try to gain access by the alternative entry point
further along the building.
4.140 SM 1
recollection is that only himself and WM 2
went up to the first floor. He also
stated that due to the presence of smoke in the reception, anyone hose managing in this area must
wear BA.
4.141 18:55 Fire control received a message from the incident ground informing them that WM 2
taken command of the incident from WM 1
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Figure 5: Illustrating the location of the glow on the far side of the building from the entry control point.

4.142 18:56. Group Manager (GM) 1

was mobilised to the incident.
Eng Mng 1

and FF 19
to take the employee (
4.143 18:56-19:05. WM 2
instructed WM 6
find another entry point and silence the alarm as it was affecting BA communications. Upon
reaching the opposite side of the building from Red ECP Eng Mng 1 tried to silence the alarm and at
the same time picked up some architect plans (now known not to reflect the first floor). WM 6
and FF 19
said they saw paint blistering and a red glow on the cladded wall of the building. WM
also stated in court that:
6
I could see flames between the wall and roof to the left of the double doors.
WM 6 (Investigation team interview recordings)
4.144 18:56. Hereford and Worcester fire control contacted WFRS fire control and informed them that they
had mobilised appliances from Pebworth and Evesham plus a flexi-duty station manager to comply
with their own safe systems of work.
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4.145 18:58. 291 (water tender) Leamington Spa booked in attendance.
291:
CM 7
FF 20
FF 21
FF 22
4.146 18:58. GM 2

was also mobilised to the incident.

4.147 The only water supply that had been identified on the incident ground was the onsite tank, which was
not accessible. FF 8
recognised that additional water was required and started to ferry
appliances from the holding area in the car park to the fire ground so that the water from the on
board tanks could be used. One appliance, which FF 8
had driven to the fire ground from
Leamington Spa, had a computerised e-pump management system that he was unable to operate.
He therefore returned the appliance to the car park.
4.148 At approximately 19:00 SM 1
took command of the incident from WM 2
who now
became a sector commander. It is not known who made the decision to sectorise the incident or at
what time. Command support was also unaware of sectorisation of the incident.
4.149 SM 1
instructed WM 5
to go to the rear of the building to locate the water tank in
the wooded area and see if it could be used to provide water. WM 5
took CM 5
and FF
climbed onto the water tank to see if it contained water and to check
15 with him. WM 5
the type of connections compared to fire service connections. The connections were not compatible
so the water could not be accessed. This should have been picked up by a visit under section 7.2d
of the Fire Services Act 2004 visit and resolved mutually.
While dealing with the water tank issue, WM 5
CM 5
and FF 15
observed a wall
glowing red and paint peeling past the second exit door on the ‘wood side’ of the building, but they
had no radio with them. WM 5
decided that they would return and inform SM 1
4.150 At the same time fire control telephoned SM 3
requesting his attendance at the incident.
This ensued since there was insufficient officer (SM role and above) cover that evening to deal with a
Command Level 3 incident which required the attendance of five officers (SM role and above). This
request was on the basis of a pre-arranged recall-to-duty agreement.
from Stratford upon Avon night shift went to relieve FF 4
4.151 At approximately 19:00 FF 10
of his BAECO duties. BA team 4, Red 1 was still committed inside the building at this time.
4.152 At approximately 19:07 BA team 5, consisting of another mixed crew from two different WFRS
stations (CM 3
FF 12
from Wellesbourne and FF 18
and FF 17
from Bidford),
were committed. They were designated with a call sign Red 2. Their brief, provided by WM 2
was for CM 3
and FF 12
to enter the building with a second hose-reel (240 metres in length)
and carry out a left hand search upon entering the fire compartment. Their time of whistle was
calculated as 19:42.
4.153 FF 17
believed that they were only the second BA team to enter the building because of their
call sign number – Red 2. CM 3
and FF 18
also stated that WM 2
was in charge at
this point. Precise times for ‘time in and time of whistle’ for BA team 4, Red 1 and BA team 5, Red 2
were taken from the Red BA entry control board that was impounded later in the incident (Figure 6).
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Figure 6: The impounded Red ECP BA board that was used for BA team 4, Red 1 and BA
team 5, Red 2.

4.154 Before going in, CM 3
had a conversation with FFs 2
and 3
about the conditions
inside the building and the cables hanging from the ceiling. He also had sight of a drawing on the
back of the BA board referring to the partition distances in the fire compartment. CM 3
noticed
FF 3
appearance. He was sweaty faced and he had a wet T-shirt which indicated to CM
that it was going to be very hot inside the fire compartment.
3
4.155 FF 10
BAECO of Red board, now had two BA teams of four committed on his board. He
suggested to WM 2
that for BA command and control purposes the incident should go to BA
Stage II procedures, and that another board was required. This was never communicated. Had it
been, it should have ensured that all firefighters were aware that Stage II procedures had been
implemented.
4.156 FF 18
and FF 17
stated that they handed their tallies to the Red BAECO, and then they
were told to go under air at the top of the stairs by WM 2
FF 17
believed that this practice
was permissible so long as the BAECO had been informed of each individual’s cylinder pressure and
the time of going under air in order that he/she could recalculate the times of whistle.
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4.157 CM 3
mentioned that he saw a BA team entering the building about five minutes before his BA
team were committed, but he could not recall how many were in that team. As with FF 17
this
raised concerns with CM 3
They were allocated their call sign Red 2 and he remembered that
FFs 3
and 2
had previously been committed, which meant that the BA team he had
just seen entering should be at least Red 3. There is no account of this decision being challenged to
establish how many BA teams had already been committed prior to their entry.
4.158 CM 3
also stated that WM 2
briefed the two members of the BA crew from Bidford on
Avon to manage the hose-reel. This meant that there were two briefs. However, there seems to be
some confusion as FF 18
believes that WM 2
briefed the whole team at the top of the
stairs and instructed the BA team to go down the corridor to the double doors at the end. Once
inside the fire compartment they were instructed to carry out a left hand search. FF 18
stated
that this was repeated by CM 3
who was the team leader.
4.159 BA team 5, Red 2 turned right into the corridor. They stated:
The lights are on in the corridor and the smoke is initially at head height getting thicker and a slight
increase in temperature as they proceed along.
CM 3 FF 12 (Investigation team interview recordings)
BA team 5, Red 2 gas cooled in the corridor past the second set of double doors, CM 3
stated in
court: “Water fell back down indicating it was ok to continue.” (Notes taken by FBU investigators in court)
4.160 There was a room on their left – the canteen – which was lightly smoke logged as the door was already
open. CM 3
decided that it needed to be searched. He and FF 12
carried out the search leaving
FFs 17
and 18
in the corridor to manage the hose-reel. As the lights were on and there was
little smoke present, it did not take long to ascertain that this room was not yet involved in the fire.
4.161 19:05-19:10. WM 6
the rear of building.

and FF 19

saw water through the slatted plastic of the loading bays at

reported back to WM 2
informing him of the red glow, the
4.162 At approximately 19:10 WM 6
flames between the eaves and the wall, and the peeling paint. He was instructed to get a pump and
fight the fire. Unfortunately this never happened as while he and FF 19
were gathering equipment
for the task by the loading bays, CM 6
informed them of the BA emergency and the need for
BA wearers. WM 6
and FF 19
collected BA sets and made their way to the BA holding area
to the left of the ECP.
4.163 Eng Mng 1 returned with WM 6
and took architect’s plans to command support where FF
instructed him to take them to WM 2
FF 9
4.164 At approximately 19:10 FF 14
from Wellesbourne was instructed by WM 2
to set up
another BA board and to carry out BAECO duties at Red ECP. There were now two BA entry control
boards at Red ECP. FF 14
believed that because there was a second BA board it should be
designated as White. He also said that he had initially started in BA stage 1 entry control procedures,
and he then made the decision to move to BA stage 2 entry control procedures; but he never
informed anyone. FF 14
said that he had never carried out the role of BAECO in stage 2 BA
before, and neither had he ever received any training.
4.165 At approximately 19:10 WM 5
building and told SM 1
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CM 5
and FF 15
what they had seen.

returned from the rear of the

4.166 After being told of the glow SM 1
instructed WM 4 to gather resources and attack the fire
at the rear of the building. WM 4 said in his police statement: “SM 1
then asked me to
start a Sector 2 up.” WM 4 (Investigation team interview recordings)
He further stated:
Because I had given my jacket to WM 2
I then had to relocate to get another jacket to
indicate that I was going to become a Sector Commander. Also I needed to get the manpower to
set up Sector 2. There was a holding area at the bottom of the car park where all the other
appliances that attended were. I went down there I spoke to a few members of staff who were the
same rank as me who had done some initial work of finding out of where things were. I liaised
with them and had to borrow Bidford’s Sector Commander’s jacket and informed him I was taking
over this sector, this is not unusual. I then started to get the manpower sorted for the second
sector and get the equipment sorted.
WM 4

(Investigation team interview recordings)

A message came across my personal radio that we had a BA emergency. I had to cancel setting
up Sector 2 and re-use the manpower for BAs.
WM 4

(Investigation team interview recordings)

4.167 19:10-19:20. FF 14
stated that he was briefed by FF 10
and that BA team 4, Red 1 had
gone on a left hand search in the fire compartment, which was why he sent BA team 5, White 1 on
the same route. At some point FF 14
said that he had operated two BA boards at the Red ECP
because he did not want to erase anything due to the BA emergency. He also said that WM 4 was
in charge at the ECP. WM 4 was also organising all of the resources. Unfortunately, he confirmed
that he never saw any available plans or sketches that may have assisted him.
4.168 FF 14

committed BA team 6, FFs 21
and 22
with a brief to replace CM 1 and FF
11 who were carrying out hose management in the reception area on the first floor without BA on.
FF 22
said that their team was committed from the board operated by FF 14
and was
designated with the call sign White 1. This meant that they were committed between approximately
19:10 and 19:16 (19:14:51 on the control log) when the BA emergency occurred. As this BA team
were already carrying out their brief when the BA emergency was raised, it is believed to be closer to
19:10.

4.169 There appears to be some confusion with the donning and starting of this team, as FF 22
affirmed that they went under air at the top of the stairs even though he knew that it is not an
acceptable practice. However, FF 21
contradicts this, reporting that they donned at the entry
control point and their call sign was Red. He could not remember the BA team number.
4.170 FF 22
entered the building with a non-intrinsic hand held radio, whilst FF 21
carried the
intrinsically safe radio. FF 21
stated that whilst carrying out a daily check of the BA set and
ancillary equipment at the start of the shift, he had identified a defective ear piece causing the
transmissions to be intermittent. Unfortunately, FF 21
did not have time to report the defect
before being mobilised to the incident.
4.171 FF 22
and FF 21
reported that: “The stairwell and the reception area is clear of smoke and
hazy smoke in the corridor.” FF 22 FF 21 (Investigation team interview recordings)
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4.172 BA team 5, Red 2 went through the double doors into lift lobby area. The smoke was down to floor
level with zero visibility and the heat was described as being “intense” CM 3 (Investigation team
interview recordings) “a punch on the nose” FF 12 (Investigation team interview recordings) and “like an
and FF 12
noticed a hose-reel
oven” FF 17 (Investigation team interview recordings). CM 3
already going through the double doors and then off to the right. Whilst gas cooling by the double
doors, CM 3
could hear BA team 4, Red 1 communicating with each other at about 45° in front
of them. The communicating sounds gave CM 3
the impression that everything was as it should
be with the BA team at that time.
4.173 About 2-3 metres inside the compartment BA team 5, Red 2 were unable to pull sufficient hose-reel
to continue into the fire compartment. FF 18
(who also had a hand-held radio) tried to contact
the BAECO for more hose-reel, but he received no reply. He also commented on the conditions being
hot and the confusion of hearing several messages from unidentified voices. The team returned to
the corridor to pull some more hose-reel through.
4.174 There was a problem with hose management somewhere in the corridor which became apparent
later in the incident when other BA teams encountered similar difficulties. They were unable to pull
sufficient hose-reel into the fire compartment, tripping over the coils of hose-reel that had built up in
the main corridor. FF 17
who was number three in the BA team, stated that:
Due to the density of the smoke he could not even see FF 12
who was number 2 and who in
reality was barely a few feet in front of him.
FF 17 (Investigation team interview recordings)
4.175 FF 21
travelled about 7-8 metres down the corridor and noticed that the conditions were
deteriorating.
4.176 BA team 6 were feeding two hose-reels, one yellow and black, and one black, into the main corridor.
During this task they heard the BA emergency message over the hand-held radio. Shortly afterwards
(approximately 19:18) two further BA teams (BA teams 7 and 8) came past them in to the main
corridor, each with a 45mm jet. BA team 6 remained in the corridor managing both the 45mm and
the two hose-reels, until they became low on air and exited the building.
4.177 Before leaving the building, BA team 6 noticed that the base of the smoke layer in the corridor was
above head height. This BA team did not debrief on exit as they had not done anything except hose
manage in the reception area and just into the main corridor. They therefore thought that there was
nothing significant to contribute to the management of the incident regarding BA operations.
4.178 19:10. 294W Leamington Spa water bowser booked in attendance.
294 W:
CM 8
FF 23
4.179 It was now 100 minutes since the fire alarm panel activated.
4.180 The portable dam from the water bowser was set up adjacent to the corner of the building near to
Red ECP to feed 351.
4.181 A fire hydrant at the entrance to the trading estate on the A3400 Shipston Road, some 900m away
from the incident, was used by appliances (together with the water bowser) to shuttle water to the fire
ground and replenish the portable water dam set up from the bowser.
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4.182 The appliances that were involved in the water shuttling were also supplying the fire ground pumps
directly.
4.183 19:10. 292 Leamington Spa (water ladder) booked in attendance.
292:
CM 9
FF 24
FF 25
FF 26
4.184 CM 3
stated in court that:
We went into the compartment about 4 or 5 feet and stopped I did a Dynamic Risk Assessment
(DRA) on the fact gas cooling having no effect on heat and smoke, and I could hear large objects
falling down. I considered the reason that we were in there and it’s not worth the risk. I spoke to
FF 12
we were both taken aback by the heat and decided it was worthless to proceed any
further.
Notes taken by FBU investigators in court

4.185 FF 17
by the lift lobby double doors managing the hose-reel for CM 3
and FF 12
said
in his police statement:
I was looking for an orange glow from off a wall but there was no sign of one, and whilst in there I
shouted “it’s bloody hot in here”. I then heard a loud crash, bang noise and straight after I heard
some shouting and screaming, which sounded like general panic. This sounded like the voices of
about 2 or 3 males, which I could hear clearly.
FF 17 (Investigation team interview recordings)
4.186 FF 10
(BAECO) tried to contact BA team 4, Red 1 via the hand-held radio about their time of
whistle (TOW), which was due at 19:28. FF 10
did not receive any answer. Following WFRS
procedures, he informed WM 2
who was nearby. Taking into account the difficulties encountered
with portable radio communications (especially in certain types of structure), WM 2
instructed FF
to try again.
10
4.187 FF 10
once again tried to contact the BA team 4, Red 1. This time he received a garbled
message that he could not understand. He went back to WM 2
who was standing nearby and
communicated his growing concerns.
4.188 WM 2

took the radio from FF 10

and tried to contact BA team 4, Red 1.

4.189 BA team 4, Red 1 responded “emergency, emergency”. This was the last radio communication
received from BA team 4, Red 1.
4.190 SM 1

stated that FF 10
informed him of the BA emergency and he instructed WM
who had gone to the top of the stairs, to redirect BA team 5, Red 2 in order to assist BA team
2
4, Red 1. He also stated that WM 4 returned from the holding area to assist with the committal of
crews.

4.191 Before going to the top of the stairs, WM 2
connected up and plugged into 341”.

instructed CM 4

to “get six lengths of 45

4.192 19:14. Fire control received a message from the incident ground informing them of the BA
emergency.
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4.193 According to the BA board clock and what was written on the board, the BA emergency was raised
at 19:16. However, further investigations have identified that the BA board clock was fast by one
minute from the time held by control. The precise time the BA emergency message was received by
fire control was actually 19:14:51.
4.194 BA team 5, Red 2 returned to the double doors to communicate their decision, but heard the BA
emergency prior to sending their message, reconsidered their decision and re-entered the
compartment to assist BA team 4, Red 1.
4.195 19:15. Two appliances (261 Rugby and 381 Studley) were mobilised to the incident as per WFRS
mobilising policy for a BA emergency being raised.
4.196 WM 6
informed WM 2
that the previous instruction of fighting the red glow and flame to
the rear of the building had not been carried out.
4.197 FF 10
stated that he radioed BA team 5, Red 2 and told them to change from their original
brief, and to carry out a right hand search and look for BA team 4, Red 1. However, the BA team 5,
Red 2 said that they heard the BA emergency message over the radio from Red 1 but never heard
the message from the BAECO redirecting them.
4.198 CM 3
knew that there was only one other BA team inside the building prior to their entry. He
therefore tried to get in touch with the BAECO but could not get a response. He was also
experiencing problems with his hand-held radio.
For note:
WFRS use Entel HT780 and HT980 hand-held portable radios.
4.199 At this point BA team 5, Red 2 returned to the lift lobby area via the double doors. CM 3
stated
in court that they had to stop and calm the two firefighters from Bidford who wanted to withdraw due
to the conditions. Following a quick gauge reading, CM 3
decided that he and FF 12
would
progress inside to assist BA team 4, Red 1, leaving FFs 17
and 18
to again manage the
hose-reel by the double doors. As they continued on a left hand search, their thoughts were that:
We don’t want what happened to them to get us.
CM 3 FF 12 (Investigation team interview recordings)
4.200 CM 3
and FF 12
said in their police statement that:
They heard Red 1 shouting and sound more panicky than before, they appeared to be moving to
the left and there was banging noises.
CM 3 FF 12 (Investigation team interview recordings)
4.201 With their backs to the door facing into the compartment, they could hear BA team 4, Red 1. From
their original location Red 1 appeared to move across in front of them from right to the left at a
distance of several metres, although this is approximate as they could barely hear the BA team
because of the conditions in the compartment.
4.202 CM 3
and FF 12
grasped the hose-reel and proceeded along the left hand wall. They were
shouting “Red 1” CM 3 (Investigation team interview recordings) and spraying water in the direction of
the noises to try to attract their attention. CM 3
said that:
He could hear a clanking sound rhythmic and similar to a BA cylinder being hit on the floor.
CM 3 (Investigation team interview recordings)
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Me and FF 12 carry on along the wall about 10 metres before the hose-reel jams we can still hear
the shouting and banging. The heat was getting worse maybe due to us working hard.
CM 3 (Investigation team interview recordings)
4.203 CM 3
and FF 12
returned to other two BA team members by the double doors and
attempted to pull some additional hose-reel but to no avail. CM 3
and FF 12
once again set
out on a left hand search from the double doors with the same amount of hose-reel, CM 3
waving his torch and shouting.
4.204 A few metres along the left hand wall a person (since identified as WM Reid) appeared out of the smoke.
He was bent over but on his feet stumbling towards them about to hit the floor. CM 3
stated in court:
I put my right hand onto his left shoulder and scooped him up and got him up and got him onto
the left wall, the reference wall. I turn around to the wall with the intention of getting him out as a
casualty; he was bent double facing the doors. He then rushed off towards the doors.
Notes taken by FBU investigators in court

4.205 WM Reid somehow gathered momentum and made his way along the wall past the two firefighters
from Bidford and disappeared through the double doors. As he went through the smoke-logged
doorway, the two firefighters from Bidford did not see in which direction WM Reid went.
4.206 CM Stowe and FF 12
knew that others were in a similar location as they could hear “1 or 2 DXs
[distress signal units] activated in the distance”. CM 3 (Investigation team interview recordings)
So he and FF 12
decided that they would continue along the left hand wall. As they proceeded,
they were banging the wall, shouting and waving their torches. At some point they ran out of hosereel but nevertheless decided to continue. Suddenly CM 3
realised that what they were doing
increased the risk to them. CM 3
stated in court:
With my legs getting like very rubbery and knowing I was getting low on air. We left the hose-reel
on the floor as a marker for other crews we went back to the Bidford crew by the doors.
Notes taken by FBU investigators in court

4.207 By this time they could hear no further noise from the remaining firefighters, so CM 3
and FF
12 decided to withdraw. They left the hose-reel where it was for two reasons:
Firstly as a means for the remainder of the crew of Red 1 to withdraw, should they be able to
locate it. The other reason was that they were too knackered to bring it out.
CM 3 (Investigation team interview recordings)
4.208 After the BA emergency message was sent to fire control, FF 9
said that he got so busy
he could not record everything on the laminated sheets from the command support pack. Consequently,
important information was no longer being recorded. FF 9
decided to move the
command support function to another appliance lower down in the holding area in preparation for
additional appliances arriving on the incident ground. He took everything with him: the command
support pack that they were using, keys and nominal role boards (which were carried in his fire helmet).
4.209 19:18. SM 1

sent assistance message “ambulance required”. (Voice log recording from WFRS

control room)

At approximately 19:10-19:20 WM 5
CM 5
and FF 15
returned from the rear of the
building and told SM 1
what they had seen. Then they assisted CM 4
with connecting
the six lengths of 45mm hose to 341.
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CM 4
was very concerned about the levels of water remaining in appliance 341 because he was
still providing water to Stratford’s appliance as well as the charged 45mm hose. He didn’t believe that
the 45mm was taking water after initially being charged. His thoughts were that water was being
used at an alarming rate and the Stratford appliance was still pumping water somewhere. He didn’t
think there were any crews inside using water so wondered where the water was going.
4.210 At approximately 19:18-19:45 CM 7
FFs 20
and 13 – BA team 7, Red 3 – were
committed as an emergency team. FF 13 stated that while he was donning up CM 7
and
FF 20
were being briefed by FF 14
the BAECO. However, CM 7
said that SM
also briefed the team to:
1
Turn right down the main corridor. On entering through the double doors to the fire compartment,
they were to carry out a left hand search and find the missing team.
CM 7 (Investigation team interview recordings)
4.211 BA team 7, Red 3 then proceeded through the visitors’ entrance, up the staircase and into the
reception area which were relatively clear of smoke. They collected the 45mm covering jet supplied
from 351 with a hand-controlled branch, which was charged and run out in the reception area. It was
decided at this time to extend by another length (25m of 45mm). FF 16
and FF 11
had
taken this jet up to the reception area. (This was one of the teams that passed FFs 22
and
in the reception area, as previously mentioned.) As they turned right down the corridor they
21
noted:
The lights are on and the smoke gets thicker and low as they head towards the lift lobby. They
meet a team who tell them to follow the hose-reel into the fire compartment where they would
find the hose-reel branch. This was where they came across the casualty.
CM 7 FF 20 (Investigation team interview recordings)
4.212 The 45mm jet burst. FF 1 noticed:
What happened was that it had been patched and the patch had come off a bit it was like a
fountain. Not enough to compromise the effectiveness, there was a trickle of water being wasted.
FF 1 Investigation team interview recordings)
He went on to state:
The bowser turned up. It’s like a milk tanker but painted red. What they do, they carry what is like
a dam, which is made of vinyl and it has a foam insert around the top. They put this on the floor
and empty all their water from the bowser into the dam and the dam fills up. There is a pump
from the dam into my fire engine.
FF 1 (Investigation team interview recordings)
4.213 As instructed, BA team 7, Red 3 left the 45mm jet in the corridor and followed the hose-reel into the
fire compartment which went to the left inside the double doors. Once inside the fire compartment
they found it to be showing signs of decay, heavily smoke logged and extremely hot. They had to
proceed on their hands and knees, due to the conditions, to locate the hose-reel branch.
Unfortunately, the exchange of information did not advise them that there was no more hose-reel
available to enable them to make any further progress. They could hear distress signal units (DSUs)
had activated but were unsure on how many. They banged the wall to alert the FFs in distress of their
location. A brief discussion took place. It was decided that FF 13 would remain at the branch and
carry out gas cooling, whilst the other members of the team continued along the left hand wall a few
metres in search of the missing firefighters.
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4.214 FF 13 discovered that the gas cooling was ineffective, as it was not altering the conditions within
the compartment. Not happy with the conditions he was experiencing, FF 13 shouted for the
other two BA wearers to return. For some reason CM 7
and FF 20
returned to the hosereel and the consensus of the team was to withdraw because of the extreme conditions. FF 13
stated that he felt relieved to be back in the main corridor as the lights were on and it was relatively clear.
4.215 19:19. SM 1
sent assistance message: “Two ambulances required potentially four
casualties.” (Voice log recording from WFRS control room)
4.216 FF 9
and FF 8
were still operating the command support function alone.
They had to move the location of this function for the second time as a couple of firefighters in the
rear of the fire appliance were quite emotional because of the BA emergency. They felt that it was
inappropriate to continue in their presence. FF 8
also stated that he was unsure if they had
moved for the third time before finally establishing command support in the BA pod.
4.217 It was now 120 minutes since the fire alarm panel activated.
4.218 19:22-19:25. BA team 8 – FF 26 FF 25
FF 19
and FF 24
– were committed by WM
with the thermal imaging camera (TIC). They had hand-held radio communications and were
2
designated with the call sign Red 4. FF 25
stated that they were briefed by the BAECO. Connected
by personal lines, BA team 8, Red 4 made their way to the first floor reception area where they
collected the charged 45mm jet, fed by 341, which had been taken up by FFs 16
and 11
There is light smoke in the reception and on entering the corridor to the lift lobby the encounter
smoke which gets lower as they proceed along and become aware of an increase of heat.
FF 24 FF 25 FF 19 (Investigation team interview recordings)
4.219 Making their way back down the corridor towards the reception, BA team 5, Red 2 came across BA
team 8, Red 4. FF 17
asked BA team 8, Red 4 if a firefighter had passed them. FF 19
replied “no”. FF 19 (Investigation team interview recordings) FF 17
said: “He must be somewhere
between where they were and the fire compartment.” FF 17 (Investigation team interview recordings)
BA team 8, Red 4 continued along the corridor and passed through the second set of double doors.
At this point either the hose became snagged or it was at its full extent. They could hear a DSU
sounding, so they decided to split the crew into two teams of two. At this point the TIC was showing
white on the screen. The team stated that:
The smoke is virtually down to floor and that there was zero visibility and the heat is forcing them
on their knees, it was extremely hot.
FF 24 FF 25 FF 19 FF 26 (Investigation team interview recordings)
4.220 FFs 26 and 19
remained with the 45mm jet, whilst FFs 25
and 24
continued along the
corridor until they came to another corridor which went off to the left just before the double doors into
the lift lobby area. They proceeded a short distance down this corridor, where they found WM Reid.
FFs 24
and 25
recall that:
There was no air left in WM Reid’s cylinder by looking at his gauge, and the fact that the BA set
low-pressure warning whistle was not operating. The face mask was still covering his face, his fire
helmet was dislodged and they could see no sign of him breathing.
FF 24 FF 25 (Investigation team interview recordings)
They removed his helmet and started to drag him out. (See Figure 7).
4.221 BA team 6, FFs 22
and 21
exit the building, no other BA team is sent in to take over their
duties of hose management in the reception area. Neither member of the BA team recalls having a
debrief.
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Figure 7: The route taken by BA team 8, Red 4 where FFs 26 and 19
remained with the jet and where the remainder of
the BA team, FFs 24
and 25
proceeded until they located WM Reid.

4.222 19:25. SM 2
(BA main control officer) booked in attendance. He observed “a plume white/grey
smoke rising from the building, but no indication of flames”. SM 2 (Investigation team interview recordings)
He reported to command support and then spoke to SM 1
who was in charge at this time.
SM 2
informed SM 1
what his role would be but as the BA pod was not yet in attendance
he was unable to carry out BA main control duties. SM 1
asked SM 2
to assist at the
BA entry control point until the BA main control could be established. WM 4 also assisted.
4.223 19:25-19:35. SM 2
can recall that there were two BA boards in operation, one had four tallies in
and the other was being used for emergency crews. When he looked at the board he thought
overwhelmingly “this isn’t looking like a good situation”. SM 2 (Investigation team interview recordings)
There were also several BA wearers around. SM 2
observed that WM 3
the BA sector
commander, was in a distressed and confused condition and made him leave the area. WM
went to an appliance in the holding area.
3
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4.224 SM 2
believed that he may have taken over the BA sector, and that he gave the order to use
guidelines, and that there were no crews committed before he undertook command of the BA main
control function. In his police statement SM 2
gave the reasons for using guidelines:
I know guidelines were fetched. A guideline is 60 metres and it was a big building. They asked me
how many I wanted the team to have and I said two, so as far as I am aware they fitted one to the
team leader and one to another crew member of the BA crew. I thought that two guidelines
sufficient for the crew. You need to make sure the people going in can get out. A hose-reel may
provide a indication of a way out, you can trace your way out on a hose-reel. Modern hose-reels
even have little arrows on now to show you the way out. I wanted to make sure if they went
beyond the hose-reel they could find their way out.
SM 2 (Investigation team interview recordings)
4.225 He also remembered WM 4 was in the area wearing a sector commander’s jacket. SM 2
believed that WM 4 was then reinstated as sector commander for BA as he was now in charge of
the BA main control function.
4.226 FF 8
was also tasked by SM 2
to gather together all available guidelines from all of the
appliances in attendance and take to the BA holding area.
4.227 Whilst briefing SM 2
SM 1
recalled a warehouse manager (Eng Mng 1 approaching
him with a set of plans for the building. The plans he saw had been adjusted because the building
had undergone some structural alterations since the initial construction.
4.228 Whilst making their way out, BA team 5 met WM 2
at the top of the stairs. CM 3
he had retrieved the firefighter that they had discovered in the fire compartment. WM 2
“no”. WM 2 (Investigation team interview recordings)

asked if
replied

4.229 At approximately 19:26 BA team 5, Red 2 exited the building and collected their tallies. CM 3
stated that he cannot recall a debrief being carried out with anyone. However, SM 1
stated
that he spoke to CM 3
upon his exit and he told him that they had come across WM Reid.
Shortly after this event WM Reid was removed from the building.
Following the incident during later interviews, CM Stowe’s description of the premises was that:
It was a big tin box with one way in and one way out and that he needed to be switched on in
there.
CM 3 (Investigation team interview recordings)
4.230 19:27. SM 3

booked mobile to the incident. He was one of the officers that were recalled to duty.

4.231 19:28. BA team 4, Red 1 – time of whistle.
4.232 19:31. Evesham appliance (water ladder) from Hereford and Worcester booked in attendance.
Evesham:
Acting CM 10
FF 27
FF 28
FF 29
FF 30
FF 31
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The Evesham crew observed on their arrival:
Smoke coming from the first floor, from the windows and eaves but no flames. The lights were on
in the first floor.
ACM 10 FF 29 FF 27 (Investigation team interview recordings)

4.233 FFs 25
and 24
– BA team 8, Red 4 – started to drag Ian Reid back down the corridor. After a
short distance WM Reid’s helmet was removed as it was snagging on his face mask. The helmet was
dropped when FF 24
stumbled over some hose. When they reach the double doors to the
reception area the team came across WM 5
who was not wearing BA at the glass double
doors. He was on his knees due to the smoke being at shoulder to chest height. WM 5
was
there to assist with BA operations and entered the building via the entry point to assist in feeding the
hose into the building WM 5
assisted the BA team with the casualty and shouted to alert
others of the situation.
WM 5
then (without BA into the smoke) returned to the reception area to assist with any
further casualties.
4.234 19:32. GM 1
booked in attendance. At this time a little bit of smoke could be seen coming
from the upper floor on the right hand side, but no flames.
4.235 19:32. Pebworth appliance (water ladder) from Hereford and Worcester booked in attendance.
Pebworth:
WM 7
CM 11
FF 32
FF 33
4.236 SM 1
told the crews from Hereford and Worcester to establish a second BA entry control
point further along the building (approx 25-30 metres). The entry point that they would utilise was the
next door along the building that WM 1
and Eng Mng 1 had opened earlier. This door
accessed a second staircase that ascended on the left hand side to the first floor. Then there was a
corridor to the right, which led into the main corridor about three-quarters of the way along, meaning
that it was 18-20 metres less travel distance to the lift lobby doors.
4.237 At about this time FFs 8
and 9
were also required to direct appliances to
the front of the building and they remember Hereford and Worcester appliances arriving at the
scene.
4.238 19:32. 261 Rugby booked in attendance.
261:
CM 12
FF 34
FF 35
FF 36
4.239 Evesham’s appliance was stopped by CM 4
and asked to transfer its water to 341. CM 4
pump operator on 341 (supplying 351 and a 45 mm jet) was refilled on numerous occasions by other
appliances brought up by FF 15
from the appliance holding area, and also an appliance from
Hereford and Worcester provided a tank full of water.
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4.240 19:36. 241 Atherstone booked in attendance with two riders. This is normal WFRS procedure when
attending with the BA pod, which also has a crew of two. 244B Atherstone BA Pod booked in
attendance.
241 and 244B:
CM 13
FF 37
FF 38
FF 39
4.241 19:37. (According to the time on the BA board – see Figure 6.) BA team 8, Red 4 of the crew
returned to the reception area with WM Reid where WM 2
and CM 9
were on hand to
help take him outside. WM Reid was carried out and placed on the floor just outside entry point 1.
WM 2
and CM 9
attempted resuscitation using a bag-valve mask until paramedics
arrived. WM Reid was attended at the incident and then transported to hospital by ambulance. BA
team 8, Red 4 were debriefed after exiting the building and stated where they had discovered WM
Reid.
4.242 A crew manager from Alcester approached SM 1
and informed him that one of the missing
firefighters was the son of WM 3
who was also at the incident.
4.243 On their exit BA team 7, Red 3 said they did not pass any other BA team inside the building. FF
FF 13 also stated that:
There was no debrief with BAECO or Sector Commander with any member of the team.
FF 13 (Investigation team interview recordings)

However, FF 20
said:
I informed Station Officer 1
who was standing there, that we had run out of hose
and there was very thick smoke in there and that the temperature in there was going up. I know
exactly what I said to him. I also briefed the BACO.
FF 20 (Investigation team interview recordings)

4.244 On exit BA Team 7, Red 3, following the debrief, went to the BA changing area which was on a
salvage sheet to the left of ECP Red. The area was getting soaking wet because the burst hose was
spraying water all over the place, also there were no fresh cylinders or drinking water for crews to
rehydrate. The team complained to an unknown officer.
4.245 Stepping inside the building SM 2
saw smoke on the stairs and he recalls at some point seeing
but was unable to remember if he formally handed over to him or not.
GM 1
4.246 SM 1
acknowledged that they were experiencing problems maintaining the supply of water
to BA teams. This in turn limited the number of teams that could be committed. In his opinion it
allowed for a more methodical entry, rather than a rushed panicked approach.
4.247 At approximately 19:37 BA team 9, Green 1 – consisting of WM 6
the BA team leader, with FF
FF 5
and FF 6 – were committed as an emergency team. Under air at the ECP the
67
BA team 9 were stopped from entering as WM Reid was brought out. FF 6 said:
I was then attached to WM 6
from Bidford and a Leamington lad who I didn’t know but
whom I now know isFF 67 I was told by WM 6 he was a lad called FF 67 from Leamington. There
was also FF 5 Because I was fourth in line I went in as number four and attached myself to FF 5
as you do with your personal lines. We was then given a brief from the ECO “You are going in as
green one, BA emergency, just get the boys out”.
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Then just as we stepped forward and handed in the tallies in, my tally was 300 bar, but I can’t
remember what time it was. The time wasn’t written on, you put a time on but at that stage it
wasn’t put on.
Then I just remember loads and loads of screaming and people just shouting, “Clear, get out of
the way, get out of the way!” Ian was then just chucked out of the door with as what I can
remember with so much brutality, it was just as if he was being knocked off his feet and bumph
and he just landed at my feet.
I can just remember looking down at him and WM 2 just ripping his face mask off, ripping his helmet
off, ripping his tunic open and start giving him CPR. That’s when I just flipped and I just ripped my
facemask off, ripped my helmet off, bent over Ian just started saying, “Breathe Ian, breathe, can
you just please breathe for me.”
FF 5 then pulled me away and I said “Don’t, I’m staying with him, just leave me, I’m staying with

him.” I just remember asking him to breathe and then they pulled me away from him and I said,
“I’m going in.” They said, “You’re not going anywhere.”
FF 6 (Investigation team interview recordings)

4.248 BA team 9, Green 1 were briefed by FF 14
WM 6
stated:
I was told that there were still three persons missing, I was emergency crew Green one and was
to take my crew on a left hand search from the top of the stairs. I was briefed that the firefighting
medium (hoses/water supply) would be on the landing somewhere.
WM 6 (Investigation team interview recordings)
4.249 FF 14
then realised that he had committed a team of three but had four tallies in the BA board.
He approached SM 2
who he believed was the BA sector commander. SM 2
said:
At about this time I can remember one of the BA control officers who I did not know, coming to
me and he explained that he’d just committed a BA crew of four via an entry control point but at
the last minute one of the BA wearers had refused to go in and he was confused because he had
four tallies and only three of the wearers had gone in and he didn’t know which of the tallies he
had related to the wearer who hadn’t gone in. He wanted to know what to do about it.
SM 2 (Investigation team interview recordings)
4.250 At the top of the stairs they were unable to locate the hose-reel branch. They proceeded into the
reception area where they came across WM 5
who was not wearing BA, at the glass double
doors. He was on his knees due to the smoke being at shoulder to chest height. He assisted with the
BA operations and hose management in the building for the BA teams as he was aware that there
were another three firefighters missing.
BA team 9, Green 1 proceeded into the main corridor and, as the office to the left was clear of
smoke, they decided to search this area.
4.251 On return to the main corridor WM 6
looked to his left and saw a corridor which was smoke
logged. As the BA team had no firefighting media they decided not to proceed down this particular
corridor. With the hose-reel tubing between his legs, WM 6
and the rest of the crew continued
along the main corridor, where they could hear the sound of DSUs. This information was passed to
the BAECO.
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4.252 BA team 9, Green 1 reached the hose-reel branch just outside the fire compartment (40 metres
further on than they were informed in their brief) where WM 6
tested it for water. The hose-reel
worked and they continued into the fire compartment following the left hand wall, gas cooling as they
went which proved to be ineffective. They described the conditions in their police statements as:
Really thick smoke and the heat as if like going into an oven
WM 6 FF 67 (Investigation team interview recordings)
Worse than the first time I entered the compartment
FF 5 Investigation team interview recordings)
4.253 At 19:40 SM 1
sent a further assistance message requesting the attendance of the
hydraulic platform (HP).
WM 5
exited the building as no further casualties had been found and decided to go round
to the back of the building to see if the remaining three had come out of the fire escape doors. He
went with CM 5
and FF 15
4.254 19:40. BA team 10 of CM 1
FF 22
with a non-intrinsically safe radio, FF 21
and FF 11
were committed and they were also designated with a call sign Green 1, even though they had
been committed from ECP Red. FF 14
the BAECO, stated that:
He believed that because there was a second BA board it should be designated as White.
FF 14 (Investigation team interview recordings)
It remains unclear where the call sign Green 1 came from.
4.255 The team were briefed by SM 1
to lay a guideline and search for the missing firefighters.
There appears to be some confusion as to who briefed the team. Some of the BA team reported in
their investigation team interview recordings that it was SM 1
others specifying that it was
GM 1
and SM 2
4.256 At around this point Eng Mng 1 as directed by FF 9
appeared with a set of plans at
stated:
the ECP. SM 2
So I asked who the BA team leader was, he identified himself so I said come with and look at the
plan. It was just probably only 2 or 3 yards down and this guy had unrolled this plan on the half
brick wall. I asked him to explain to me on the plan where the fire was and he showed me a
staircase we’d gone up and explained it went upstairs into an open area. The plan he showed me
like all rooms [sic]. I had trouble getting my bearings and I remember him showing me the fourhour fire wall, well I presume it’s a fire wall, the big separating wall in the middle of the whole thing.
He showed me the fire wall, which helped me get my bearings. I didn’t look at the whole floor, I
just focused on the area of the plan he was drawing my attention to. I remember looking at it and I
was having trouble getting my orientation on it. I don’t remember seeing a corridor in the plan. It
was like a room layout and he got a pen and started drawing a line through all these rooms and I
said “What are you doing?” and he said “Well, it doesn’t look like that. Those walls aren’t there,
there’s a corridor there…..” and I thought fat lot of good that was, bringing a plan out that doesn’t
really resemble the building but we had a look at it and I think the team leader had a look at it.
SM 2 (Investigation team interview recordings)
4.257 FF 22
account was:
That they were committed as an emergency team.
FF 22 (Investigation team interview recordings)
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However, after seeing the condition of WM Reid when he was recovered from the building, he
thought that they were more of a recovery team. He also stated that:
SM 2
briefed the team to climb to the top of the stairs, lay a guideline and carry out a
left hand search.
FF 22 (Investigation team interview recordings)
This was queried because a left hand search at the top of the stairs would have taken them in the
opposite direction to the scene of operations. GM 1
then instructed the team to enter through
the second entry point, which was further along the building where Hereford & Worcester were
operating from. Their brief was changed again by GM 1
and SM 2
who finally decided
that they would enter through the first entry point. The team would then lay a guideline through the
foyer, travel along the corridor through the glass doors and then turn left. WM 4
was also
present at this time.
4.258 Before entering the property FF 21
asked SM 2
and WM 4 for a hose-reel and was told
that one was inside. He challenged this decision two or three times, knowing that it is bad practice to
enter without firefighting media.
4.259 FF 21
also stated that:
BA teams were not trained to take any additional equipment with them for a BA emergency. He
also believed that their call sign was Red 2.
FF 21 (Investigation team interview recordings)
The team eventually entered, believing that the hose-reel would be at the top of the stairs. They finally
found a 45mm branch that was not charged. FF 22
was not aware of any debrief being provided
on exit.
4.260 19:42. 381 Studley (water ladder) booked in attendance.
381:
CM 14
FF 40
FF 41
FF 42
FF 43
4.261 BA team 10, Green 1 laid the guideline as they proceed up the stairs towards the reception area. The
stair well was starting to fill with smoke. The BA team turned right and as they continued along the
corridor the team were “forced onto their knees due to the smoke and heat”.
CM 1

(Investigation team interview recordings)

4.262 19:49. GM 2

arrived at the incident.

4.263 At approximately 19:50 BA team 9, Green 1 were a short distance along the wall and the BAECO
was trying to contact the team. Therefore WM 6
decided to withdraw from the compartment
prior to making contact with the BAECO due to the extreme heat. After making contact with the
BAECO and following a quick gauge reading, BA team 9, Green 1 decided to withdraw leaving the
hose-reel branch in the main corridor. WM 6
stated:
So I went out, took the crew out, got down stairs and went to the BACO FF 14
to report to
him exactly where we’d been and what we’d done. He told me to brief the next two Warwickshire
crews as where to go to the location were the DSUs were going off.
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After I briefed the two crews I asked BAECO if I could take my set off because I was knackered.
He said yes so I went back to the pump.
WM 6 (Investigation team interview recordings)
4.264 19:50. SM 4
in attendance from Hereford and Worcester and observed “thick black
smoke coming from the building”. SM 4
(Investigation team interview recordings)
SM 4
booked in at Command Support and asked where the Hereford and Worcester
crews were. FF 9
said that they did not know as the incident had not been
sectorised. SM 4
was advised that he would be able to find everyone at the front if the
building.
4.265 Hereford and Worcester crews set up a BA entry control point using their own equipment and
personnel. The BAECO was FF 29 who, because of her inexperience wearing BA, had swapped
roles with FF 27
This decision had been made because of the size and complexity of the incident.
4.266 Initially, Acting CM 10
the ECP.

was overseeing the entry control point until SM 4

arrived at

4.267 GM 1
approached SM 4
and asked him to manage the Hereford and Worcester
crews. He was unfortunately given a WFRS handheld radio that was ineffective. GM 1
also
informed SM 4
that they were in Hereford and Worcester sector. GM 1
had got
hold of an architect’s plan of the building, referenced ‘proposed first floor layout’ (now known not to
reflect the first floor), that had been deposited at entry control point Red by Eng Mng 1 from the entry
control officer and it had a reference on it to a proposed first floor layout.
Later GM 1
returned and told SM 4
that the entry control point was Green and
they were in Sector 2 although on the same face of the building as Sector 1. BA entry control points
in Hereford and Worcester are usually designated by numbers 1, 2, 3 etc.
4.268 FF 29 said in her FBU statement:
Officer GM 1 never told me about the tactical mode nor was I told about the stage of BA we were
in, I put Stage 1 on the BA board and changed it to Stage 2 due the number of BA wearers.
FF 29

(Investigation team interview recordings)

4.269 BA team 10, Green 1 reached the doors to the lift lobby area where they ran out of guideline. As they
were about to extend the guideline there was a loud bang and a light fitting fell from the ceiling. FF
then sent a message to the BAECO (FF 14
who in return instructed them to evacuate
22
due to lack of water. The smoke in the corridor was now thicker, and the base of the smoke layer
was dropping. At this point FF 11
heard a DSU operating. For some reason BA team 10, Green
1 had been committed with no firefighting media.
4.270 FF 14
the BAECO at the reception entry point, stated that:
All BA teams returning to collect their tallies told him the same thing; that it was too hot in the fire
compartment.
FF 14 (Investigation team interview recordings)
He did not inform anyone, but was confident that WM 2
aware of this.

WM 4

and SM 1

were
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4.271 19:50-20:00. On the opposite side of the building it is reported that WM 5
CM 5
and
FF 15
entered the building by the staff entrance, without wearing BA, and progressed to the first
floor through light smoke. They found several locked doors and searched several offices using smoke
hoods to cover their nose and mouths for about 5 minutes it is believed before exiting the via the staff
entrance. They progressed along the rear of the building to the fire exit and again progressed to the
second floor where they encountered smoke and several locked doors. They opened a set of double
doors and were confronted by thick black smoke believing they could hear a DSU sounding began
calling out, but got no response
4.272 There is no evidence that the information from this self-deployment was reported to anyone.
4.273 19:52-20:00. SM 1
gave an initial briefing to GM 2
which included that three
members of BA team 4, Red 1 were missing on the first floor and that rescue teams were entering via
the ECP. GM 2
then asked how they had become lost. SM 1
in his police interview
stated:
That initial BA teams were committed to attack the fire but due to the distance to the fire
compartment the hose-reel was extended and a team of four committed for hose management
purposes. This was where the rescue operations were being concentrated, and that teams were
following the hose-reel and then searching once they had reached the branch. There was also a
guideline at ECP Red, but this did not extend into the fire compartment.
(Investigation team interview recordings)
SM 1
4.274 This briefing took place close to Red ECP where GM 2
guideline entering the building.

observed the hose-reels and a

4.275 At about 19:55-20:00 Team 11, Green 1 (the first BA team from Hereford and Worcester) was
committed from the second entry control point. The team comprised FF 27
FF 31 FF 30
and FF 28
Their brief, from a Warwickshire officer, was to lay a guideline up the stairs and carry
out a left hand search. There was a short delay in committing this team, even though they were
under air, until they could secure a hose-reel from the Pebworth appliance which had to be brought
up from the holding area and then past 351 and 352.
4.276 19:56. CFO 1

booked in attendance.

4.277 SM 1
briefed CFO 1
In his police statement he said:
had now arrived and he approached me and I briefed him fully
My Chief Fire Officer 1
as we were walking towards the scene of operations. I told him there was a fire on the first floor,
missing crew of 4 but we have found 1, but it wasn’t looking good. I can’t recall whether I said they
were out of air or not. On the way back we were now joined by GM 2
I told them
we had an emergency crew in there and we had any point further up from the first point of entry.
GM 2 then asked the Chief if he wanted him to take over control or leave me in control and put him
on a sector. The Chief told GM 2 to take over and I was put in charge of the area of operation this
area includes both doorways, which had been entered. I handed the jacket to GM 2 and I found
another jacket from another appliance and put that on this was a Sectors’ Commander Jacket.
This was the only sector in operation at this time or two if you count the water sector.
(Investigation team interview recordings)
SM 1
Once this briefing had taken place GM 2
believed that command support had informed Fire
Service Control that he was now the incident commander
However, there is no evidence of this.
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4.278 19:56. SM 3
booked in attendance and observed “smoke coming from the eaves of the building
and from the windows above the entry control point”. SM 3 Investigation team interview recordings)
4.279 SM 1
stated that GM 2
informed him that his priority was operational sector
commander covering both ECPs and he was also responsible for overseeing the control of
committing BA teams.
4.280 GM 2
also instructed WM 2
and CM 9
to organise a water supply for the HVP
that was going to be required. It was now realised that an inexhaustible water supply would be
required to deal with the incident. They therefore set off to the River Stour in Alscot Park
(approximately 1.5km away) to gain the water necessary.
4.281 19:56. 294W contacted fire control asking them to contact Severn Trent (the local water supply
company) to boost the water mains pressure as crews were experiencing a poor supply from the
local hydrants. Eventually the water bowser utilised a fire hydrant in the nearby village of Alderminster
approximately three miles away from the incident.
4.282 CM 4
pump operator for 341 providing water to 351 and a 45 mm covering jet, said in his police
statement:
I spoke to the FF on the other appliance and said who are you supplying water to, and I think he
just shrugged. I don’t think he knew who he was supplying water to. He said “I’m out of water
you’ve got to give me water”. I said “I’ve got a 45 charged here, who are you supplying water to”,
as the water is going somewhere.”
CM 4 (Investigation team interview recordings)
4.283 351 ran out of water. In his police statement pump operator FF 1
said:
The burst length was concerning me a bit because it was using my water. Sub Officer 2
made the decision not to replace the burst length based on the fact that the covering jet had
been taken into the building, possibly men working with it, so you cannot take their water. At this
stage I was plugged into the dam and it ran dry.
FF 1 (Investigation team interview recordings)
He went on to state:
For a period of about a minute and a half we did lose water. The bowser wasn’t back and the
dam was empty. I couldn’t get water from any other fire engine so we ran out of water. About a
minute to two minutes before we lost water I went to FF 10
to tell him we were about to
lose water.
FF 1 (Investigation team interview recordings)
4.284 At approximately 19:56-20:10 BA team 12 were committed by SM 2
who decided that a team
of four were required with a TIC. CM 12
FF 35
FF 67
and FF 20
were briefed
to take the TIC, go up the stairs along the corridor, turn left and follow the guideline to the end and
then pick up the hose-reel. BA team 12 entered without any firefighting media and any other rescue
equipment for a BA emergency. FF 20
stated:
“We went into the building and there was no hose-reel at the top of the stairs, just the hose-reel
disappearing into the building. You are meant to go into a building with firefighting medium. We
hadn’t taken a hose-reel in with us because we had expected to find one at the top of the stairs.
It was my decision to carry on further because I knew there was a 45mm branch at the end of the
corridor, which we had left there the first time. If it hadn’t been there we wouldn’t have gone any
further.
FF 20 (Investigation team interview recordings)
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We didn’t have any means of fire fighting at this time because we had to get the hose reel branch.
CM 12 (Investigation team interview recordings)

4.285 When FF 35
was asked about being part of the team, he expressed that he was happy to
enter the building. FF 20
and 67
had been in previously and had relayed the information
that it was complex, hot and quite a distance to travel. It was also decided that they would do what
they could but heroics would be frowned upon.
4.286 CM 12

and FF 35
said that there was also a delay for BA team 12 entering, as GM
stopped them due to a loss of water on the incident ground.
2
Just as we were about to start our BA sets up and go in we were told we had lost the water
supply by the BA entry control officer. I do not know why the water was lost. All of the crews were
withdrawn to the bottom car park.
CM 12 (Investigation team interview recordings)

FF 20
told the team when they had reached the end of the guideline. They then continued with
the hose-reel until that ran out and they could go no further. At this point they decided that they
would exit the building.
FF 35
also stated that:
The further they entered the building the hotter it became, the lower and the smoke layer.
(Investigation team interview recordings)
FF 35
He also discovered that there was more than one hose-reel along in the corridor.
4.287 19:59. GM 2

sent assistance message: “Progress to Command Level 4 (12 pumps).”

4.288 Pumping appliances were beginning to return from refilling at the hydrant at the bottom of the drive.
The water bowser filled up from a fire hydrant in the nearby village of Alderminster approximately
three miles away from the incident. Water supplies for the incident resumed. FF 1
in his police
statement said:
I mentioned my concerns regarding water to SM 1
As it happened more fire engines
turned up and water supply then wasn’t a problem. The bowser had come back a few times.
FF 1 (Investigation team interview recordings)
4.289 20:00-20:10. BA team 11, Green 1 led by FF 27 travelled up the stairs and turned right into the
corridor. When they reached the main corridor (where they should have turned left to continue their
search) they could hear DSUs sounding from the right, so they changed to a right hand search. They
were now on their hands and knees due to the heat and smoke conditions.
4.290 They continued along the wall to the next door on the right, looked in and found that the room was
smoke logged. They entered the room and could tell that they were away from the sound of the
DSUs so they returned to the main corridor. On the floor in the corridor FF 27 discovered a 45mm
hose, a hose-reel and a discarded guideline. The team proceeded along the right hand wall a little
further, when FF 27 found a yellow helmet (believed to be WM Reid’s) so the crew performed a
quick search of the area.
4.291 The smoke in the corridor was now about 6 inches from the floor, the heat was unbearable but there
was no sign of fire or collapse. At some point in the corridor FF 27 remembered meeting a
Warwickshire BA team (BA team 12, also believed to be called Green 1). There was no passage of
information between the teams.
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4.292 BA team 12, Green 1 followed the guideline to the end corridor where they found a hose-reel branch.
FF 20
said in his police statement:
The lights were still on upstairs in the offices and the corridor after the reception area was thick
with smoke. So we followed the guideline and came to the end of the corridor and found a hosereel branch but everything was wrapped up in knots in the guideline and the end of the guideline
bag was on the floor. There was another guideline coming in from the right. I tried to untangle the
guideline. FF 67
had got hold of the hose-reel once untangled then another crew came
from another direction and tugged on it and ripped the hose-reel out of Dave’s hand. I couldn’t
really see the other crew, who were round to the right at the end of the corridor. We found another
hose-reel on the floor and I took the decision to unclip from the guideline then because it was a
complete mess and there was another guideline coming in from another direction.
I unclipped from the guideline because to me it was unsafe to be on because it was so tangled
and I wouldn’t have trusted it.
FF 20 (Investigation team interview recordings)
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4.293 BA team 12, Green 1, reported the screen of the TIC was just completely white and the heat was like
being in the fire behaviour training facilities.

Figure 8: The location of the second Entry Control Point (ECP 2) and the route to the fire compartment.
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4.294 On BA team 12, Green 1’s way out FF 35
noticed a large amount of snags in the hose-reel
and said that if these had been untangled, they could have progressed much further. This information
was not recorded during the debrief with the BAECO and an officer standing nearby. He also stated
that during the wear he thought that he might have heard another BA team. However, he did not think
they were from their entry control point.
4.295 FF 35
also stated that at no time during the incident was he told how long the fire had been
burning or how long Red 1 had been missing inside the building. He also reflected that the
organisation on the fire ground appeared to be disjointed.
4.296 20:01. Two minutes after his first assistance message, GM 2
message: “Make Pumps 16.”

sent a second assistance

4.297 FFs 68 69
and 70 from Stratford upon Avon fire station arrived at the incident
70
with drinking water in a utility vehicle and observed “smoke coming from the building but no flames”.
FF 68 (Investigation team interview recordings), FF 70
(Investigation team interview recordings)
4.298 20:01. 351 contacted fire control and booked SM 3
in attendance. For some reason FF 9
was still using 351’s call sign even though command support was no longer operating from
that appliance. SM 3
made contact with GM 2
who instructed him to carry out the role of
sector commander in charge of water.
4.299 20:02. WM Reid was taken to hospital by ambulance.
4.300 Before the HVP arrived, a water relay was established from the river up to the gates of the park. An
appliance from Warwick was set into the river as the base pump and Evesham’s pump was taken
from the incident ground for it to be used in the relay. WM 2
informed GM 2
that he had
acquired a water supply as far as the gates of the park, and that appliances could now ferry water to
the incident ground. However, only one pump was filled from the water relay before the HVP from
Coleshill got to work.
4.301 At some point WM 7
from Pebworth was transferred from the incident ground to operate
Evesham’s pump in the water relay as no one from WFRS knew how to operate the electronic pump
unit.
4.302 20:10-20:15. One member of BA team 11, Green 1 was now low on air and another was becoming
rather agitated, so the BA team decided to withdraw.
4.303 They reversed the order – the last firefighter in was now going to lead the team out so he connected
to what he thought was their guideline. FF 27 connected his personal line to the man now in front
and disconnected the guideline bag from his BA set. However, the firefighter now leading the team
had attached to the wrong guideline. Fortunately for this team, attaching to the wrong guideline only
meant that they exited via the entry control point at the visitors’ entrance, which was close enough to
reach with the amount of air left in their cylinders. See Figure 9 below.
4.304 However, they needed to leave the hose-reel in the doorway to the corridor where they had entered.
BA team 11, Green 1 then returned to their entry control point and debriefed with CM 10
SM
and an officer from Warwickshire, now known to be GM 1
4
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4.305 FF 27 said that:
He (GM 1
showed us some plans which were not reflective of the building where we had
been, this only confused me. The Warwickshire Officer kept saying that: You must have gone this
way.
FF 27 (Investigation team interview recordings)

FF 27 disagreed until FF 30
were entirely wrong.

came to join in the conversation and also stated that the plans

It felt as though we were getting in to an argument with him, but clearly to us the plans did not
reflect the property.
FF 27 (Investigation team interview recordings)

until

WARWICKSHIRE FIRE AND RESCUE SERVICE

4.306 When CFO 1
arrived at command support, he remained there with FF 9
additional runners were established to assist with command support.

Figure 9: First floor plan detailing the route BA team 11 took and where they found a yellow fire helmet. It also indicates the exit
route that was taken.
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4.307 It was now 160 minutes since the fire alarm panel activated.
4.308 20:07. GM 2
sent an assistance message requesting the mains water pressure to be
increased. Fire control had already made this request and replied that Severn Trent was making an
attendance to the incident.
4.309 At approximately 20:10 SM 2
set up a BA main control (BAMC) and synchronised clocks with
the entry control point. He also stated that:
CM 13
was a main player at BAMC even though I was in charge.
SM 2 (Investigation team interview recordings)
He also stated that:
There was only one entry control point in operation before BAMC was set up and the second
entry control point (H&W) was designated White and he believes that they were in stage 2
BAECO procedures.
SM 2 (Investigation team interview recordings)
4.310 FF 14
(the BAECO operating the white entry control board at Red ECP) reported that he was never
made aware that BAMC was in operation. However, he said that a crew manager, whose name he
does not know, did speak to him, but he appeared to get confused between BAMC and command
support. So not knowing that BAMC was in operation, FF 14
never instructed any crews that
exited the building to return to that location. There appears to be some confusion as FF 38
who was
a runner for BAMC, stated that he had a conversation with FF 14
gathering information for BAMC.
4.311 FF 37
was also a runner for BAMC and he liaised with FF 29 Green BAECO. FF 37
said in his police statement:
As I have said FF 29 was running the BAECO Board for ECP2. I have no prior knowledge of her
but assumed she was a competent BA wearer as she was acting as BAECO for the Hereford and
Worcester crew deployed at the incident at that time. I was briefed that there were four BA
wearers from Hereford and Worcester deployed from her board and that there were no further
Hereford and Worcester crews available to act as emergency/relief crews. They also had no more
BA cylinders. I passed this information via radio to BA Main Control. To rectify this situation I
realised that I needed a Warwickshire emergency team and would need to use a Warwickshire
board and BAECO to deploy them because of the differences in equipment. I informed BA Main
Control of this and as there were no more staff from Main Control to organise this I was told to do
it. I therefore went and located a Warwickshire Fire Service crew from Nuneaton who had just
arrived. I took from them a BAECO board and one of their staff FF 48 as the BAECO. I got
FF 48 to the ECP and had him awaiting the arrival of any further emergency crew.
(Investigation team interview recordings)
FF 37
4.312 At some point later that evening, someone informed SM 2
about two black bags that contained
the BA set of WM Reid and the BA board that had been impounded. They were then handed over to
the police. The BA tender was relocated further away from the building later on that evening, and SM
said that he left the incident at about 22:30 to take on the task of notifying relatives.
2
4.313 As crews arrived on the incident ground, FF 9
assumed they were all to be BA
wearers, so he sent them up to the holding area. No risk information, or operational set-up was being
passed onto crews. FF 9
and FF 8
believed they were doing all they could
with the resources they had. However, due to the limited number of personnel operating the
command support function and the fact that they were unaware of vital information, they were unable
to function satisfactorily.
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4.314 At some point earlier during the incident FF 9
said that a man something to do with the
building (Eng Mng 1 came to him with a set of plans. FF 9
stated that:
I sent the man to WM 2
with the plans.
(Investigation team interview recordings)
FF 9
It is not known if he was escorted by a runner.
4.315 20:12. A second informative message was sent from GM 2
that stated:
Building used as warehousing, approximately 200m x 300m, fire in roof area, attempts being made
by crews to source a reliable water supply, three firefighters unaccounted for, Oscar offensive mode.
GM 2 Investigation team interview recordings)
4.316 20:12. 301 Southam (water ladder) booked in attendance.
301:
WM 8
CM 15
FF 44
FF 45
4.317 20:12. A further assistance message was sent requesting another water carrier. The nearest available
was stationed at Evesham in Hereford and Worcester.
4.318 SM 4
made a decision for two members from BA team 11, Green 1 from Hereford and
Worcester’s ECP to carry out a specific task. FF 27 and FF 30
were recommitted to retrieve
the hose-reel used at their ECP supplied by the Pebworth appliance, which had been left in the main
corridor. They observed “a lot more smoke which is down to the top of the stairs”. FF 27 (Investigation
team interview recordings), FF 30 (Investigation team interview recordings)
Retrieving the hose-reel was simply achieved by pulling the hose-reel from the top of the stairs and
then removing to it open air.
This was carried out so that subsequent BA teams from Hereford and Worcester had firefighting
media that they were familiar with and that would be available before entry to the building.
4.319 20:14. The high volume pump (HVP) from Coleshill was requested. 221 Coleshill (the support pump
for the HVP) was also mobilised.
4.320 20:17. 201 Nuneaton (water tender) booked in attendance.
201:
CM 16
FF 46
FF 47
FF 48
4.321 When FF 48 arrived at the incident he was told by FF 37
to oversee the operations at the
second entry control point, which was being run by Hereford and Worcester. He was instructed to
pass all of the information back to CM 13
at BAMC. FF 48 said that:
This entry control point was designated White and that GM 1
was the sector commander
in this area.
FF 48

(Investigation team interview recordings)
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FF 48 was then instructed to get two ground monitors to work around the left hand side of the
building where SM 1
was the sector commander.
4.322 20:22. A message was received from fire control stating that Severn Trent’s attendance time was
about 30 minutes.
4.323 Due to smoke at the visitors’ entrance, ECP crews were told to move to the holding area by the
loading bays and the BA tender.
4.324 Pump operator of 351, FF 1
appliance.

donned a BA set for comfort due to smoke levels around

4.325 20:31. 281 Warwick (water ladder) booked in attendance.
281:
CM 17
FF 49
FF 50
FF 51
4.326 20:31. 391 Henley in Arden (water ladder) booked in attendance.
391:
CM 18
CM 19
FF 52
FF 53
FF 54
4.327 20:31. 224W, the water bowser from Coleshill, booked in attendance.
224W:
FF 55
FF 56
4.328 20:34. Cov 6, the hydraulic platform (HP) from Coventry, booked in attendance.
Cov 6:
CM 20
FF 57
4.329 With the information from the debrief of Team 11, Green 1 it was decided not to use the guideline
that had previously been utilised as it was thought to be ineffective and would slow progress.
Therefore BA team 13, Green 2 – consisting of FF 27
FF 30
FF 31 and CM 11
(who
replaced FF 28
– were to re-enter the building with a hose-reel and continue the right hand
search for the missing firefighters. They were to be deployed as two BA teams of two working
together, with CM 11
and FF 31 managing the hose-reel.
4.330 FF 30

examined the plans that GM 1
had been presenting to SM 4
FF
told the two officers that the plans they were using were grossly inaccurate. He knew this
30
because he had been involved with the construction of the building as part of his primary
employment. GM 1
reportedly said that:
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FF 30
FF 30

was confused.
(Investigation team interview recordings)

4.331 20:36. Deputy Chief Fire Officer (DCFO) 1

booked in attendance.

4.332 20:37. 271 Kenilworth (water ladder) booked in attendance
271:
CM 21
FF 58
FF 59
FF 60
4.333 At approximately 20:37-20:51 BA team 13, Green 2 (FFs 27 and 30
made their way to the
top of the stairs with the hose-reel. On entering the main corridor they found:
The smoke thick and black and to the floor. The heat is hotter than before.
FF 27 (Investigation team interview recordings), FF 30
(Investigation team interview recordings)
4.334 On route FF 27 was gas cooling and FF 30
was managing the hose-reel. CM 11
and
FF 31 caught up with them and assisted with managing the hose-reel. On their hands and knees
they went along the corridor and turned right into the main corridor. On the floor were the discarded
45mm hose and guidelines. There were some double doors on the right, where FF 27 and CM
entered the room. The other two members of the BA team stayed in the main corridor.
11
4.335 It soon became clear that they were moving away from the sound of the DSUs therefore they
decided to return to the doors. At this point FFs 31 and 30
had gone past the doors, which
meant that they were now in front. The BA team had a quick discussion and whilst FF 27 was
gathering the hose-reel FFs 31 and 30
entered the fire compartment. It was evident that the
DSUs were in this room, because of the level of noise.
4.336 BA team 13, Green 2 entered the lift lobby area through the double doors and followed the left hand wall.
FF 31 saw a workman’s light on a tripod. FF 27 ascertained that the conditions in the fire compartment
were slightly better than in the corridor with visibility of 3-4 feet. What concerned him were the rumbling
noises he could hear above. CM 11
and FF 31 split from FFs 27 and 30
due to the
hose-reel either getting trapped or not being long enough, and they continued along the left hand wall:
CM 11
and FF 31 were crawling on their hands and knees towards the sound of the DSUs
due to the heat where they found two firefighters opposite to the entrance of the lift. The
casualties were both on their backs with one slightly over the other and their torches still
illuminated, the BA set gauges showed zero, both still had their face masks and helmets on.
There was no firefighting media with the casualties and no debris around them. CM 11
and
FF 31 attempt to move them but find the bodies are stiff.
CM 11 (Investigation team interview recordings), FF 31 (Investigation team interview recordings)
4.337 20:45. The third informative message was sent from GM 2
stating:
Details as before, eight BA wearers in the building, Oscar mode.
(Voice log recording from WFRS control room)

4.338 20:51. BA team 13, Green 2 informed BAECO of two casualties located.
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4.339 Shortly after 20:51, GM 1
instructed BA team 14 (FFs CM 7 26 25
and 24
who
were about to enter the building through the visitors’ entrance, to go and assist BA team 13, Green 2
who he believed were carrying out two casualties. FF 14
remembered committing BA team 14
from his board and that they were designated as White 4. However, FF 25
believes that they were
designated as Red 2.
They entered through the Green entry point that Hereford and Worcester were using. At the entry
point they were about to clip on to the guideline that had previously been laid and discarded by Team
13. They were advised against this as it was of no use, and were instructed to follow the hose-reel
being used by BA team 13.
4.340 FF 27 of BA team 13, Green 2 left FF 30
with the hose-reel and made his way along the left
hand wall to CM 11
and FF 31 He touched the fire kit and boots of one of the casualties and
found them solid. FF 31 told him that they were both dead and that they should not be moved as it
was now a crime scene. A gauge check between the three confirmed that they were all too low on air
to get the casualties out of the building.
The three of them had travelled about 10 metres along the wall and the conditions were acceptable,
but FF 27 was becoming concerned about the noises created by the building, which appeared to
be coming from above. Evaluating what he had been told about the two casualties they had located
and the conditions inside the fire compartment, FF 27 instructed the other two to hold on to his
BA set whilst they made their way back to the door. When they reached FF 30
FF 27
advised him to leave the branch and to follow the hose-reel to retrace their steps.
4.341 As BA team 13, Green 2 were leaving the lift lobby area the rumbling sound became louder. FF 27
remembered that:
It sounded like a collapse and the last person in the line, CM 11
said that he felt pressure on
his back like air pressure as he exited the double doors.
FF 27 (Investigation team interview recordings), 11
(Investigation team interview recordings)
4.342 20:54. Water carrier (9,000 litres capacity) from Evesham booked in attendance.
Evesham water carrier:
WM 9
FF 61
4.343 BA team 14 (FFs CM 7 26 25
and 24
found themselves in thick black smoke as they
went up the stairway from the Green ECP. FF 24 described conditions as: “Much hotter than when I
had previously entered.” FF 24 (Investigation team interview recordings)
4.344 They met BA team 13, Green 2 who briefed them on where they had discovered the two casualties
and advised them to follow the hose-reel to their location. They also told them of their concerns
about the building.
4.345 FF 27 had decided to leave the hose-reel behind for the crew to get out quicker and as a point of
reference for other crews.
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Figure 10: The location of two of the missing firefighters.

4.346 BA team 13, Green 2 exited the building and were debriefed by CM 10
SM 4
and
GM 1
informing them of the location of the two casualties and that they were convinced that
they were deceased based on their physical condition. They also described where they had left the
hose-reel, and the deteriorating conditions, including what they believed was a building in a stage of
collapse. GM 1
again showed them the same plans. The BA team, again, stated that the
plans were incorrect.
4.347 On entering the fire compartment BA team 14, Red 2 experienced far worse conditions than they
expected. They could feel the heat radiating through the floor and heard bangs and crashes as things
were falling from the ceiling. As the BA team followed the hose-reel to the branch, conditions were
getting worse. FF 25
described the conditions as:
“Not being able to see my hand in front of my face.”
FF 25 (Investigation team interview recordings)

They could hear the DSUs activating as they searched, holding onto the hose-reel. Following one
enormous crash the team decided to withdraw. The team described conditions as “getting hotter” on
the way out. FF 25 (Investigation team interview recordings), FF 26 (Investigation team interview recordings)
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4.348 On the stairway at the Green ECP FF 37
heard “a loud crash followed 60 seconds later by a
large plume of thick black smoke going down the staircase”. FF 37
(Investigation team interview
recordings)

FF 26

followed the hose-reel hand over hand and was shouting “Can anyone hear us?”
(Investigation team interview recordings) Two Hereford and Worcester personnel replied: “Keep
coming, you are going the right way.” At this point BA team 14, Red 2 tumbled down the last few
stairs to the ground floor.

FF 26

4.349 BA team 14, Red 2 exited from the Green ECP shortly after BA team 13 and were told by SM
to report to their ECP (Red) straight away.
4
4.350 Conditions outside of the building were becoming a problem – the smoke was thicker and acrid to
the extent that some firefighters had to put dust masks on. Paint was blistering on the external
cladding just below the roof and was glowing red. This was identified by SM 4
FF 38
FF 28
and FF 44
4.351 GM 1
returned to SM 4
and asked for a BA team to go back into the building to
assist with the recovery of the two casualties. Having already discussed with the BA team the
conditions inside the building, SM 4
also raised their concerns with GM 1
The fire was now developing quickly, smoke was coming down the staircases being used by the two
entry control points to access the building. One of the Hereford and Worcester BA teams had noted
that the ceilings were beginning to “pyrolise”, beginning to melt. This was compounded by the fact
water supplies to the incident were still poor.
4.352 It was decided by GM 1
that a team of two firefighters from Hereford and Worcester would
lead a team of Warwickshire firefighters back to the entrance to the compartment. They would then
withdraw, leaving the Warwickshire firefighters to continue into the fire compartment and carry out the
recovery.
Eng Mng 1 went once more round to the staff entrance on the back of
4.353 At the request of CM 6
the building to disconnect the battery to the fire alarm panel. He observed the fire had broken out of
the side of the building with flames beginning to appear.

4.354 21:04. BA team 15 were then committed. It consisted of CM 11
and FF 28
from Hereford
& Worcester and FFs 34
and CM 15
from Warwickshire. GM
36 45
briefed them. CM 15
said in his police statement:
1
We were briefed prior to this, I recall it was quite detailed and covered exactly how we were to get
in, and which ways to turn, the likely things you might be able to see, if you could see past the
end of your hand. The Hereford and Worcester crews were to lead us in to a certain point; they
had already been deployed into the building, and therefore were not fit enough to lead us all the
way and assist with the retrieval. The idea was that they could get us to the right area quickly, so
that we would have enough air to do the retrieval and exit the building.
CM 15 (Investigation team interview recordings)
4.355 FF 28
was again a little agitated and raised his concerns regarding his welfare to CM 11
who reassured him that he would be alright.
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4.356 FF 48 observed only one BA team, which was the last team committed into the incident. This team
consisted of two BA wearers from Hereford and Worcester and four from Warwickshire. The Hereford
and Worcester firefighters were committed from their own BA board and the Warwickshire firefighters
used a BA board situated at the first entry control point. FF 48 also said that GM 2
finally
withdrew all crews from the building.
4.357 BA team 15 entered with a hose-reel, and arrived at the top of the stairs. The conditions were very
severe, as CM 11
observed: “The tiles on the ceiling were pyrolising with extreme heat.”
(Investigation
team
interview recordings)
CM 11
With these observations he made the decision to go no further, and the whole team exited the
building. On exit CM 11
informed SM 4
about the conditions and that he felt that it
was unsafe to continue.
4.358 It was around this time that FF 9
relocated command support again, this time to the
cleaning area of the BA pod. He stated that:
When the CFO 1
arrived he was very supportive and that he instigated the move to
the BA pod.
(Investigation team interview recordings)
FF 9
Unfortunately, the BA pod did not have a main scheme radio to pass messages to fire control. In view
of this, FF 9
had to use a mobile phone taken from an appliance.
4.359 21:10. A further informative message was sent from DCFO 1
stating:
BM DCFO 1 now Officer In Charge, details as before, eight BA in use, search being carried out on
first floor, two casualties have been located and being brought out, one person still unaccounted
for, location of fire not yet identified, Oscar mode.
(Voice log recording from WFRS control room)

4.360 21:14. An amendment was sent to the previous informative message:
Three persons still unaccounted for.
(Voice log recording from WFRS control room)

4.361 21:18. M79 (the HVP) and 221 from Coleshill booked in attendance.
221
CM 22
FF 62
FF 63
FF 64

HVP
FF 65
FF 66

The HVP was set into the River Stour where it supplied water to the incident ground, feeding the HP
and ground monitors.
4.362 21:22. A further informative message was sent from BM DCFO 1
Following dynamic risk assessment based on information from BA crews, internal floors and
ceilings are in danger of collapse, all BA teams withdrawn, water supply now located, water relay
being set up using HVP, Delta mode.
(Voice log recording from WFRS control room)

4.363 Whilst in the cage of the hydraulic platform, CM 23
observed “the fire breaking through the roof in
different places above the storage area”. CM 23 (Investigation team interview recordings)
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4.364 There was a further delay in the water supply from the HVP because a police car drove over the hose
and burst it.
4.365 Assistant Chief Fire Officer (ACFO) 1 from Hereford and Worcester was also in attendance and
requested that SM 4
should stay at the incident in the capacity of urban search and
rescue (USAR) advisor.
4.366 FF 9
handed the function of command support over to fire control staff who had
arrived on the incident ground shortly after midnight.
4.367 In the early hours of Saturday 3 November 2007, SM 4
was approached by DCFO
who stated that he had information placing the missing firefighters in a section of the building
1
that had now collapsed. DCFO 1
also stated that he was aware that SM 4
had
conflicting information as to their location. DCFO 1
requested that SM 4
should
liaise with Warwickshire command support to discuss this discrepancy. The plan on the wall of the
BA pod was different to that shown to him and his crews by GM 1
which proved the crews
had been correct in their plan.
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5.

Evidence collection

5.1

The evidence collected to support the above sequence of events, and which informs the report’s
recommendations, has been obtained and collated from the following sources:• Notes taken by FBU officials at police and Health and Safety Executive interviews with FBU
members.
• FBU tape recordings of police and Health and Safety Executive interviews with FBU members.
• Warwickshire FRS individual statements provided to FBU investigation team (Form G1)
• Notes made by individual incident attendees following the incident (contemporaneous notes).
• Warwickshire FRS printed incident message log.
• Warwickshire FRS audio log of the incident.
• Warwickshire FRS individual training records.
• Photographic evidence.
• Building plans.
• Warwickshire FRS policies and procedures.
• National guidance documents for the fire service.
• Notes taken by FBU officials during court proceedings
• Warwickshire FRS investigation report.

5.2

On 3 November 2007 a meeting was held between Warwickshire Police, FBU regional officials from
Region 7 and a representative from Powell Spencer, solicitors representing FBU members, to
establish protocols for proposed interviews with these members.

5.3

A joint investigation was to be carried out by Warwickshire Police and the Health and Safety
Executive. Hereford and Worcester Fire & Rescue Service led in dealing with the fire
investigation/cause of fire.

5.4

In addition to legal representation, FBU officials were also present at all the police interviews with FBU
members, except interviews carried out by the police immediately following the incident on 3 and 4
November of Hereford and Worcester crews. A large number of members were interviewed on two or
three separate occasions. All interviews were tape recorded by the police and the FBU.
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6.

Analysis of evidence

What happened?
6.1

Four firefighters deployed as a BA team of four lost their lives tackling a fire on behalf of Warwickshire
Fire and Rescue Service at Wealmoor (Atherstone) Ltd, Atherstone on Stour, Warwickshire.

6.2

The pathologist’s report established that Ian Reid died from smoke inhalation and asphyxia, while
John Averis, Darren Yates-Badley, and Ashley Stephens died as a result of conflagration, including all
possible consequences of fire death, e.g. asphyxia, inhalation of smoke, heat exposure, injury from
debris etc.

How did it happen?
6.3

Warwickshire Fire and Rescue Service (WFRS) was mobilised to a pallet on fire in a building on
Atherstone on Stour industrial estate.

6.4

WM Reid, FF Averis, FF Yates-Badley and FF Stephens were BA team 4, Red 1 who were committed
from entry control point Red.

6.5

The BA team were briefed to “carry out a right hand search of the fire compartment and tackle the
fire”. WM 2 (Investigation team interview recordings)

6.6

The compartment had a complex layout. It was hot and heavily smoke logged. The fire had been
burning for approximately 90 minutes before they were committed.

6.7

The team progressed to the lift lobby area on the first floor of a sandwich panel building, 150m x
69m, with a hose-reel.

6.8

It appears that they entered the compartment with a hose-reel but became separated from the
hose-reel due to worsening conditions within the compartment and were unable to find their way out.

6.9

A member of BA team 4, Red 1 raised a BA emergency, but it is unknown if this was before they
became separated from the hose-reel.

6.10 Other firefighters were then ordered to search and rescue but despite their efforts all four were killed.
WM Ian Reid was brought out of the building by a subsequent BA emergency team, but he died at
the scene. Two other members of BA team 4, Red 1 were located at 20:51 but were unable to be
recovered at that time. They and the third missing firefighter were recovered four days later.

Why did it happen?
6.11 WFRS did not have adequate systems in place to plan for such an emergency, they failed to gather
information about the premises, and failed to provide adequate training for its crews.
6.12 Four firefighters paid the ultimate price for Warwickshire Fire and Rescue Service’s failure to provide
safe systems of work for its firefighters. It was these underlying systemic failures which caused the
tragedy and led to the immediate causes of the deaths at the incident.
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6.13 These failures, combined an inadequate command and control system, caused confusion during the
incident, particularly about the deployment of BA teams and securing adequate water supplies.
6.14 However, there are many layers of causes, ranging from the specific actions of individuals at the
scene to strategic decisions made by senior managers and the fire and rescue authority (FRA) years
before the event.
6.15 These issues include:
• National framework
• IRMP
• Risk information
• Incident command system
• Breathing apparatus
• Water supplies
• Operations
• Fire development and firefighting actions.
6.16 However, the causes and findings that contributed to the outcome must be measured against the
basic training individuals received, the development programme, and monitoring and audit
processes, in combination with the actions that occurred that evening. Individual performance can
only be assessed to standards set by WFRS policies and service orders, which should have
conformed to national standards and guidance, including the periods of assessment.

National framework
6.17 National frameworks are written for the FRS by the secretary of state under powers described in
Section 21 of the Fire and Rescue Services Act 2004. The National Frameworks 2004-5, 2005-6 and
2006-08 contained guidance on the role and the detail that should be contained in an integrated risk
management plan (IRMP).
6.18 The 2006-2008 national framework stated:
Fire and Rescue Authorities should ensure an effective response is available to meet the range of
incidents which they may reasonably expect to encounter, working together as appropriate. This
includes ensuring that:
• staff are trained to professional standards, and are familiar with risks;
• effective command and control systems are in place;
• incident commanders have the appropriate training and experience; and
• the right equipment is available.
6.19 Had these expectations been met by WFRA then the tragic events of 2 November 2007 could have
been avoided.
6.20 When Warwickshire FRA constructed its IRMPs it should have taken account of the current FRS
national framework and its associated guidance.
6.21 The National Frameworks for 2004-5, 2005-6 and 2006-08 stated:
An IRMP will set out an authority’s assessment of local risk to life and, in line with this analysis,
how it is going to deploy its resources to tackle these risks and improve the safety of all sections
of society. The IRMP will identify the ways in which the authority can work in partnership with
neighbouring authorities and other agencies to deliver improved public safety. It will also set out
the targets an authority has set itself and the standards it will apply to meet the specific pattern of
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local risk. This will be done in the context of its statutory duty to secure continuous improvement
and should achieve Best Value for its local council taxpayers.
The IRMP is expected to be a strategic, forward looking document with the approach and detail
of business and change management plans.
6.22 It is difficult to recognise any of these expectations within WFRA IRMPs up to the time of the incident.
6.23 The National Frameworks for 2004-5, 2005-6 and 2006-08 specifically stated that fire and rescue
authorities (FRAs) should have regard to government guidance in producing their plans. However,
WFRA plans took limited cognisance of government guidance, despite this being a requirement of
the frameworks.
6.24 The frameworks said that authorities must have a fire safety inspection programme and this must form
part of its IRMP, but a fire safety inspection programme was not mentioned in Warwickshire’s 2007
IRMP.
6.25 The frameworks state that authorities should design their IRMPs to ensure “that, so far as practical,
there is efficient and effective shared use of resources, particularly, for example … pumping and
non-pumping appliances”.
6.26 When Warwickshire’s control unit was ‘off the run’ no arrangements were put in place to share the
control units of neighbouring authorities.
6.27 Under the heading ‘Fire and Rescue Staff’ the framework states:
The business needs of each Fire and Rescue Authority will be driven by the requirements of their
IRMP. This will set out when and where people and resources are needed, how they are to be
deployed and what competencies staff will require to fulfil the needs of the IRMP. As a result, Fire
and Rescue Authorities will need to ensure that their HR strategy effectively and efficiently reflects
the needs set out in the IRMP.
6.28 However, the IRMPs of Warwickshire failed to set out the authority’s assessment of local risk to life in
the first place. The business needs of the service therefore couldn’t be driven by the IRMP, there
could be no setting out of the competencies required by staff, and the HR strategy could not reflect
the needs set out in the IRMP because no needs were set out.
6.29 It is therefore little surprise that WFRS was ill-prepared to deal with the fire at Wealmoor Atherstone.
6.30 The framework also stated that:
…in adopting and implementing IPDS [the integrated personal development system], Fire and
Rescue Authorities should ensure that the development of its staff underpins and supports the
delivery of its IRMP.
6.31 But the 2007 IRMP described so few operational service delivery matters that the development of
personnel was all but irrelevant to the delivery of its IRMP.
6.32 What is important to take away from this is that integrating IRMP into the business planning process
and incorporating the whole planning process, service delivery and the review cycle is not simply a
‘burden’ that was placed on fire and rescue services.
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6.33 WFRS has the role of protecting the public and their property and fire and rescue services put the
lives of their staff at risk when they undertake that role. IRMP is not a burden on WFRS; it is a vital
planning tool that ensures that the service works safely, efficiently and effectively while maintaining the
competence and safety of its employees.

IRMP
6.34 The IRMP is the overarching document that should describe the systematic process for strategic
planning and the delivery of an efficient, effective and safe FRS.
6.35 If the IRMP process had been followed through properly by WFRS, specific issues would have been
identified as inadequate and policies would have been put in place and resources allocated to deliver
improvement.
6.36 WFRS published IRMPs in 2004 and 2007. They contained strategic objectives but little in the way of
planning. What they noticeably failed to consider was to plan for the delivery of ‘business as usual’
and the capacity of the service to safely deliver its core business of responding to fires. In terms of
operational policy then, the service was ‘coasting’ on the momentum built up in the years preceding
2004.
6.37 If the IRMP process had been followed correctly in WFRS in line with FBU’s The Framework
Document: How to construct an IRMP/RRP, the issues that contributed to the incident would have
been captured and the authority would have been better placed to deal with incidents of this nature.
6.38 Prior to 2002/3, fire and rescue services were required to meet national standards of fire cover and
crewing. They observed the contents of fire service circulars, Dear Chief Fire Officer letters (DCOL)
and fire service manuals which gave direction on detailed management issues. They were inspected
by an external inspectorate of fire and rescue service professionals who measured against national
guidance and performance indicators.
6.39 From 2002/3 those controls were all but removed. WFRS was given the freedom to set its own
standards, not only in terms of attendance at emergencies, but in terms of training, equipment, and a
multitude of other things that were previously directed from the centre. This had to be agreed with
Warwickshire Fire Authority (WFRA) which has the responsibility for providing a fire and rescue service.
6.40 However, rather than allow this removal of control to result in a free-for-all, the Office of the Deputy
Prime Minister (ODPM) used the Fire and Rescue Framework for England to say that WFRS had to
produce an integrated risk management plan (IRMP) and produced guidance which stated in
paragraph 1.4 that:
The Government thinks effective IRMPs will do the following fundamental things:
• identify existing and potential risks to the community within the authority area
• evaluate the effectiveness of current preventative and response arrangements
• identify opportunities for improvement and determine policies and standards for
prevention and intervention
• determine resource requirements to meet these policies and standards.
6.41 If the guidance is examined in detail, it is clear that an IRMP fulfils the function of a business plan. The
reason for this type of structure is obvious. FRSs were being given the freedom to function without
externally imposed standards or direction on detailed management issues, so it was incumbent upon
them to take over those roles themselves in a structured, ‘businesslike’ way through a process that
followed tried and tested business planning principles.
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6.42 IRMPs are typically written by fire and rescue service managers, but they are the responsibility of the
fire and rescue authority.
6.43 WFRS published an IRMP in 2004 to cover the periods 2004/5 and 2005/6 and another in 2007 to
cover the period 2007/8 to 2009/10. As far as the FBU is aware, there was no IRMP to cover the
period 2006/7.
6.44 The 2007 IRMP alone cannot be used as a source to describe the position of WFRS in November
2007. At the time, the 2007 IRMP was a three-year plan which had only been running for eight
months. In order to fully understand the strategic planning of the organisation, it is necessary to
consider the 2004 plan as well. These two plans together describe three and a half years of planning
carried out by WFRS and signed off by the FRA before the fire at Wealmoor Atherstone.
6.45 If WFRS had followed government guidance when writing its IRMPs in 2004 and 2007, in those plans
should be explanations of:
• how they identified Wealmoor Atherstone as a risk;
• how the effectiveness of current preventative and response arrangements was evaluated; and
• how opportunities for improvement were identified.
6.46 There should also have been a determination of the resources required to meet these policies.
6.47 In summary, the 2004/6 IRMP promises the public of Warwickshire very little other than a series of
explorations, investigations and reviews that should, may or could happen. There is virtually no
prioritisation and the resources required to deliver on its proposals are not discussed.
6.48 ‘Action plans’ are supposed to be the short-term implementation plans for the content of the IRMPs,
but Warwickshire’s 2004/5 and the 2005/6 action plans did no such thing.
6.49 It might be expected that priorities identified in an IRMP should be actioned first. But matters that are
described as priorities in the 2004 to 2006 IRMP are not even mentioned in the 2004/5 action plan.
6.50 Seven of the 44 actions identified as necessary by the 2004 to 2006 IRMP were not planned to be
delivered by either the 2004/5 or the 2005/6 action plans.
6.51 The significance of ignoring commercial property as a risk at the early stages of the process was that
strategies for safe intervention at commercial property fires were all but non-existent.
6.52 In 2007, Warwickshire published a document that said on its front cover that it was the 2007 to 2010
IRMP for the service. However, the content bore no resemblance to ODPM guidance on the content
of an IRMP. That is, it did not describe how the service would fulfil its role in a structured, businesslike
way. It did not fulfil the function of a business plan.
6.53 The 2007 to 2010 IRMP does find space to say that one of Warwickshire’s ‘visions and key priorities’ was:
Creating real public value and managing the service in an effective and efficient way.
6.54 However, it does not mention the critical need for BA training of its firefighters, incident command
training for its officers, fire behaviour and building construction training, or a system for gathering and
disseminating operational risk information as required by the Fire and Rescue Services Act.
6.55 If Warwickshire’s FRA had followed government guidance and produced a true IRMP in either 2004
or 2007, they would have identified existing and potential foreseeable risks to the community. This
would have included the potential to have to respond to warehouse fires.
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6.56 Following the government guidance, a true IRMP would also have involved evaluating the
effectiveness of current preventative and response arrangements. In doing so, Warwickshire’s FRA
would have identified that their FRS’s risk information system, its command and control training and
its BA training were inadequate, and that knowledge and recording of the built environment was poor.
6.57 Finally, the FRA would have identified opportunities for improvement and determined policies and
standards for prevention and intervention and it would have determined resource requirements to
meet these policies and standards.
6.58 However, instead of producing structured, businesslike documents that took over the functions
devolved to it from government, WFRS produced documents on behalf of its FRA which said ‘IRMP’
on the cover but which actually contained high-level strategic objectives and vision statements that
were never translated into service delivery.
6.59 The events of 2 November 2007 at Atherstone on Stour serve as a stark reminder of what can
happen if a fire and rescue authority does not follow the process of creating a suitable and sufficient
IRMP.

Risk information
6.60 Gathering of risk information is critical to the safe management of an incident. WFRS failed to gather
and utilise with sufficient detail information on Wealmoors (Atherstone) Ltd, Hangars 1 and 2,
Atherstone on Stour to provide safe systems of work for crews responding on the night of 2
November 2007.
6.61 In the Guide to Operational Risk Assessment Volume 3 Section 3.4.2.2, site specific information
states:
The process of site specific assessment is achieved through the auspices of Section 1(1)(d) of the
Fire Services Act 1947 (as amended). The collation and dissemination of site specific information
is a process that involves a number of discreet tasks:
• selecting premises to be inspected
• assessing the nature and magnitude of the risk
• considering a proportionate level of response
• recording the significant findings
• making sure that the information is available in a useable form
A site specific assessment will take account of 1(1)(d) inspection information and will include
information relating to the preplanning of firefighting tactics. It will take the following factors into
account:
• the potential for a fire occurring
• the intensity of the fire
• the stability of the building
• the potential for fire-fighters to become disorientated whilst fire-fighting
• the risk of external spread
• the potential environmental impact
• the potential impact on the community.
6.62 The Operational Assurance Service Assessment carried out in 2006/07 identified that
WFRS had not fully populated the Fire Service Emergency Cover (FSEC) model with data
covering all commercial premises. Therefore it was not possible to deliver a risk-assessed
IRMP as stated previously.
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6.63 A lack of a robust system had been identified during the Operational Assurance Service Assessment
where a high-risk premise was identified and risk information had not been transferred to the central
data base. This meant that some crews attending the premises would not possess all the updated
risk information.
6.64 As there was not a policy in place within WFRS at the time of the incident for delivery of the IRMP, it
was not possible to plan or implement strategy to gather risk information for commercial premises.
6.65 At the time of the incident WFRS’s method of identifying new builds or premises, which had been
significantly altered or extended and may have proposed hazards to firefighters, relied upon another
agency (building control) to consult with WFRS on fire safety matters. WFRS had a policy identifying a
process for the passage of information from building control to the Service Fire Safety Department.
This should have triggered the premises risk assessment process.
6.66 The FSEC model, which was introduced to help fire authorities produce an IRMP, had not been
applied to commercial properties within WFRS. The risk assessments provided by FSEC would have
highlighted areas of high risk and would have served to inform both operational response planning
and risk reduction by fire safety planning. This model, had it been fully populated and been able to
run a full base case, and if applied correctly, would have contributed towards the decisions contained
within the IRMP. Therefore, with limited recognition of this type of premises, WFRS was not carrying
out risk management correctly.
6.67 The OPDM produced health and safety guidance for FRSs and part of that guidance was
Volume 3 of the Guide to Operational Risk Assessment which included generic risks
assessments (GRAs). The intention of these GRAs was to inform the local risk assessment
process.
6.68 Generic Risk Assessment 3.1 is to do with fighting fires in buildings and section 2 of that assessment
deals with ‘significant hazards’. This should have been used to guide the process within Operational
and Training Instruction (OTI) 03.16.06 Operational Premises Risk Assessment.
6.69 Within Section 2 of the guide are the following sub-sections that give specific warnings and have a
direct bearing on the fire at Wealmoor (Atherstone) Ltd:
2.1.1 Buildings of complex design or construction (including ‘buildings that have had extensive
modifications’)
• Difficulty of locating fire
• Complex access arrangements
• Unusual patterns of fire spread and behaviour.
6.70 There are specific risks associated with large volume buildings but, although information
was available, WFRA failed to act on it to ensure the safety of firefighters in such premises.
6.71 In 2000 the Chief and Assistant Chief Fire Officers Association (CACFOA) reported on fires in large
volume buildings. The publication Stocking up on Safety: Fire Prevention 335 listed safety
considerations for FRSs:
• These buildings are often remote from fire stations
• By the time fire engines arrive the building maybe full of smoke with the fire already well
developed
• Defensive firefighting may not be appropriate where persons are reported
• Internal size and layout will limit firefighters ability to fight the fire and severely limit their
ability to search the building effectively
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Locating the seat of the fire maybe impossible
There is a risk of early collapse of racking and/or the structure
There is risk of unseen fire spread at high level
Due to the fire loading the flame front may accelerate very rapidly

Unless the role of all parties in ensuring the life safety of employees and firefighters alike is made
clear and the fact that traditional firefighting tactics are not always possible, fire authorities and
individual fire officers will remain vulnerable.
6.72 There is no evidence available that WFRA acted on this information and put suitable and sufficient
control measures in place to ensure the safety of employees.
6.73 Planning is key to enhancing the safety of firefighters and others likely to be affected by
FRS operations. OTI 03.16.06 was based on the following legislation: the Fire and Rescue
Services Act 2004, section 7.2d; the Health and Safety at Work Act 1974; and the
Management of Health and Safety at Work Regulations 1999.
6.74 OTI 03.16.06 detailed who was responsible for identifying premises which needed a risk assessment,
which worked on a points system to determine the outcome. Whether it would have been an O2 risk
card2, a firefighting plan or operational plan would be dependent on the severity of the risk.
6.75 However, there was no robust systematic process to ensure when a premise had been identified as a
potential risk that the process had been instigated and completed to a satisfactory conclusion.
6.76 The previous incident on 20 April 2007 at the premises identified a number of fire safety issues, which
WM 1
reported to the Stratford Area Risk Team. WM 10
carried out a fire safety
inspection and identified sandwich panel construction. This information should have triggered OTI
03.16.06, identifying a risk and implementing further procedures, which ultimately, would have
generated risk information which would have been available on appliances and in station premises
risk folder.
6.77 However, WFRS failed to act upon the information it received in this safety inspection report.
6.78 As soon as that inspection was completed WFRS knew everything that it needed to know about the
design of the building and the risks to firefighters that it entailed. Any ‘blame’ that might have rested
with the design of the building was immediately transferred to WFRS at that point.
6.79 Additional information on the turnout sheet would have included sandwich panel construction (PIR)
as a hazard and also identified the operational risk assessment applicable to the hazard. With this
information all crews attending the incident would have been aware of the hazard before they arrived.

Incident command system
6.80 In 2007 the WFRS Incident Command System was operating to Fire Service Manual,
Volume 2, Fire Service Operations, Incident Command, second edition. Operational
Intelligence available on-route and at the incident ground from occupier was poor and
misleading.

2

02 risk card is the WFRS system of risk information carried on appliances for the information of attending crews.
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6.81 The manual states that:
Operational Intelligence helps the Incident Commander in evaluating the situation and persons at
risk, which provides vital information in creating a suitable risk assessment. It is from the
formulation of this risk assessment, that, Incident Commanders can identify priorities for the
development of the Incident Command System, set objectives to eliminate hazards and reduce or
control risk.
6.82 The initial information that was available to WM 1
came from two sources: the mobilising data
and information from the nominated employee (Eng Mng 1 at the premises.
6.83 The mobilising data was contained on the turnout sheet and the information given was ‘Building fire,
Hangars 1 & 2, Atherstone Industrial Estate’. There was no further information on the turnout sheet
about the nature of the fire and the hazards associated with the property type.
6.84 Upon arrival WM 1
observed a large property with internal lights on and no obvious external
signs of fire. He was met by Eng Mng 1 who told him that there was a pallet full of cardboard on fire
on the first floor and that there weren’t any people inside the building. Eng Mng 1 also informed WM
that the power and ventilation fans had been isolated (although the internal lights were
1
illuminated) and that he had attended to extinguish the fire with 2 extinguishers which were left by the
doors to the fire compartment.
6.85 Eng Mng 1 did not provide plans of the premises to WM 1
or tell him about the
alternative first floor fire exit until approximately 50 minutes after crews had arrived. This
exit would have positioned crews closer to the fire compartment with a less congested
route.
6.86 There was ineffective communication across all areas of the incident ground resulting in
lost information and self deployment.
6.87 Fire Service Manual, Volume 2, Fire Service Operations, Incident Command, second edition states in:
1.2.5 Briefing & Information
Effective communication is of critical importance at all incidents. Information has to be relayed
accurately from the Incident Commander to the crews carrying out the work and vice-versa so
that the crews are aware of the tactics being employed and the incident Commander is aware of
what is happening on the incident ground.
6.88 Appliances and vehicles arriving at the incident ground reported to command support. However, it
appears that they were not given a brief with any operational information, hazard information or
tactical mode.
6.89 It is clear from witness statements that there were serious failures of communication because there
were not enough radios, there was confusion over which channels to use and messages were
unclear so that crews did not know whether to take defensive or offensive action.
6.90 There is no evidence to show that the information about the red glow was communicated across the
incident ground, in particular to BA teams committed in the risk area.
6.91 It is evident that, when WM 5
CM 5
and FF 15
went round to the far side of the
building and went up to the first floor without BA (to search for the missing firefighters), this action
was self-deployment. There is no evidence to show that this task was communicated to the incident
or sector commander.
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6.92 Important information was not being cross-communicated.
6.93 At all incidents there is always an element of risk and the level of risk must always be
balanced against what will be gained. To achieve this, an assessment of the risk must be
carried out and this process must continue at regular intervals throughout the incident.
WFRS’s computer-based training lecture package on command support details the
function of gathering written risk assessments from the incident. During the incident there
was no evidence of any dynamic or analytical risk assessments being recorded, so no risk
information was passed on to attending crews or managers.
6.94 Clearly there were indications of risk assessments tacking place, i.e. selection of firefighting media,
deployment of BA, requests for more resources etc. But no evidence exists as to what risks had
been identified and recorded to make these judgements.
6.95 The command support function was not operating effectively.
6.96 WFRS Service Order 01.02.21 Incident Command System is based on the Fire Service Manual,
Volume 2, Fire Service Operations, Incident Command, second edition and states:
At all incidents, the Command Support function should be introduced to assist the Incident
Commander in the management of the incident. Command Support should initially provide, and
maintain, radio communications between Service Control and the Incident Commander. At single
or two pump incidents, this task will usually be undertaken by the driver / pump operator, who
should identify themselves by donning a red and white chequered Command Support jacket as
soon as it is operationally practicable to do so.
A red flashing beacon should be used to identify the Command Support vehicle at all incidents,
but must be utilised at three pumps or above. The beacon will be either of the permanent ‘mast
mounted’ type or of the portable ‘magnetic’ type, which is positioned on the cab of the appliance
only when it is a designated Contact Point. Where this beacon is of the magnetic ‘portable’ type it
must be removed and stowed before the vehicle is moved.
Any vehicle used as a Contact Point should not, whenever possible, be used for other purposes,
e.g. pumping operations.
At developing/larger incidents (3 pumps or more) Command Support will be assigned to a Crew
Manager or above who will don a Sector Commander jacket complete with Command Support
insert. At this time, the Incident Commander should consider the need to have more than one
person within Command Support depending on the operational needs. All other Command
Support personnel will don red and white chequered Command Support jackets (1 stored on
each pumping appliance).
All pumping appliances, and the Control Unit, will carry an Incident Command Support Pack…
The responsibilities of Command Support will include:
• Providing and maintaining radio communication between the Incident Commander and
Service Control.
• Use of the Command Support Pack.
• Acting as the first contact point for all attending appliances and Officers and to maintain a
physical record of resources in attendance.
• Confirming that regular risk assessments are being carried out and that Tactical Mode
messages are relayed to Service Control via main scheme radio approximately every
twenty minutes up to the time of the ‘Stop Message’, and at regular intervals thereafter.
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Service Control will record the Tactical Mode on the Incident Log, hence, maintaining a
record of the outcome of risk assessments and any reviews.
Assisting the Incident Commander in liaison with other agencies.
Directing attending appliances to an operating location or marshalling area as instructed
by the Incident Commander and to record the status of all resources.
To record Sector identifications and Officer’s duties as the assignments are made.
To receive and maintain nominal role boards and to ensure that they are transferred when
the Command Support Contact Point is up or downgraded.

At an incident of 5 pumps or more (Command Level Two and above), a Water Tender will be
mobilised specifically for Command Support. Upon arrival at the incident the crew are to report to the
appliance designated as the Command Support vehicle and form the Command Support Sector.
The Command Support Sector Commander will be responsible for all areas of support to the
Incident Commander. At Command Level Two and above additional responsibilities of Command
Support will include:
• Securing sufficient Command Support jackets from appliances on the fire ground.
• Arranging appliance positioning and parking to minimise congestion. (At larger incidents a
Marshalling Officer should be designated).
• Liaising with crews of specialist units to ensure optimum support to operational sectors.
• Arranging additional or specialist equipment and crews for Sector Commanders as
required by the Incident (or Operations) Commander.
• Keeping written records of risk assessments at larger / complex incidents or where
operations are protracted.
• Liaising with other agencies as necessary, including booking in and supervision of their
staff, managing the media etc.
• Arranging for the briefing / debriefing of personnel.
• Arranging the relief and welfare requirements of staff.
It is important that every appliance, Officer and other staff, when first attending an incident ground,
report immediately to the Command Support vehicle or Sector and that the Nominal Role Board for
the appliance is handed in, or individuals booked in (Officers are to hand in their key fobs).
At incidents of 8 or more pumps (Command Level Three), the Control Unit will be mobilised and will
provide a base for the Command Support Sector.
The Command Support function will have been provided from a dedicated pumping appliance up to
this point. The Command Support Sector will be transferred to the Control Unit to act as and maintain
Command Support continuity. Once the Control Unit is set up, one runner from the Command
Support Sector will act as a Control Unit runner as per Control Unit OTI (02.05.01 section 4).
6.97 At 18:03 the first informative message was sent. However, the next informative message was not
sent until 20:12.
6.98 An assistance message was sent from WM 1
“Move to Command Level 2,” (Investigation
team interview recordings) (five pumps plus one pump dedicated for command support). 341 Shipston,
401 Wellesbourne and 361 Bidford appliances were mobilised. Control should have informed one of
the additional appliances that they were to undertake the function of command support.
6.99 At 18:47 WM 2
instructed FF 9
to set up the command support function as a
separate function, but this should have been given to a CM or above.
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6.100 FF 1
carried out this function initially from 351, Stratford’s first appliance in attendance, which
was also being used to supply water to the hose-reel that was being utilised. FF 9
decided to continue to use this appliance as it was one that he was familiar with. However, 351
should not have been used for this function as it was being used for pumping operations.
6.101 Oncoming appliances and officers arriving at the incident ground reported to command support.
However, there is no evidence that they were given a brief with any operational information, hazard
information or tactical mode.
6.102 At Command Level 3 the control unit and supporting appliance should have been mobilised to
enhance the command support function. The control unit, which was stationed at Warwick, had
been off the run for a number of months but WFRS had failed to put any contingency plans in place
should this function be required.
6.103 At 18:55 there were six appliances in attendance. One of these appliances should have been
nominated to undertake the command support function.
6.104 At 19:10 Eng Mng 1 took a set of architect’s plans to command support. FF 9
said:
With reference to plans a civilian brought me a plan and I sent him to WM 2 I did not take that
plan or look at it.
(Investigation team interview recordings)
FF 9
6.105 Following the BA emergency message being sent to fire control, FF 9
said that he got
so busy he could not record everything on the laminated sheets from the command support pack.
Consequently important information was no longer being recorded. FF 9
decided to
move the command support function to another appliance lower down in the holding area, in
preparation for additional appliances arriving on the incident ground. He took everything with him: the
command support pack that they were using, keys and nominal role boards (which were carried in
his fire helmet).
6.106 After being briefed by Station Manager 1
GM 2
believed that Service Control were
informed via Command Support that he was now the Incident Commander.
6.107 However, there is no evidence of this.
6.108 At around 21:05 FF 9
had relocated command support again, this time to the
cleaning area of the BA pod. He stated that:
When the CFO 1
arrived he was very supportive and that he instigated the move to
the BA Pod.
(Investigation team interview recordings)
FF 9
6.109 When CFO 1
arrived at command support, he remained there supporting FF 9
until additional runners were established to assist with command support.
6.110 Another communications failure was that the BA pod did not have a main scheme radio to pass
messages to fire control, so FF 9
had to use a mobile phone taken from an appliance.
6.111 It is clear from the evidence above that as the incident developed the role and tasks for command
support became very involved and complex. Unfortunately, it was badly managed and was not given
the correct resources to function correctly.
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6.112 The Fire Service Manual lays down the procedure for sectorisation at incidents and the
role of sector commanders. However at Atherstone there appears to have been no
structure and poor communication on sectorisation.
6.113 WFRS Service Order 01.02.21 Incident Command System is based on the Fire Service Manual,
Volume 2, Fire Service Operations, Incident Command, second edition and states on sector
commander:
In order to allow the proper assignment of tasks, it will be necessary for the boundaries of
responsibility at an incident to be clearly defined. This can be achieved by ‘sectorisation’ of the
incident into manageable parts. The sectors may be physical areas of the incident ground or
areas of operations e.g. foam, water, communications etc., and the Incident Commander must
appoint a Sector Commander for each sector created. A Sector Commander must physically stay
within his / her sector to provide leadership. They have to be available, at all times, to the Crew
Commanders and crews for whom they are responsible. Where Sector Commanders have to
leave their sector, then someone of equal competence, to maintain command, supervision and
safety, must replace them.
Sector Commanders should be of at least the role of Crew Commander, and will be appointed
with due regard to their particular qualifications or expertise.
Sector Commanders will be identified at an incident by a red and yellow surcoat with the words
‘SECTOR COMMANDER’ on the rear, and may bear an additional identification label. E.g. ‘Water
Officer’ or ‘Equipment Officer’.
6.114 At approximately 18:55 WM 3
suggested to WM 2
the incident commander, the setting
up of a BA sector, which was agreed. WM 3
became the BA sector commander, gathered
BA equipment and established a BA holding area. In his police statement WM 3
stated:
After they had entered the building I went up to the officer in charge and said, ‘Should we
consider making a BA sector?’ ‘Yep that’s a good idea WM 3 would you do that’ I then went to my
appliance to get a sector commander jacket and then started to set up a BA sector.
WM 3 (Investigation team interview recordings)
6.115 At approximately 19:00 SM 1
took command of the incident from WM 2
who now
became a sector commander in the BA functional sector. It is not known who made the decision to
sectorise the incident or at what time. Command support was also unaware of sectorisation of the
incident.
6.116 After being informed of the glow, SM 1
instructed WM 4 to gather resources and attack
the fire at the rear of the building. WM 4 says in his police statement:
then asked me to start a Sector 2 up.
SM 1
WM 4

(Investigation team interview recordings)

6.117 At approximately 19:25-19:35 SM 2
remembered WM 4
was in the area wearing a
sector commander’s jacket. SM 2
believed that he may have taken over the BA sector, and that
he gave the order to use guidelines, and that there were no crews committed before he then
undertook command of the BA main control function. WM 4
was then believed to be sector
commander for BA as he had the sector commander jacket on.
6.118 At 19:50 SM 4
booked in at command support and asked where the Hereford and
Worcester crews were. FF 9
told him that that they did not know as the incident had
not been sectorised. SM 4
was advised that he would be able to find everyone at the
front of the building.
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6.119 It is clearly evident that sectorisation of the incident was not being established in accordance with
FSM Volume 2 Incident Command second edition and it was also not communicated across the
incident ground.
6.120 GM 1
approached SM 4
crews. GM 1
also told SM 4

and asked him to manage the Hereford and Worcester
that they were in Hereford and Worcester sector.

6.121 Later, GM 1
returned and told SM 4
that the entry control point was Green and
they were in Sector 2, although on the same face of the building as sector 1.
The area was being run as a sector, not for firefighting but more to locate the three missing firefighters
and hopefully bring them out.
6.122 At approximately 20:00 SM 1
briefed CFO 1
He said:
My Chief Fire Officer 1
had now arrived and he approached me and I briefed him fully
as we were walking towards the scene of operations. I told him there was a fire on the first floor,
missing crew of 4 but we have found 1, but it wasn’t looking good. I can’t recall whether I said
they were out of air or not. On the way back we were now joined by GM 2
I told
them we had an emergency crew in there and we had any point further up from the first point of
entry. Adrian then asked the Chief if he wanted him to take over control or leave me in control and
put him on a sector. The Chief told GM 2 to take over and I was put in charge of the area of
operation this area includes both doorways, which had been entered. I handed the jacket to Ade
and I found another jacket from another appliance and put that on this was a Sectors’ Commander
jacket. This was the only sector in operation at this time or two if you count the water sector.
(Investigation team interview recordings)
SM 1
6.123 GM 2
stated that SM 1
priority was operational sector commander covering both
ECPs and he was also responsible for overseeing the control of committing BA teams.
6.124 At approximately 20:01 SM 3
made contact with GM 2
the role of sector commander in charge of water.

who instructed him to carry out

6.125 From the evidence presented it is clear that sectorisation of the incident was unclear, unstructured
and not communicated.
6.126 The Fire Service Manual states that the incident commander is responsible for securing
and controlling resources on the incident ground. There was serious delay in securing a
water supply, while the command support function was not correctly resourced.
6.127 The Fire Service Manual, Volume 2, Fire Service Operations, Incident Command, second edition
states in Chapter 1 – Introduction to the Incident Command System, section 1.2.1 the Incident
Commander’s task:
When taking over a command role on the incident ground, it is necessary to bear in mind the key
elements of the role.
(iv) Be satisfied that resources are adequate and properly deployed, or request assistance.
And in section 1.2.3 Resources and Control:
The Incident Commander is responsible for securing and controlling resources on the incident
ground. The assessment of resources will include consideration of the need for additional:
• Appliances
• Personnel
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Equipment
Firefighting media
Consumables (e.g. fuel, BA cylinders).

6.128 Also the GRA 3.1 Fighting Fires in Buildings (p 16) states as a key element:
Suitable and sufficient resources of equipment and personnel arriving in a timely manner to allow
the work activity to be executed safely
6.129 At approximately 20:38 there were 16 pumps in attendance and 95 personnel, including the chief fire
officer, on the incident ground and yet still no water supply had been secured and the command
support function was not resourced correctly.
6.130 At 18:26, with two BA teams committed into the smoke-logged first floor of a 100m x 100m building
with 240m of hose reel, a message was sent to ‘make pumps 3’. It should have been known that,
over an hour since the discovery of the fire, three pumps would be insufficient. The fire had not been
located and the situation continued to deteriorate in the 11 minutes it took for the third pump to
arrive.
6.131 At the same time as the third pump arrived, a Command Level 2 (‘make pumps 5’) message was
sent.
6.132 But, by 18:37 five pumps were insufficient. The fire still hadn’t been located, more BA teams were
deployed and water supplies were not secured. Circumstances deteriorated further in the 18 minutes
it took for the fourth and fifth pumps to arrive, and even before the fifth pump arrived, a Command
Level 3 (‘make pumps 8’) message was sent.
6.133 The eighth pump did not arrive until 43 minutes after that message was sent.
6.134 Incremental make-ups were made too late to ensure enough resources to get ahead of the
developing situation. For example, when it was decided to commit the second BA team at 18:19:
• if a Command Level 3 message had been sent, the fifth appliance would have booked in
attendance at 18:37 – 18 minutes earlier than it did;
• if a Command Level 4 message had been sent, the eighth appliance would have booked in
attendance at 19:02 – 30 minutes earlier than it did and 12 minutes before the BA emergency
was declared.

Dynamic risk assessment
6.135 Following recent legal cases, there is a concern that fire and rescue incident commanders’ decision
making has been brought into question and left them vulnerable to potential imprisonment. This is
both because they have inadvertently assumed that the risk is small in comparison to the gain and
when they have inadvertently assumed that the risk is too big in comparison to the gain.
6.136 However, the problem here is not with the legal system expecting perfect results but with the FRS
nationally incorrectly assuming that these assessments of risk by individuals are suitable and sufficient
to comply with their duties and that they provide legal protection for the organisation. Thus individual
employees bear a legal burden when making dynamic risk assessments.
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6.137 This is borne out by the comments of Warwickshire Fire and Rescue Service’s chief fire officer 1
On the morning of 3 November 2007 CFO 1 was interviewed on live TV following the
death of four Warwickshire firefighters. When asked why the firefighters were in the building, as there
were no persons in the property that required rescue, he replied: “Because they had done a dynamic
risk assessment.”
6.138 So was the CFO intimating that there was no need to investigate decisions made which led to the
deaths?
6.139 In May 2012 at Stafford Crown Court the jury unanimously found the three incident commanders not
guilty of gross negligence and manslaughter. The prosecution had alleged that the decisions and
actions by the three incident commanders contributed to the deaths of the four BA wearers who they
owed a duty of care to.
6.140 However, it was not individuals – whether the BA team and crew or the incident commanders – but
the systemic failures of WFRS that were to blame.
6.141 Dynamic Management of Risk at Operational Incidents was first published in 1998. The Home Office
produced this document as part of its health and safety guidance for the fire service. The process
was described as:
The continuous process of identifying hazards, assessing risk, taking action to eliminate or reduce
risk, monitoring and reviewing, in the rapidly changing circumstances of an operational incident.
6.142 This process is not stand alone and is the last level of three levels of risk management used by FRSs.
The guidance provides this description:
In order to provide an acceptable level of protection at operational incidents, brigade health and
safety management must operate successfully at three levels – Strategic, Systematic, and Dynamic.
6.143 Dynamic risk assessment (DRA) was used on the night for the vast majority of decision making by all
of the incident commanders and not just the three who faced charges in court.
6.144 However, no written risk assessments up until the end of offensive operations on the night have been
located, and the firefighter running the command support function has stated that he did not write or
receive any. This raises an important question: Did WFRS provide adequate training to those involved
to carry out dynamic risk assessment properly at the incident? The answer must be ‘no’.
6.145 Decision making in high-pressure situations such as developing operational incidents must not solely
rely on individuals using their common sense. Robust systems and processes must be available at
the incident ground that can be evaluated post-incident. These need to be introduced in
Warwickshire FRS.
6.146 On first arrival at an incident, even a well-trained, experienced incident commander with adequate
operational risk information will only have very limited information about the specific incident that they
are faced with (see ‘Risk information’ above.) So making an accurate risk assessment will be
impossible. What is actually happening is that an individual is making an assessment of risk, to
enable the selection of the correct safe system of work (SSOW) to be introduced. An individual on
occasion, when making the early assessment of risk, will be wrong. The wrong course of action will
be selected without sufficient control measures to reduce the risk. Firefighters or members of the
public will be injured or worse.
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6.147 An individual cannot successfully apply a risk assessment process unless they have been given:
• training in risk assessment
• knowledge of the risk
• up-to-date information (see ‘Risk information’ above)
• knowledge of the potential gain from their actions
• sufficient training/knowledge/experience to select the most appropriate SSOW
• sufficient resources to implement their selected SSOW
• assessment of competence.

Breathing apparatus
6.148 It is evident that inexperienced BA wearers were nominated and allowed to be committed
into the risk area to attack the fire. This was not challenged by anyone on the night.
6.149 TB 1/97 CMP3 Size, composition and conduct of BA teams, Notes on BA teams states:
1. The officer-in-charge (OIC) will need to consider carefully the size and make up of BA teams
and must ensure that the team leader(s) is fully briefed of what is required of them. Effective
leadership is required and the OIC should ensure, so far as is practical, that the team is led by an
experienced BA wearer.
6.150 WFRS Service Order 05.04.10 Development Firefighter Helmet Markings Section 2.1.2 states:
All Whole-time or RDS personnel on completion of a BA initial course will be qualified and
designated as “Inexperienced BA Wearers”.
Inexperienced BA Wearers are identified by a 40mm diameter “orange dot” on each side of the
helmet.
An inexperienced BA Wearer may carry out the duties of a BA Entry Control Officer at operational
incidents, under stage one only, following a satisfactory workplace assessment. Inexperienced BA
Wearers will be continually assessed in the workplace by supervisory managers.
6.151 At approximately 18:19-18:30 FF 3
said he saw FF 6
an inexperienced BA wearer, emerge
from the building and that he “recognised FF 6 because of the orange dot on his fire helmet”.
FF 3 (Investigation team interview recordings)
6.152 After FF 3
had instructed him to remove his BA facemask, FF 6
state) said to FF 3
it’s too hot in there, we can’t find it. It’s too hot”
FF 3

(who was in an agitated

FF 6 (Investigation team interview recordings)

6.153 Thus WFRS failed to follow its own guidance that inexperienced BA wearers should not be deployed
in industrial and commercial premises.
6.154 There was ineffective briefing and debriefing of BA teams and wearers, ineffective passage
of information and ineffective recording of actions.
6.155 TB 1/97 CMP4 Duties of the BA Team Leader states:
2. The duties of a BA leader are to:
(a) ensure the team is fully briefed before entry to the risk area
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6.156 TB 1/97 CMP5 Duties of Stage 1 Entry Control Officers states:
(m) keep the OIC fully informed of all relevant developments or requirements related to the
wearing of BA and the operational aspects of the incident, using information gained from BA
wearers at the incident.
6.157 TB 1/97 CNP10 Emergency teams states:
Deployment of an emergency team
(b) prior to entry, the ECO will ensure that all members of the emergency team are fully briefed
about the emergency, the likely location of the wearer(s)in distress (if this is known) and will collect
the wearers tallies and record their actions on the entry control board.
6.158 Yet witness statements testify that on a number of occasions at the incident more than one person
briefed a BA team.
6.159 FF 13

14

stated that when he was donning up CM 7
and FF 20
were being briefed by FF
the BAECO. However, CM 7
said that SM 1
also briefed the team.

6.160 BA team 9, Green 1 were briefed by FF 14
WM 6
stated:
I was told that there were still three persons missing, I was emergency crew Green one and was
to take my crew in on a left hand search from the top of the stairs. I was briefed that the
firefighting medium (hoses/water supply) would be on the landing somewhere.
WM 6 (Investigation team interview recordings)
6.161 At 19:40 the team were briefed by SM 1
to lay a guideline and search for the missing
firefighters. There appears to be some confusion as to who briefed the team. Some of the BA team
reported in their police statements that it was SM 1
while others specified that it was GM
and SM 2
1
6.162 TB 1/97 CNP4 Stage 1 procedures states:
Duties of the Officer in charge (OIC)
During application of the procedures the OIC is responsible for effectively monitoring the BA
wearers/teams within the risk area and for ensuring that effective briefing and de-briefing takes
place.
6.163 TB 1/97 CMP2 Duties of the Officer-in-Charge (OIC) states:
General Consideration
2 …The risk assessment process should be continuous throughout the incident to enable the OIC
to review plans in line with any developing risk…
Risk Assessment
5 When reaching decisions on control of risk, the OIC must consider:
(d) deployment of BA teams, emergency and relief teams, and the need to ensure they are well
briefed as possible on the task and the possible risks involved.
6.164 However, evidence shows that BA teams were not always debriefed at the incident.
6.165 For example, at approximately 19:26 Team 5, Red 2 exited the building and collected their tallies, but
CM 3
stated that he could not recall a debrief being carried out with anyone.
6.166 Prior to leaving the building, BA team 6 noticed that the neutral plain (smoke level)in the corridor was
above head height but this BA team were not debriefed on exit.
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6.167 At approximately 19:37 BA team 7, Red 3 on their exit said they did not pass any other BA team
inside the building. FF 13 stated that:
“There was no debrief with BAECO or Sector Commander with any member of the team”
FF 13 (Investigation team interview recordings)

6.168 There was confusion around ECP and ECP procedures in terms of the naming and numbering
of ECPs and BA teams and one BAECO stated that he had never been trained for the role.
6.169 WFRS Service Order 01:02:35 – Technical Bulletin 1/1997 WFRS Policy Additions states:
2.1 PROCEDURE TO ADOPT
2.2 To avoid any confusion between BA communications, especially when using multiple entry
control points, each control point will be given a colour. The initial colours used will be red, white,
blue and green (additional colours may be designated as necessary by the BA Main Control Officer).
e.g. The first entry point will be designated RED, and BA teams will be designated as RED 1, RED
2 etc. The second Entry Control point will be designated WHITE and BA teams designated
WHITE 1, WHITE 2 etc.
6.170 At approximately 18:34-18:50 WM 1
BAECO designated them as Red 1 again.

committed BA team 3 (FFs 3

and 2

The

6.171 At approximately 19:10 FF 14
from Wellesbourne was instructed by WM 2
to set up
another BA board and to carry out BAECO duties at Red ECP. There were now two BA entry control
boards at Red ECP.
6.172 FF 14
believed that because there was a second BA board it should be designated as White. He
also said that he had initially started in BA stage 1 entry control procedures, and he then made the
decision to move to BA stage 2 entry control procedures; but he never informed anyone. FF 14
said that he had never carried out the role of BAECO in stage 2 BA before, and neither had he ever
received any training.
He believed that because there was a second BA board it should be designated as White.
FF 14 (Investigation team interview recordings)
6.173 WFRS procedure does not state that the second board should be ‘White’ from the same ECP.
the BA team leader, with FF
6.174 At approximately 19:37 BA team 9, Green 1 – consisting of WM 6
FF 5
and FF 6 – were committed as an emergency team.
67
6.175 At 19:40 BA team 10 of CM 1
team leader, FF 22
FF 21
and FF 11
were also designated with a call sign Green 1, even though they had been committed from
Red entry control point.
6.176 It is unclear where the call sign Green 1 came from as BA teams 9 and 10 were committed from the
Red ECP. There were now two Green 1 BA teams in the building as another Green 1 BA team had
been committed from the Green ECP.
6.177 This confusion over names and colours reveals that BA and ECP procedures had failed.
6.178 Later, GM 1
returned and told SM 4
that the entry control point was Green and
they were in Sector 2 although on the same face of the building as sector 1. BA entry control points
in Hereford and Worcester are usually designated by numbers 1, 2, 3 etc.
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6.179 At about 19:55-20:00 Team 11, Green 1 (the first BA team from Hereford and Worcester) was
committed from the second entry control point.
6.180 The Hereford and Worcester ECP should not have been designated ‘Green’ as per WFRS procedure.
6.181 There was insufficient understanding of the effects of recommitting BA wearers with
minimal rest period between BA wears.
6.182 TB 1/97 CNP11 states:
New entry and re-entry to an incident
5. Unless unavoidable, the OIC should ensure that BA wearers are rested before re-entry to a risk
area. This is particularly important if the conditions are difficult or strenuous.
6.183 FRSC 55-2004 The Building Disaster Assessment Group Key Research Findings, Section 3.2 states:
The research shows that duration and intensity of work undertaken, Personal Protective
Equipment and Respiratory Protective Equipment worn, and ambient environment all affect the
rate of rise of core body temperature. In addition excessive core body temperature limits the
duration of work which can be undertaken without rest and recuperation.
6.184 The Communities and Local Government (CLG) report – Core Temperature, Recovery and Redeployment during a Firefighting, Search and Rescue Scenario, Fire Research Technical Report
18/2008 – states
Executive summary – Recommendation (2)
‘For firefighting, search and rescue activities conducted under conditions of live fire and continued
to the operation of the low cylinder pressure warning whistle, the average firefighter should have
at least 50 minutes of recovery, ideally, but not necessarily in a cool environment, with their PPE
removed, and to consume a minimum of 1000 ml cold water. This recovery duration should be
extended to at least 65 min to protect 95% of firefighters engaged in more typical 20 min
deployments and redeployments.’
6.185 At approximately 18:00 WM 1

decided to commit FFs 3

and 2

6.186 18:34-18:50 WM 1
decided he was going to commit a further team and started to see who
was available from the crews at the incident. With the information that he had gathered, FF 3
volunteered to go back in with FF 2
WM 1
initially said no to FF 3
due to their
previous wear. However, once he had checked with FF 2
that he felt the same way, and that
they were both fully fit for the task, they were committed for the second time.
6.187 Additionally there was no mechanism for recording BA wearers’ time of entry and exit, a brief
description of conditions and activity and their number of wears following tallies and wearer
information being removed from the BA board.
6.188 Working in hot and humid atmospheres can lead to serious physical effects including rapid fatigue
and confusion but it appears that individuals at the incident had not had sufficient training to be
aware of the signs of heat stress and to be able to recognise the onset of symptoms.
6.189 Numerous BA teams were committed. Some of these teams comprised BA wearers from
different stations unknown to each other and not numbering off before entering fire
compartment.
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6.190 TB 1/97 CMP3 Size, composition and conduct of BA teams states:
Notes on BA teams
1. Where possible, BA crews should be from teams from the same station and led by their own
junior officers.
6.191 However, at this incident, apart from the first three BA teams subsequent teams were formed from
personnel from different stations who often did not know each other.
6.192 Working in BA, heat and smoke can be disorientating, physically demanding and stressful. Donned in
modern PPE and a BA set, most of the senses are denied to the firefighter. It should be understood,
therefore, that when working in those circumstances it is beneficial if the BA team have experience of
each other while working in hazardous conditions as each relies on the other in case something goes
wrong.
6.193 BA teams entered and left the fire compartment with no firefighting media.
6.194 When compartment firefighting, BA teams must have firefighting media with them at all times to
ensure their safety in the compartment and to help secure a safe access and egress.
6.195 But at 19:40 before entering the property, FF 21
asked SM 2
and WM 4 for a hose-reel
and was told that one was inside. He challenged this decision two or three times knowing that it is
bad practice to enter without firefighting media.
6.196 At 19:56 BA team 12 entered without any firefighting media and any other rescue equipment for a BA
emergency.
6.197 There was confusion about the function of BA main control.
6.198 At approximately 20:10 SM 2
set up a BA main control (BAMC) and synchronised clocks with
the entry control point. He stated that:
CM 13
was a main player at BAMC even though I was in charge.
SM 2 (Investigation team interview recordings)
6.199 He also stated that:
There was only 1 entry control point in operation before BAMC was set up and the second entry
control point (H&W) was designated White and he believes that they were in stage 2 BAECO
procedures.
SM 2 (Investigation team interview recordings)
6.200 CM 13
operating within BA main control, stated:
On deploying FF 38
and FF 37
they informed me by radio, via channel 6, that there
were two entry control points and the colour of the boards, as well as the names of the BACO’s.
The colour of the first BA Board was Red, the second White.
I recorded this information on the BA Main Control white board.
CM 13 (Investigation team interview recordings)

6.201 There is confusion here because there were in fact two ECPs in operation at the time and these were
named Red and Green.
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6.202 Another problem that emerged was that neighbouring brigades used different BA equipment, as FF
pointed out in his police statement:
37
As I have said FF 29 was running the BAECO Board for ECP2. I have no prior knowledge of her
but assumed she was a competent BA wearer as she was acting as BAECO for the Hereford and
Worcester crew deployed at the incident at that time.
I was briefed that there were four BA wearers from Hereford and Worcester deployed from her
board and that there were no further Hereford and Worcester crews available to act as
emergency/relief crews. They also had no more BA cylinders. I passed this information via radio to
BA Main Control.
To rectify this situation I realised that I needed a Warwickshire emergency team and would need
to use a Warwickshire board and BAECO to deploy them because of the differences in
equipment. I informed BA Main Control of this and as there were no more staff from Main Control
to organise this I was told to do it.
I therefore went and located a Warwickshire Fire Service crew from Nuneaton who had just
arrived. I took from them a BAECO board and one of their staff FF 48 as the BAECO. I got
FF 48 to the ECP and had him awaiting the arrival of any further emergency crew.”
(Investigation team interview recordings)
FF 37
6.203 At 20:22, due to smoke at the visitors’ entrance, ECP crews were told to move to the holding area by
the loading bays and the BA tender.
We were getting a bit irate because we knew where we needed to get to and were chomping at
the bit to get back in there. We were getting frustrated because there were twenty odd pumps
there, a hundred firemen and we were sitting around waiting for an emergency team to turn up.
We were standing there for a good 5-10 minutes. We knew how many pumps were there and so
I couldn’t understand why when we turned up at the BA Main Control we were the only four
people there and loads of BA sets on the ground.
FF 20 (Investigation team interview recordings)

6.204 There appears to have been a lack of coordinated resourcing of BA requirements and gathering of
information by main control. Also the BA holding area should have moved from the ECPs to BA main
control.
Procedures on the use of guidelines were not followed correctly.
6.205 TB 1/97 covers procedures on how guidelines should be used to enable:
• A team of Breathing Apparatus (BA) wears in a risk area to retrace their steps to the entry
point.
• Subsequent teams readily to locate a team of BA wearers.
• Subsequent teams to locate scene of operations.
6.206 The guidance also contains the following comment:
Guidelines are to be used only on the instruction of the Officer in Charge. The BA guideline should
be used were no other practical or appropriate means are available for tracing the way out of a
risk area.
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6.207 SM 2
believed that he may have taken over the BA sector, and that he gave the order to use
guidelines, and that there were no crews committed before he undertook command of the BA main
control function. SM 2
stated in his police statement the reason for using guidelines was:
I know guidelines were fetched. A guideline is 60 metres and it was a big building. They asked me
how many I wanted the team to have and I said two, so as far as I am aware they fitted one to the
team leader and one to another crew member of the BA crew. I thought that two guidelines
sufficient for the crew. You need to make sure the people going in can get out. A hose-reel may
provide a indication of a way out, you can trace your way out on a hose-reel. Modern hose-reels
even have little arrows on now to show you the way out. I wanted to make sure if they went
beyond the hose-reel they could find their way out.
SM 2 (Investigation team interview recordings)
6.208 TB 1/97 states the following:
Only one main guideline is to be laid along any single route leading from an Entry Control Point to
the scene of operations. This main guideline may consist of a number of guidelines joined together.
6.209 At approximately 19:40 the team were briefed by SM 1
to lay a guideline and search for the
missing firefighters. There appears to be some confusion as to who briefed the team. Some of the
BA team reported in their police statements that it was SM 1
others specifying that it was
GM 1
and SM 2
6.210 FF 22
stated:
SM 2
briefed the team to climb to the top of the stairs lay a guideline and carry out a left
hand search
FF 22 (Investigation team interview recordings)
6.211 This was queried because a left hand search at the top of the stairs would have taken them in the
opposite direction to the scene of operations. GM 1
then instructed the team to enter
through the second entry point, which was further along the building where Hereford & Worcester
were operating from. Their brief was changed again by GM 1
and SM 2
who finally
decided that they would enter through the first entry point. The team would then lay a guideline
through the foyer, travel along the corridor through the glass doors and then turn left. WM 4
was also present at this time.
6.212 At about 19:55-20:00 Team 11, Green 1 (the first BA team from Hereford and Worcester) was
committed from the second entry control point. The team comprised FF 27
FF 31 FF 30
and FF 28
Their brief, from a Warwickshire officer, was to lay a guideline up the stairs and carry
out a left hand search. There was a short delay in committing this team even though they were under
air until they could secure a hose-reel from the Pebworth appliance which had to be brought up from
the holding area and then past 351 and 352.
6.213 By 20:10-20:15 one member of BA team 11, Green 1 was now low on air and another was
becoming rather agitated, so the BA team decided to withdraw.
6.214 They reversed the order – the last firefighter in was now going to lead the team out so he connected
to what he thought was their guideline. FF 27 connected her personal line to the man now in front
and disconnected the guideline bag from his BA set. However, the firefighter now leading the team
had attached to the wrong guideline. Fortunately for this team, attaching to the wrong guideline only
meant that they exited via the entry control point at the visitors’ entrance, which was close enough to
reach with the amount of air left in their cylinders. At approximately 20:15 BA team 12, Green 1
followed the guideline to the end corridor where they found a hose-reel branch. FF 20
said in his
police statement:
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The lights were still on upstairs in the offices and the corridor after the reception area was thick
with smoke. So we followed the guideline and came to the end of the corridor and found a hosereel branch but everything was wrapped up in knots in the guideline and the end of the guideline
bag was on the floor. There was another guideline coming in from the right. I tried to untangle the
guideline. FF 67
had got hold of the hose-reel once untangled then another crew came
from another direction and tugged on it and ripped the hose-reel out of FF 67 hand. I couldn’t
really see the other crew, who were round to the right at the end of the corridor. We found another
hose-reel on the floor and I took the decision to unclip from the guideline then because it was a
complete mess and there was another guideline coming in from another direction.
I unclipped from the guideline because to me it was unsafe to be on because it was so tangled
and I wouldn’t have trusted it.
FF 20 (Investigation team interview recordings)

6.215 Although both guidelines were deployed through separate ECPs they actually were laid in the same
corridor.
There were serious issues concerning deployment of BA emergency procedures.
6.216 TB 1/97 states that:
The Emergency Team shall be suitably equipped for the incident in hand. This may include, for
example:
• Radio communications equipment.
• Resuscitation equipment.
• An additional set of BA.
• Any other specialist equipment provided for this purpose (e.g. thermal imaging camera).
6.217 The initial BA team was made up of three BA wearers, one less than the recommended size.
Emergency teams were deployed without any additional equipment. WFRS had purchased 10 sets
of emergency air supply equipment (EASE) but they were not available at the incident. They were
stored at WFRS headquarters, were included on the Interspiro Total Care Contract, but were not on
the run.
6.218 This position had been ongoing for several years but WFRS had failed to take action to rectify it.
6.219 Stage II procedures were not followed correctly.
6.220 TB 1/97 CNP 6 states:
Objective
To apply control procedures which meet the demands of ‘larger’ and ‘more complex’ incidents
and to monitor the safety of breathing apparatus (BA) wearers.
Notes on Stage II procedures
1.
These objectives are met by:
(a)
ensuring that all firefighters are aware that Stage II procedures are being implemented;
And
Duties of the Officer-in-charge (OIC)
3. The OIC is responsible for overseeing the implementation of Stage II procedures and
establishing Stage II entry control at every ECP into the risk area.
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6.221 At approximately 19:10 FF 10
BAECO of Red board, now had two BA teams of four
committed on his board. He suggested to WM 2
that for BA command and control purposes
the incident should go to BA Stage II procedures, and that another board was required. This was
never communicated. Had it been, it would have ensured that all firefighters were aware that Stage II
procedures had been implemented.
6.222 TB 1/97 CNP 6 states:
Nomination of Entry Control Officers (ECOs)
4. Stage II ECOs are required to supervise each ECP. The OIC of the duty watch or retained
station crew should nominate ECOs for each appliance equipped with an ECB. However, on
arrival at an incident, the OIC will need to give careful consideration to the complexity of the
incident before confirming the personnel selected as ECOs. In broad terms, the greater the
complexity of the incident the greater the rank needed for ECO duties. However, in all cases, the
ECO must be an experienced BA wearer. In circumstances were it has not been either necessary
or possible for the OIC to appoint an officer to manage operational requirements at the ECP, the
ECO should be a minimum rank of a Leading Firefighter. An additional Control Officer (any rank)
should be appointed for each additional group of ten BA wearers entering a risk area through the
same ECP. If practicable, and were resources permit, a firefighter should be appointed to assist
the ECO, especially when several BA teams are being monitored at the same time.
6.223 TB 1/97 also states in CMP2 Duties of the Officer-in-Charge (OIC):
Risk Assessment
5 When reaching decisions on control of risk, the OIC must consider:
(g) the need to appoint a communications officer
6.224 At approximately 19:10 FF 14
from Wellesbourne was instructed by WM 2
to set up
another BA board and to carry out BAECO duties at Red ECP. There were now two BA entry control
boards at Red ECP.
6.225 Hereford and Worcester crews set up BA entry control point using their own equipment and
personnel. The BAECO was FF 29 who had swapped roles with FF 27 due to her inexperience
wearing BA. This decision had been made because of the size and complexity of the incident.
6.226 The entry control officers under Stage II were:
FF 10
FF 14
FF 29
FF 48
6.227 Throughout the incident no BAEC assistants or a communications officer were identified by the
incident commander’s risk assessment and put in place.
6.228 The content and frequency of radio communications between BAECOs and BA team
leaders were not adequate.
6.229 TB 1/97 SP1 General objectives and notes state:
6 The BA team leader is to report progress and any hazards or potential hazards encountered.
The team leader is also to report any other information considered to be relevant.
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6.230 At 19:07-19:14 BA team 5, Red 2 were about 2-3 feet inside the compartment but were unable to
pull sufficient hose-reel to continue. FF 18
(who also had a hand-held radio) tried to contact
the BAECO for more hose-reel, but he received no reply. He also commented on the conditions
being hot, and the confusion of hearing several messages from unidentified voices. The team
returned to the corridor to pull some more hose-reel through.
6.231 Unfortunately an exchange of information a few minutes later did not advise them that there was no
more hose-reel available.
6.232 When BA team 12, Green 1 were on their way out at 20:00-20:10 FF 35
noticed a large
amount of snags in the hose-reel and said that if these had been untangled, they could have
progressed much further. This information was not communicated to the BAECO and an officer
standing nearby.
6.233 The lack of communication on the limited amounts of the hose-reel available in the lift lobby area left
the issue unresolved and therefore hampered subsequent BA teams progressing further into the
compartment.

Water supplies
6.234 WFRS failed to undertake pre-planning on availability of water supplies on the Atherstone
industrial estate and such information as there existed was not up to date and was not
readily accessible.
6.235 The Fire Service Manual Volume 1, Fire Service Technology, Equipment and Media section on
Hydraulics, Pumps and Water Supplies states:
Chapter 7 – Pre-Planning
Introduction
The pre-planning of water supplies forms an important part of strategic risk assessment. In many
areas main water supplies are inadequate for firefighting, difficult to access or, in some cases nonexistent. Even where the supply is normally adequate, it may be insufficient to cope with major
incident, e.g. a large industrial fire. The task of providing sufficient water as quickly as possible in
such cases needs pre-planning and, sometimes special equipment.
7.1 Estimation of Water Requirements
The flow rate required to deal with a particular risk and the period of time for which that flow rate
must be sustained depend on many factor. Some of these are listed below.
i) The extent to which the fire is likely to have spread before firefighting commences.
ii) The size of the building/area at risk
iii) The fire loading
iv) The construction of the building – materials, compartmentation etc.
6.236 There is no evidence that this essential pre-planning took place for the Atherstone on Stour industrial
estate.
6.237 WFRS used a database called Aquarius 3 to hold information on hydrant location, the location of
open water sources i.e. rivers, streams and ponds and static water sources i.e. bore holes and static
tanks. This information was gathered and provided by area risk managers and the fire safety team
and received by the water officer.
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6.238 The water officer, Water 1 could only access Aquarius 3 during office hours. In her police statement
she said:
The Aquarius 3 database is huge, and unable to be printed into a hard copy.
And:
There is no hard copy document which shows a ‘risk assessment’ or ‘review’ of all the water
supplies in Warwickshire.
6.239 She also stated:
If anyone wanted the view this database, they would have to come and see myself.
Water 1

(Investigation team interview recordings)

6.240 Water supplies were given some cognisance but there was a serious delay in securing a
sustainable supply which was not in place until the high volume pump was deployed close
to 21:00 hours.
6.241 At 18:26 WM 1
sent an assistance message:
Make pumps three for BA as we are having difficulty locating seat of fire due to size of premise.
(Voice log recording from WFRS control room)

6.242 However, WM 1
supply.

also intended to utilise the third appliance to access the on-site water

6.243 At approximately 19:10 the portable dam from the water bowser was set up adjacent to the corner of
the building near to Red ECP to feed 351.
6.244 At approximately 19:53 CM 12
and FF 35
said that there was also a delay for BA team
12 entering, as GM 2
stopped them because of a loss of water on the incident ground.
6.245 At approximately 19:56 GM 2
also instructed WM 2
and CM 9
to organise a
water supply for the HVP that was going to be required. It was now realised that an inexhaustible
water supply would be required to deal with the incident. They therefore set off to the river Stour in
Alscot Park (approximately 1.5km away) to gain the water necessary.
6.246 At approximately 20:15 before the HVP had arrived, a water relay was established from the river up
to the gates of the park. An appliance from Warwick was set into the river as the base pump and
Evesham’s pump was taken from the incident ground also in order for it to be used in the relay. WM
informed GM 2
that he had acquired a water supply as far as the gates of the Park,
2
and that appliances could now ferry water to the incident ground. However, only one pump was filled
from the water relay before the HVP from Coleshill got to work.
6.247 The nearest fire hydrants were located on the A3400 Shipston Road, one 260 metres away
across a field and the other located on the junction with the access road some 900 metres
away. A water relay or shuttle was not secured from either of these hydrants prior to the
BA emergency.
6.248 A fire hydrant at the entrance to the trading estate on the A3400, Shipston Road, some 900m away
from the incident, was used by appliances (together with the water bowser) to shuttle water to the fire
ground and replenish the portable water dam set up from the bowser.
6.249 The appliances that were involved in the water shuttling were also supplying the fire ground pumps
directly.
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6.250 At approximately 20:00 pumping appliances began to return from refilling at hydrants and the bowser
from a fire hydrant in the nearby village of Alderminster approximately three miles away from the
incident. Water supplies for the incident resumed. FF 1
in his police statement said:
I mentioned my concerns regarding water to SM 1
As it happened more fire engines
turned up and water supply then wasn’t a problem. The bowser had come back a few times.
FF 1 (Investigation team interview recordings)
6.251 The onsite water supplies were a bore hole and a 16,000 litre tanker which proved to be
unusable on the night.
6.252 There was no identified individual responsibility for securing a sustainable water supply
during the initial stages of an incident from single to multi pump attendances.
I carried out the responsibilities of the driver, which was to supply water to the BA Team – to man
the pump.
FF 1 (Investigation team interview recordings)
I was not responsible for the operation of the dam, I do not know who was. I was not responsible
for organising the water supply to the fire ground, and throughout the incident I was not aware of
who, if anybody was in charge of the Water Sector.
FF 1 (Investigation team interview recordings)
6.253 However, contrary to FF 1
statement above regarding who was responsible for water
supplies, FF 20
said in his police statement:
As the driver it is my job to support the lads, supplying them with water and hose and if they don’t
have enough water it is my responsibility to speak to the Officer in Charge to get more appliances
there or go and plug into a hydrant or river.
FF 20 (Investigation team interview recordings)

6.254 CM 4
pump operator for 341 providing water to 351 and a 45 mm covering jet in his police
statement said that at approximately 19:56:
I spoke to the FF on the other appliance and said who are you supplying water to, and I think he
just shrugged. I don’t think he knew who he was supplying water to. He said “I’m out of water
you’ve got to give me water”. I said “I’ve got a 45 charged here, who are you supplying water to”,
as the water is going somewhere.
CM 4 (Investigation team interview recordings)
6.255 At 20:01 SM 3
made contact with GM 2
commander in charge of water.

who instructed him to carry out the role of sector

6.256 Appliances were ferried from the holding area to supply water to the fireground pumps.
However, these appliances were not replenished, which led to a diminishing supply on the
incident ground.
6.257 At approximately 18:58 the only water supply that has been identified on the incident ground was the
onsite tank, which was not accessible. FF 8
recognised that additional water was required.
He therefore started to ferry appliances from the holding area in the car park to the fire ground, in
order that the water from the on board tanks could be used. One appliance FF 8
drove to
the fire ground from Leamington Spa had a computerised e-pump management system that he was
unable to operate. He therefore returned the appliance to the car park.
6.258 Evesham’s appliance was stopped and asked to transfer its water to 341.
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6.259 At approximately 19:50 BA team 10, Green 1 reached the doors to the lift lobby area where they ran
out of guideline. As they were about to extend the guideline, there was a loud bang and a light fitting
fell from the ceiling. FF 22
then sent a message to the BAECO (FF 14
who in return
instructed them to evacuate due to lack of water.
6.260 There was a failure to communicate water usage to the incident or sector commanders,
which led to an impression that water supplies on the incident ground were sufficient.
6.261 At 20:14 the high volume pump (HVP) from Coleshill was requested. 221 Coleshill (the support pump
for the HVP) was also mobilised.
6.262 At approximately 20:38 there were 16 pumps in attendance and 95 personnel on the incident ground
and yet still no water supply secured.

Operations
6.263 A thermal image camera displaying a white screen caused confusion about its operational
effectiveness and conditions within the fire compartment.
6.264 In 2007 WFRS used the Argus 3 thermal imaging camera. The camera used on the night was turned
on and displayed a white screen with no temperature differential indicated whilst used in the fire
compartment.
6.265 At approximately 18:10 WM 1
then fed the spare hose-reel tubing into the main corridor
before exiting the building. When the TIC was used within the fire compartment the screen appeared
to be blank. This was checked by both team members, although when panning, and in the process
of passing the camera to FF 2
FF 3
recalled seeing a flash of red on the screen when
facing the double doors.
6.266 FF 6 stated in court:
I checked the TIC by pointing at my feet and I could see the white heat image from them but
when I pointed it in front of me to locate the fire I couldn’t see anything.
6.267 At approximately 19:56-20:10 BA team 12, Green 1 reported the screen of the TIC was just
completely white and the heat was like being in the fire behaviour training facilities.
6.268 A covering jet was not deployed before BA teams were committed into the risk area and
would have proved ineffective if required. It was also supplied from the same appliance as
the hose-reels.
6.269 The covering jet was only deployed prior to BA team 4 being committed into the risk area. The jet
was laid out externally to the building and not at the entry of the fire compartment for BA team
protection. The covering jet was supplied from 351 which also supplied the hose-reels which were
pressured to 40 bars thus leaving the covering jet with 10 bars pressure.
6.270 At approximately 18:00 FFs 2
and 4
assisted FF 1 with connecting both
3
hose-reels (totalling 120 metres) from 351 and were assisted by the retained crew (352) to drag it up
to the first floor via the entrance and staircase WM 1
and Eng Mng 1 had used to enter the
premises. FF 1
charged the hose-reel to 40 bars.
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6.271 At approximately 18:50 FF 8
and two other FFs ran out a covering jet consisting of six
lengths of 45mm hose and a hand-controlled branch in case it was required, as set down in WFRS
procedures. This procedure should be actioned before the committal of any BA teams.
6.272 At approximately 19:20 BA team 7, Red 3 then proceed through the visitors’ entrance, up the
staircase and into the reception area, which were relatively clear of smoke. They collected the 45mm
covering jet supplied from 351 with a hand-controlled branch, which was charged to 10 bars (due to
the pressure at the pump being 40 bars for the hose-reels) and run out in the reception area. It was
decided at this time to extend by another length (25m of 45mm).
6.273 The covering jet was not replaced once it had been deployed into the main corridor.
6.274 Poor hose management led to congestion and confusion in the main corridor which
resulted in BA emergency teams not being able to penetrate the fire compartment.
6.275 It is evident that this issue prevented BA emergency teams searching the compartment fully for
the missing BA team. Two hose-reels and two lines of 45mm hose which became entangled with
each other between the reception double glass doors and the next set of double doors in the
main corridor. This prevented subsequent BA emergency teams penetrating any further than BA
team 5 into the fire compartment and the issue remained unresolved throughout the incident.
Furthermore, once BA team 6 who had been committed to hose manage, had exited the
reception area they were not replaced.
6.276 Personnel were going beyond BAECO without BA or safety officers which points to a
command and control failure.
6.277 Many personnel on the night operated in smoke inside the risk area beyond the BA entry control
point. From the information gathered about events, it is evident that at no point on the night was a
forward control point considered or set up. This led to teams and individuals working in the risk area
without adequate command and control and protection against the conditions.
were committed by FF 14
with a
6.278 At approximately 19:10 BA team 6, FFs 21
and 22
brief to replace CM 1 and FF 11
who were carrying out hose management in the reception area
on the first floor without BA on.
6.279 When they reached the double doors to the reception area the team came across WM 5
who was not wearing BA, at the glass double doors. He was on his knees because the smoke was
at shoulder to chest height.
6.280 WM 5

then returned to the reception area without BA to assist with any further casualties.

6.281 At approximately 20:54 on the stairway at the Green ECP FF 37
heard:
A loud crash followed sixty seconds later by a large plume of thick black smoke going down the
staircase.
(Investigation team interview recordings)
FF 37
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Fire development and firefighting actions
6.282 There appears to have been rapid fire growth which is becoming more common but is not
reproduced in training, thus leaving firefighters exposed to foreseeable risk.
6.283 The fire began on the first floor storage area in a pallet surrounded by a further 21 pallets. The
contents of the pallets were believed to be rolls of polypropylene packaging film, brown packaging
tape, red packaging tape, plastic punnets and product labels contained in individual cardboard
boxes. Engineering manager Eng Mng 1 tried to extinguish the pallet fire.
6.284 Between 17:20 and 17:35 Eng Mng 1 tried to reset the panel but it reactivated. He then went to investigate
the alarm that was sounding in the food storage/packing area where he found a pallet of packaging
material on fire. He tried to extinguish the fire using a 6-litre foam fire extinguisher. When this was
emptied, a 2-kilogram carbon dioxide was used to extinguish pieces of material fallen from the pallet.
6.285 Eng Mng 1 left the storage/packing area and went back outside to get assistance from warehouse
staff. Together they returned to the fire to see that the pallet had re-ignited and flames were extending
towards the ceiling and decided to withdraw and call the fire and rescue service.
6.286 By the time the FRS arrived and firefighters attempted to identify the source of the fire, hot dense
smoke filled the fire compartment and hid the fire development from them.
6.287 There is no evidence that any water was applied to the fire prior to defensive firefighting tactics. At
this incident there appeared to be no unexpected fire behaviour that would not be present in an
industrial storage premises of this type which would explain the tragic outcome of the fire.
6.288 Rapid fire growth which may have occurred at this incident is becoming more common as building
techniques and materials change. However, this effect is not being reproduced in training situations,
thus leaving firefighters exposed to foreseeable risk.
6.289 Fire safety systems were incomplete.
6.290 The internal geometry of Wealmoor Atherstone was unusual in that it did not comply with Approved
Document B to the Building Regulations and what appears to have been insurer-required fire
protection was incomplete. There was only one means of escape from the first floor storage area
where the fire was located (contrary to Approved Document B), and this single means of escape was
through an opening in a four-hour fire-resisting wall that had no doors fitted.
6.291 Contactors started to install a water-mist fire suppression system, but the work was incomplete at
the time of the incident. This system would have either extinguished the fire or mitigated fire spread.
6.292 It may be the case that had there been alternative means of escape from the fire compartment, these
might have been used as BA entry points. This would have shortened the distance between the entry
point and the fire.
6.293 It could be the case that when the rate of heat release from the fire accelerated, a blast of very hot
gas was forced through the opening in the fire wall where doors should have been located. With the
sudden rise in temperature firefighters in the opening at that time potentially could have been affected
by the blast and disorientated.
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6.294 But the deaths of the four firefighters cannot be attributed to any of the above because firefighter
safety does not rely on building design. It relies on adequate firefighter training and appropriate
equipment delivered to the incident ground at the right time.
6.295 The construction of the Wealmoor premises with its large compartments created issues
for firefighters whose training left them ill-prepared.
6.296 The building sector is calling for ever-increasing levels of insulation due to government incentives. This
also demands ever-smaller numbers of leakage paths through construction joints. This had a number
of effects in the event of this incident:
• The ability of the storage area compartment to lose heat decreased so the fire needed to
produce less energy to create flashover conditions.
• High temperatures caused by the fire were maintained for longer because energy was lost
through boundary walls by conduction or by loss of hot gases through leakage.
• There are fewer external signs of fire (such as smoke and flames issuing from openings and
joints). Firefighters therefore were less able to predict internal conditions from external
appearances.
• Large compartments have been known to the fire and rescue service for many years; they
provide particular challenges because fires can be difficult to locate and firefighters can
become disorientated.
• Plastic/PVC Cable trunking and conduit used to secure electric cabling fails at relatively low
temperatures. This results in cables becoming an entrapment issue for firefighters.
6.297 Firefighting/fire behaviour training concentrates on small compartments and does not prepare
firefighters for the issues described above.
6.298 There is concern about firefighting actions, particularly the use of gas cooling.
6.299 Gas cooling has become a common practice in the fire and rescue service. The principle being
applied is that short bursts of water spray into the hot ceiling gases of a compartment fire cool those
gases and thereby reduce the risk of flashover and improve conditions for firefighters.
6.300 However, it must be pointed out that in a very large compartment on fire, there will be an enormous
amount of energy in the hot smoke layer at ceiling height. Gas cooling by short bursts of water spray
from a hose-reel branch is going to have no noticeable effect on the ceiling gas temperature, but it is
going to increase humidity in the immediate vicinity of the firefighters who are using the hose reel.
6.301 At approximately 19:18-19:45 BA team 7, Red 3 FF 13 discovered that the gas cooling was
ineffective, as it was not altering the conditions within the compartment.
6.302 Since humid air is a better conductor of heat than dry air, gas cooling in a very large compartment on
fire is not going to cool fire gases; it is not going to reduce the risk of flashover but it is going to
worsen conditions for firefighters.
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7.

Conclusions

No effective IRMP
7.1

Fundamentally, the events on that fateful evening of 2 November 2007 were a catalogue of
organisational systematic failings.

7.2

The idea that local fire and rescue authorities should have the freedom to identify their own risks,
evaluate their own arrangements and set their own policies and standards is now well entrenched
and is unlikely to be reversed in the foreseeable future.

7.3

However local freedom should not extend to the freedom to adopt such a poor planning process that
risks are not identified, arrangements are not evaluated and policies and standards are not set.

7.4

When national standards of fire cover were removed in 2003/4, the IRMP process was introduced as
an open and transparent, publicly accountable alternative.

7.5

In the period from 2004 to the events of November 2007, WFRS had not implemented the IRMP
process and had therefore effectively been operating for three and a half years without either national
or local standards of performance.

7.6

The disaster started prior to the incident with the failure to deliver an effective integrated risk
management plan (IRMP), which should have identified Hangars 1 & 2 as a significant risk to
firefighters. This responsibility lies not only with Warwickshire Fire and Rescue Authority but central
government to ensure sufficient funding is in place to deliver an effective, monitored IRMP. If the IRMP
process had been applied correctly, sufficient funding, risk information, a fire plan and the resources
required to deal with such a significant risk would have been in place. This would have also
highlighted the training required to deal with such an incident to bring it to a safe and satisfactory
conclusion.

Lack of current data on the Fire Service Emergency Cover (FSEC) toolkit database
7.7

Following the Operational Assessment of Service Delivery 2006/07, WFRS was made aware of areas
for improvement for developing a full-risk profile of Warwickshire. If this process had been completed
and the FSEC database had been fully populated with current data, the toolkit, if used correctly,
would have contributed to the IRMP process. However, this large piece of work was several years
away from completion due to lack of resources within WFRS.

No premises risk information
7.8
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WFRS had a Operational Training Instruction (OTI 03.16.06) that details the procedure for operational
premises risk assessment. A building of sandwich panel construction is seen as a significant hazard
requiring the minimum of the production of an O2 risk information card or possibly a more detailed
fire plan of the premises. This procedure failed on two occasions:
• firstly, at the planning stage when local building control failed to identify the hazards of this type
of construction, and
• secondly, when a fire safety officer inspected the premises following a previous incident and it
was recognised that the building was of sandwich panel construction.

7.9

Both occasions should have triggered the process detailed in the service order for a premises risk
assessment. This process should have also ensured that sandwich panel construction was detailed
on the mobilising turnout sheet.

7.10 All of this was also seen as an area for improvement in the Operational Assessment of Service
Delivery 2006/07 with regard to the passage of information between operational crews and fire safety
staff and vice versa. The assessment also criticised the premises re-inspection programme because
a randomly selected premise contained hand written amendments that had not been added to the
central database. Therefore, some crews attending the site may not have possessed up-to-date risk
information.
7.11 While a review of the fire risk assessment would have focussed on the potential causes of fire in and
around the building and on the means of escape for occupants, it would have also have delivered
indirect benefits in terms of firefighter safety.
7.12 Firstly, such a review would have highlighted the importance of missing fire safety systems. With the
missing fire doors, the lack of an alternative means of escape was a matter of occupant safety not a
firefighting issue. However, had means of escape been located in the appropriate positions,
firefighters would have had better access to the fire compartment, which would have aided
firefighting operations. This would include BA entry procedures and the venting of smoke and heat
from the fire compartment.
7.13 As for the water mist fire suppression system, it may well be the case that, had a fire suppression
system been fitted, the fire would have been brought under control automatically and the tragic
events of 2 November 2007 would not have unfolded. However, there is no requirement in law to
provide a fire suppression system in such an industrial/storage building.
7.14 Secondly, people who are responsible for the fire safety of buildings are encouraged to incorporate
into their fire risk assessment a simple line drawing of the building to help them check their fire
precautions.
7.15 By completing such a line drawing, the new owners would have had at least one drawing that would
have been a reasonable approximation to the internal layout of the premises. This would have proved
invaluable to WFRS on the evening of the fire.

Lack of training
7.16 Training within WFRS was also a significant factor contributing to the failures within the organisation.
The areas that were identified were predominantly surrounding the functions that were carried out on
the evening of 2 November 2007. These were risk information, risk assessment, breathing apparatus
procedures/command and control and incident command. Quality assurance of the training delivered
in WFRS was also a significant issue.
7.17 It is not known whether all staff received training on the delivery of service orders or any other written
communication as there was no evidence (i.e. records) to support the delivery of this type of
information to WFRS staff. The method of recording training in WFRS was a computerised system
called Redkite for wholetime firefighters, while for RDS staff it was largely paper-based training.
Neither system provided a means to ensure the quality of delivery, underpinning knowledge gained
and competence of WFRS firefighters. There was no robust process for the recording of training for
officers and assessment of continued competence.
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7.18 The construction of the Wealmoor premises with its large compartments created issues for
firefighters whose training left them ill-prepared to deal with fires in such buildings.
7.19 There were serious failings in BA training. For example, the initial BA course for RDS staff had been
reduced and did not comply with national guidance. Contrary to national guidance, BA refresher
training was dropped as a separate entity and became part of fire behaviour training which meant
that core skills were no longer maintained.
7.20 Because of the introduction of IPDS the ideal around this was for individuals to nominate themselves
for mandatory BA refresher courses. This obviously failed, as records identified that some staff had
not completed BA refresher training for many years because a robust system was not in place.
7.21 The Operational Assessment of Service Delivery 2006/07 also stated that the development and
maintenance of RDS staff differed significantly to that delivered to wholetime personnel. It also
identified that the monitoring, recording and auditing of training activity and assessments of RDS
personnel was weak with no central database to demonstrate RDS workforce competence.
However, during the investigation it was found that deficiencies in this area also extended to
wholetime personnel, including officers.
7.22 Computer-based training was the only method of delivering various functions, including incident
command, which occasionally was monitored during exercises. This system does not provide a
robust assessment of underpinning knowledge.

Failures of the incident command system
7.23 During the course of the incident, there were numerous failures of the incident command system
which resulted in confusion, lack of information and, tragically, exposure of firefighters to unnecessary
danger. Examples of these failures are recorded in Section 4, Sequence of Events of this report.
7.24 Command support forms an important function with the incident command system but on that
evening there were significant errors that affected the delivery of command support. In WFRS there
was only limited training delivered in command support, especially in the completion of risk
assessments. This led to no written evidence recorded of risk assessments during the offensive
operations of the incident. The command point had to be moved on a number of occasions from the
back of one appliance to another for various reasons with the firefighter carrying the vehicle nominal
roll and officer fobs in his fire helmet. Furthermore, there was no sector commander or dedicated
crew identified for the additional support for command support as the incident progressed.
7.25 The control unit had been off the run for a considerable time and no contingency plans had been put
in place, which meant that the BA pod had to be used for two functions, command support and
BAMC (breathing apparatus main control). If one appliance had to carry out two functions there
should have been a competent and dedicated crew for each function.
7.26 There was no evidence of monitoring of staff performance at the incident despite the fact that the
Operational Assessment, previously mentioned, had criticised workplace assessments at incidents.
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8. Recommendations
8.1

The following recommendations are broken into a number of different headings. These
recommendations are not laid out in an order of priority, they are, in the opinion of the Fire Brigades
Union, all important to ensure effective operational service delivery:
• Frameworks for fire and rescue services in England, Scotland and Wales
• Integrated risk management plans (IRMP)
• Risk Information
• Incident command system
• Dynamic risk assessment
• Breathing apparatus
• Water supplies
• Operations
• Fire development and firefighting actions
• General.

Frameworks for fire and rescue services in England, Scotland and Wales
8.2

Further guidance on writing and constructing an IRMP should be included in the national
framework.

8.3

Stakeholders should be fully consulted and amendments to the framework published by fire and
rescue service circular and laid in parliament for approval.

8.4

Whatever guidance is contained in future national framework documents, Warwickshire FRS must
examine past national frameworks and earlier government guidance to ensure that its IRMP is fit for
purpose.

Integrated risk management plans (IRMP)
8.5

The Office of the Deputy Prime Minister (ODPM) published guidance notes on constructing
and writing an IRMP but these have not been updated since their inception in 2002/03.

8.6

Central government should undertake a review of the guidance notes as a matter of urgency and all
stakeholders should be involved and the outcome of the review published and implemented.

8.7

The improvements to the guidance notes promised in 2009 by the then fire minister Sadiq Khan
should be included in the review.

8.8

As a matter of urgency, the guidance notes must ensure employee safety is introduced into future
IRMPs and, in Wales, RRPs (Risk Reduction Plans).

8.9

Government should introduce a robust process that demonstrates that a risk-based approach has
been applied to the review of the guidance notes.

8.10 There should be an audit and review process to ensure that the guidance notes are current and
ensure advice on constructing an IRMP is consistent with the national framework objectives.
8.11 The secretary of state should ensure that central government conducts a robust audit process of
individual FRS IRMPs during the IRMP consultation phase to ensure compliance with current guidance.
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8.12 The DCLG committee should ensure that the secretary of state’s responsibilities are delivered.
8.13 Following the deaths of nine firefighters who died on duty between April 2007 and March
2008 the FBU produced a report In The Line of Duty which made a number of
recommendations to improve IRMPs. Warwickshire FRS should implement these
recommendations to prevent such deaths in the future.
8.14 WFRS should examine in detail the government guidance for producing an IRMP and should observe
that guidance in letter and in spirit.
8.15 Warwickshire FRA needs to understand the role that it plays in the IRMP process and thoroughly
scrutinise future plans. The FRA should not only question what is in an IRMP, it should also
understand what should be in the plan and raise questions if those matters are left out.
8.16 WFRS integrated risk management plan should contain assessments of all risks within its
geographical area and identify the appropriate resources to deal with any incident to ensure safe
systems of work and the correct application of risk management.
8.17 The IRMP and annual action plans must be an accurate reflection of the organisation’s approach to
risk and actual activity, objectives and the safe delivery of risk management services, particularly
intervention and prevention. This must be integrated into the business planning process.
8.18 DCLG FRS operational guidance document Operational Risk Information and Risk and Response the
Emerging Dynamics of Major Incidents in Public Services and Civil Society by Zurich Municipal, the
insurers of many FRSs, should be used when compiling IRMPs and annual action plans.
8.19 Current fire and rescue service operational guidance, generic risk assessments and their outcomes
must be considered prior to constructing the IRMP.

Risk information
8.20 The Operational Assurance Service Assessment carried out in 2006/07 identified that
WFRS had not fully populated the FSEC model with data covering all commercial
premises, therefore it was not possible to deliver a risk-assessed IRMP. The lack of a
robust system had been identified during the Operational Assurance Service Assessment
where high-risk premises were identified and risk information had not been transferred to
the central data base, meaning that some crews attending the premises would not posses
all the updated risk information. Therefore WFRS should ensure a robust system for
gathering and disseminating risk information on all commercial properties is implemented.
This should include a review process.
8.21 The OPDM produced health and safety guidance for FRSs, part of which was Volume 3 of
the Guide to Operational Risk Assessment which included generic risks assessments
(GRAs). The intention of these GRAs was to inform the local risk assessment process.
8.22 WFRS should comply with the current GRA 3.1 Fighting Fires in Buildings.
8.23 WFRS should develop their own risk assessments based on the hazards identified in GRA 3.1 and
any other hazards identified during the premise risk information gathering.
8.24 There are serious risks associated with large volume buildings.
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8.25 WFRS needs to introduce a robust process that informs all firefighters and incident commanders of
the current risks associated with large volume buildings to enable them to carry out their functions
safely.
8.26 Planning is key to enhancing the safety of firefighters and others likely to be affected by
FRS operations. OTI 03.16.06 was based on the Fire and Rescue Services Act 2004 section
7.2d, The Health and Safety at Work Act 1974 and the Management of Health and Safety at
Work Regulations 1999.
8.27 WFRS should replace OTI 03.16.06 with a new policy and process that gathers, provides and
disseminates current premises risk information and ensures that it is available to all responding crews
at incidents.
8.28 This information should include: levels of response; relevant standard operating procedures (SOPs);
tactical considerations, including rendezvous points, appliance marshalling areas, achievable
outcomes, and access points as well as site specific hazards; and identification and, where
necessary, formal notification to person(s) responsible for the site of any FRS operational limitations.
8.29 There needs to be a regular audit and review of the policy and process to ensure that it is current and
delivering as intended.
8.30 WFRS needs to train all relevant personnel in basic fire safety measures to enable personnel to
identify omissions and hazards when conducting risk information gathering visits.
8.31 WFRS should train all relevant personnel in the revised policy on the gathering, providing and
disseminating premise risk information.
8.32 Warwickshire FRS should introduce a robust process that demonstrates that all relevant personnel
have gained the underpinning knowledge and understanding of the above to enable them to carry
out their functions safely.
8.33 There should be an audit and review process to ensure that the training implemented is current and
ensures competence of all relevant personnel.

Incident command system
8.34 In 2007 the WFRS Incident Command System was operating to Fire Service Manual,
Volume 2, Fire Service Operations, Incident Command, second edition. Operational
intelligence available on-route and at the incident ground from occupier was poor and
misleading.
8.35 Operational intelligence at an incident comes in various sources. One single source should not solely
be relied upon to formulate a tactical plan. Therefore WFRS needs to review and update S.O.
01.02.21 Incident Command System with regards to operational intelligence to reflect current fire
service national guidance and best practice.
8.36 Robust training needs to be provided on gathering of operational intelligence and decision making to
incident commanders.
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The relationship between risk and degree of supervision

8.37 There was ineffective communication across all areas of the incident ground resulting in
lost information and self deployment.
8.38 WFRS should review and update S.O. 01.02.21 Incident Command System to recognise the
importance of communication on the incident ground. This needs to include risk, task and
deployment information and should be completed as soon as possible.
8.39 Robust training needs to be provided on recognising the importance of communication on the
incident ground, including risk, task and deployment information to all firefighters and sector
commanders.
8.40 WFRS should introduce a robust process that demonstrates practically that all firefighters and sector
commanders have gained underpinning knowledge and understanding of the above, on an annual
basis, to enable them to carry out their functions safely.
8.41 There should be an audit and review process to ensure that policies and procedures implemented
are current and ensure competence of firefighters and sector commanders.
8.42 At all incidents there is always an element of risk and the level of risk must be balanced
against what will be gained. To achieve this, an assessment of the risk must be carried out
and this process must continue at regular intervals throughout the incident. WFRS
computer-based training lecture package on command support details the function of
gathering written risk assessments from the incident. However, during the incident there
was no evidence of any dynamic or analytical risk assessments being recorded, and as
such no risk information was passed on to attending crews.
8.43 WFRS needs to review and update S.O. 01.02.21 Incident Command System to recognise the
importance of risk assessment, to introduce relevant control measures on the incident ground, and to
reflect current fire service national guidance and best practice.
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8.44 Risk assessment is a management responsibility and therefore must be carried out in line with the
Management of Health and Safety at Work Regulations 1999 (MHSWR 1999). Therefore this task has
to be undertaken by a crew manager or above.
8.45 Robust annual training for all crew managers and above needs to be provided on carrying out a risk
assessment on the incident ground.
8.46 The command support function was not operating effectively at the incident and this
needs to be addressed urgently.
8.47 WFRS should review and update S.O. 01.02.21 Incident Command System with regards to the
command support function to reflect current fire service national guidance and best practice.
8.48 WFRS needs to design and purchase a suitable command and control vehicle for use in the
command support function as per fire and rescue service national guidance and best practice.
8.49 Robust training needs to be provided on command and control for firefighters, crew and watch
commanders and flexi-duty officers who will mobilise with the vehicle.
8.50 WFRS should introduce a structure for the correct level of management support commensurate to
the size and complexity of an incident for the command support function.
8.51 Robust training needs to be provided on the command support function to all firefighters and
incident commanders.
8.52 The role of sector commanders needs review and updating.
8.53 WFRS needs to review and update S.O. 01.02.21 Incident Command System with regards to
sectorisation and sector commanders to reflect current fire and rescue service national guidance and
best practice.
8.54 Robust training needs to be provided for all firefighters and incident commanders on sectorisation
of an incident and the importance of maintaining command restraint in a pressured environment.
8.55 The incident revealed serious deficiencies in resources and this vital issue needs to be
addressed.
8.56 WFRS needs to review and update S.O. 01.02.21 Incident Command System to ensure that
sufficient resources are available at the incident in a timely manner to provide safe systems of work
for the risks identified.
8.57 This review should include a process for requesting assistance at an incident that ensures that, when
considering making up appliances at an incident, the incident commander follows a logical thought
process, as follows:
• Consider the circumstances of the incident:
• How many firefighters and appliances are needed to bring it under control?
• Consider the arrival time of the last of that number:
• What will be the circumstances of the incident at that time?
• Will that number of firefighters and appliances still be sufficient to bring it under control?
• If no: How many firefighters and appliances will be required to bring it under control?
• Consider the arrival time of the last of that number of requested appliances:
• What will be the circumstances of the incident at that new time?
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•
•

Will that new number of firefighters and appliances still be sufficient to bring it under control?
If no: How many firefighters and appliances will be required to bring it under control?

8.58 Robust training needs to be provided on resourcing of an incident for all incident commanders.
8.59 WFRS needs to comply with GRA 3.1 Fighting Fires in Buildings.

Dynamic risk assessment
8.60 We recommend the following revisions be made to dynamic risk assessment (DRA)
guidance nationally, regionally and within WFRS:
• Existing FRS guidance on DRA should be revised and replaced by: a system of work that
reflects decision making (HSG 48), perception of risk, and a method of recording decision
making; and a system to ensure the incident commanders’ assessment of risk at the incident
takes cognisance of this information.
• Robust training will need to be provided on revised FRS guidance on DRA.
8.61 We recommend that WFRS makes the following revisions to the dynamic risk assessment
process:
• Revise and replace the existing policies, procedures, operational documents and risk
assessments that use DRA as a control measure for managing risk.
• Provide robust training for all firefighters and incident commanders on the revised and
replaced policies, procedures, operational documents and risk assessments.

Breathing apparatus
8.62 It is evident that inexperienced BA wearers were nominated and allowed to be committed
into the risk area to attack the fire. This was not challenged by anyone on the night. We
therefore recommend that WFRS should:
• Comply with current fire and rescue service national guidance and best practice on selection
of BA team leaders and BA wearers.
• Review S.O. 05.04.10 Development FF Helmet Markings.
• Provide awareness training for all firefighters and incident commanders on the revised service
order.
8.63 It is also evident that at the incident there was ineffective briefing and debriefing of BA
teams, wearers and passage of information and recording of actions and we recommend
the following changes nationally, regionally and within WFRS:
• Introduce detailed guidance on the briefing and debriefing of all BA team members, a method
of recording information, and a system to ensure the incident commander’s risk assessment of
the incident takes cognisance of this information.
• Provide robust training on briefing and debriefing of BA wearers and the method of recording
information for all firefighters and incident commanders.
8.64 The report revealed confusion about naming and numbering of entry control points (ECPs)
and BA teams during the incident and we recommend the following to address these
issues nationally and regionally:
• Introduce a singular system of designating BA entry control points and numbering of BA teams.
• Provide robust training on the new system of designation of ECPs and the numbering of BA
teams.
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8.65 The incident revealed insufficient understanding of the effects of recommitting BA wearers
with minimal rest period between BA wears and we recommend the following to be
applied nationally, regionally and within WFRS:
• Recommitting of BA wearers should only occur on exceptional circumstances (firefighters
should not be recommitted on more than one occasion in any circumstances) and then must
take cognisance of the recommendations below.
• A policy and procedure should be introduced to ensure that firefighters have a sufficient period
of recovery and rest between BA wears. For BA activities in ambient temperatures the
recovery period should be at least 28 minutes. This should be extended to at least 65 minutes
for hot fire environments.
• Firefighters and incident commanders should be trained on identifying signs and symptoms of
heat stress and recognising the need to withdraw to fresh air.
• Water must be available for all personnel involved to replace body fluids and prevent
dehydration.
• There also needs to be a method of ensuring that BA wearers have consumed at least 1 litre
of water before they are recommitted.
• A recording mechanism should be introduced to include the names of wearers, their times of
entry and exit and a brief description of the conditions and activity.
• Robust training should be provided to ensure that all firefighters and incident commanders are
aware of the risks and procedures of recommitting in BA.
8.66 Numerous BA teams were committed, but some of these teams comprised BA wearers
from different stations who were unknown to each other and did not number off before
entering the fire compartment. To address this issue nationally, regionally and within WFRS
we recommend:
• FRSs need to ensure that BA teams committed into a risk area are from the same station or
have trained together prior to forming a BA team.
• If BA wearers are not from the same station it must be brought to the attention of the
Breathing Apparatus Entry Control Officer (BAECO) who must ensure that the team number
off and that all receive the detailed brief before entering the risk area.
8.67 During the incident BA teams were entering and leaving the fire compartment with no
firefighting media. We recommend the following to address this issue:
• WFRS needs to ensure that BA teams entering a compartment or building on fire have
firefighting media, with a secure water supply, as a means of protection.
• This should be written into all related risk assessments as a control measure and included in
SOPs relating to this type of incident.
• Robust training should be provided to all firefighters and incident commanders on the
procedure.
8.68 The incident revealed confusion about the function of BA main control and we recommend
the following:
• WFRS needs to comply with current fire and rescue service national guidance and best
practice on BA main control procedures.
• Robust training on BA main control procedures should be provided to firefighters and crew
and watch commanders who will mobilise with the BA tender.
• Robust training on BA main control officer duties should be provided to all officers on the
flexi-duty system.
• WFRS should include BA main control procedures training as an addition to the fire behaviour
and tactical firefighting courses.
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8.69 The incident revealed issues over the use of guidelines and we recommend the following
measures:
• There should be a risk-based review of the requirement for the use of guidelines within
WFRS.
• WFRS needs to comply with current fire and rescue service national guidance and best
practice on guideline procedures.
• Robust training must be provided on guideline procedures to all firefighters and incident
commanders.
8.70 The incident exposed serious issues concerning the deployment of BA emergency
procedures which we recommend be addressed as follows:
• WFRS needs to comply with current fire and rescue service national guidance and best
practice on BA emergency procedures.
• WFRS should procure and place emergency air supply equipment (EASE) sets on every
pumping appliance.
• Robust training should be provided on BA emergency procedures to all firefighters and
incident commanders.
• WFRS should include BA emergency procedures as an addition to the fire behaviour and
tactical firefighting courses.
8.71 The incident revealed issues concerning Stage II procedures which we recommend be
addressed as follows:
• WFRS needs to comply with current fire and rescue service national guidance and best
practice on Stage II procedures.
• Robust training must be provided on Stage II procedures to all firefighters and incident
commanders.
8.72 The incident revealed issues about the content and frequency of radio communications
between BAECOs and BA team leaders which we recommend be addressed as follows:
• WFRS needs to comply with current fire and rescue service national guidance and best
practice on BA radio communication procedures.
• Robust training should be provided on BA radio communication procedures to all firefighters
and incident commanders as an addition to the fire behaviour and tactical firefighting courses.

Water supplies
8.73 The incident revealed issues about pre-planning and the availability of up-to-date
information regarding water supplies. The onsite water supplies were a bore hole and a
16,000 litre tank which proved to be unusable on the night. These should have been
identified by the risk information process as to their suitability to assist in firefighting
operations.
8.74 WFRS needs to comply with Fire Service Manual Volume 1, Fire Service Technology, Equipment and
Media, Hydraulics, Pumps and Water Supplies Chapter 7 and best practice to ensure adequate
water provision for its purposes at incidents. This assessment and its findings need to be
implemented.
8.75 The up-to-date information contained in Aquarius 3 must be made available at all times to the
incident ground.
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8.76 Water supplies were given some cognisance during the incident. However, a sustainable
supply was not secured in place until the deployment of the high volume pump close to
21:00 hours. A water relay or shuttle was not secured from either of the two nearest
hydrants prior to the BA emergency. Appliances were ferried from the holding area to
supply water to the fire ground pumps but were not replenished. This led to a diminishing
supply on the incident ground.
8.77 Robust training needs to be provided to ensure all firefighters and incident commanders are aware of
the hazards that may arise if a sustainable water supply is not secured in the early stages of an
incident. This training must also include methods of securing a sustainable water supply e.g. water
relay, water shuttle, HVP etc.
8.78 Sustainable water supplies should be written into the Generic Risk Assessment 3.1 Fighting Fires in
Buildings.
8.79 There was no identified individual responsibility for securing a sustainable water supply
during the initial stages of an incident from single to multi pump attendances. Water usage
was not communicated to the incident or sector commanders which led to an impression
that water supplies on the incident ground were sufficient. To address these issues:
• Robust policies and procedures need to be provided, as soon as possible, to ensure that all
firefighters and incident commanders are aware of their responsibilities in securing a
sustainable water supply at an incident.
• Robust training must be provided to ensure all firefighters and incident commanders are aware
of the need to communicate about the amount of water used and required and available at an
incident.

Operations
8.80 A thermal Image camera displaying a white screen during the incident caused confusion
about its operational effectiveness. Fires involving large amounts of fuel or petroleumbased materials appear to affect the ability of thermal image cameras (TICs) to determine
temperature change and thus provide a picture for crews operating within this type of
environment.
8.81 Nationally and within WFRS training needs to be provided to all firefighters on the potential for the
above situation to occur within petroleum-based materials which identifies and demonstrates various
types of petroleum-based materials and its effects on thermal image cameras used in compartment
fires.
8.82 Fires involving large amounts of fuel or petroleum-based materials and the effect on ability of TICs
should be considered and written into the Generic Risk Assessment 3.1 Fighting Fires in Buildings
(GRA 3.1).
8.83 A covering jet was not deployed before BA teams were committed into the risk area. The
resources available at the early stages of the incident were limited, given the size and
nature of the property. This resulted in several fundamental actions being delayed. The
deployment of the covering jet was not initiated until approximately one hour after the
arrival of the first appliance and prior to the fourth BA team being committed to the risk
area.
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8.84 WFRS needs to ensure that:
• Sufficient resources are mobilised to all structural fire incidents which enable all safe systems
of work to be applied prior to committal of BA crews into the risk area.
• All incident commanders and firefighters are made aware of the significant risks of not
deploying covering jets prior to the committal of BA teams into a risk area.
8.85 The incident revealed poor hose management. Progress for BA crews within a risk area
can be severely hampered if hose lines are poorly managed, resulting in ‘a bunch of knots’
and congestion, as was the case at this incident.
8.86 WFRS needs to ensure that:
• Firefighters are made aware of the importance of correct hose management within a risk area.
8.87 During the incident personnel were going beyond BAECO without the proper use of BA.
8.88 National operational guidance should be developed and provided to all firefighters and incident
commanders on the risks of progressing beyond any BA command and control point without
donning a BA set and going under air. FBU must be involved in the writing of this guidance.
8.89 All firefighters and incident commanders should demonstrate underpinning knowledge and
understanding of the above national operational guidance, on annual basis, to enable them to carry
out their functions safely.
8.90 The outcomes of the national operational guidance should be written into the review of GRA 3.1.

Fire development and firefighting actions
8.91 The investigation indicated that firefighters were not well trained to deal with the sudden
fire growth that seems to have occurred during the incident with tragic consequences.
8.92 Firefighters continue to be trained in simulator units where fires burn at a steady state for an extended
period of time. They do not replicate the sudden increase in fire intensity that is typical of modern
situations. Firefighters are not taught how to identify signs and symptoms of impending sudden fire
growth in different types of building/compartment and how to respond to these signs and symptoms.
8.93 Nationally and within WFRS training must be provided to all firefighters in a controlled but realistic
situation which:
• demonstrates various types of fire growth characteristics and mechanisms of fire spread and
its effects on compartments of all sizes and all types of buildings;
• demonstrates the effect that fire loading and the energy released has when involved in a
compartment fire.
8.94 Fire growth characteristics and mechanisms of fire spread should be considered and written into the
Generic Risk Assessment 3.1 Fighting Fires in Buildings (GRA 3.1).
8.95 To ensure consistency, national operational guidance needs to be written on fire growth
characteristics and mechanisms of fire spread, which should include the outcomes of the GRA 3.1.
In order to incorporate fully all of the lessons learned from this tragic incident, both BRE Global (the
independent fire certification body, Building Research Establishment) and the FBU must be involved
in the writing of this guidance.
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8.96 All of the above should be implemented.
8.97 The incident revealed the dangers inherent in incomplete fire safety systems.
8.98 Firefighter safety does not rely on building design but on adequate firefighter training and appropriate
equipment delivered to the incident ground at the right time.
8.99 Building standards throughout the UK call for ‘facilities for the fire and rescue service’ to be provided
in certain buildings, but these standards do not extend any further than fire appliance access to the
perimeter of buildings and firefighting shafts in tall buildings.
8.100 Even these are only provided to assist firefighters in the rescue of occupants in the early stages of a
fire. They are not intended to assist firefighters in dealing with a well-developed fire in premises.
Having said, that firefighters and incident commanders must have basic understanding of fire safety
measures required in buildings. Therefore the FRSs nationally and locally need to ensure that:
• A robust training system is provided to ensure all firefighters and incident commanders are
able to identify omissions in fire safety systems as well as operational risks whilst carrying out
7.2d inspections3.
• Fire safety audit staff are able to identify operational risks whilst carrying out inspections of fire
safety systems. FRSs employing fire safety audit staff who have no operational background must
consider the impact that this will have on their capacity to gather operational risk information.
• They introduce a robust mechanism, as soon as possible, for processing and disseminating
information about significant omissions in fire safety systems and operational risks.
8.101 The building construction of the Wealmoor premises was typical of large compartment
warehouses. In rural areas firefighters may not have experience of dealing with fires in
these types of buildings.
8.102 As the industrial landscape of the country changes, the construction of large compartment
warehouses has moved out of town to large plots of land closer to motorway routes and trunk roads.
This has put them into the station areas of rural fire stations and retained duty system firefighters, who
typically do not have experience of fighting fires in these types of building. It is widely known that
knowledge of the modern built environment is inadequate amongst operational firefighter and incident
commanders. Therefore FRSs nationally and locally need to ensure that:
• A robust training system is provided to ensure all firefighters and incident commanders have
current knowledge of all types of building construction.
• A robust training system is provided to ensure all firefighters and incident commanders have
current knowledge of how fire develops, signs of fire and the effects on all types of building
construction, i.e.:
• A compartment’s ability to lose heat will decrease so the fire needs to produce less energy to
create flashover conditions.
• Fewer external signs of fire such as smoke and flames issuing from openings and joints,
firefighters and incident commanders are therefore less able to predict internal conditions from
external appearances.
• A robust training system is provided to ensure all firefighters and incident commanders fully
understand search and firefighting techniques in large compartments, by utilising practical and
theoretical sessions.
• Robust training is provided to ensure all firefighters and incident commanders are aware of the
hazards associated with plastic and PVC cable trunking and conduit used to secure electric
cabling failing at relatively low temperatures.

3

Part 2 section 7(2)(d) Fire and Rescue Services Act 2004
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They provide suitable equipment for BA teams to enable wearers to free themselves and other
BA wearers from cable entrapment and that robust training is provided to ensure all firefighters
are competent in use of this equipment.
They introduce a robust process that demonstrates practically that all firefighters and incident
commanders have gained underpinning knowledge and understanding of the above, on an
annual basis, to enable them to carry out their functions safely.
The hazards identified with buildings of this nature in the investigation process are shared and
written into the Generic Risk Assessment 3.1 Fighting Fires in Buildings.
They have an audit and review process to ensure that policies and procedures implemented
are current and ensure competence of firefighters.

8.103 There needs to be more training on firefighting actions in large compartments and
research undertaken on how best to manage fire behaviour in such situations.
8.104 Gas cooling has become a common firefighting practice in the fire and rescue service. The principle is
that, using a hose-reel jet, short bursts of water spray into the hot ceiling gases of a compartment fire
to cool those gases and thereby reduce the risk of flashover and improve conditions for firefighters.
8.105 Awareness training needs to be provided to ensure all firefighters and incident commanders have the
knowledge and understanding of the hazards associated with firefighting in large compartments. In
large compartments gas cooling by short bursts of water spray from a hose-reel branch may have no
noticeable effect on the ceiling gas temperature, but it is likely to increase humidity. As humid air is a
better conductor of heat than dry air, gas cooling in a very large compartment on fire may not cool fire
gases, and is unlikely to reduce the risk of flashover, but may worsen conditions for firefighters and
any others who may be present.
8.106 As the number of fires in the UK continues to fall, non-carbonaceous fire training, carbonaceous fire
training in small, otherwise empty, compartments and real fire training comprising fires contained in
metal cribs, have to compensate for a lack of real-life firefighting experience of firefighters on station.
Firefighters have less and less personal experience of real fire behaviour – especially those based at
more rural stations.
8.107 The FBU is of the opinion that there is an overemphasis in UK FRS training on the process called
‘flashover’ and therefore recommends that:
• Research is undertaken on how to manage fire behaviour and firefighting techniques in large
compartments to include the correct hose diameter and discharge rate, both to protect
firefighters and control the developing fire. The outcomes of the research should be published
and written into the Generic Risk Assessment 3.1 Fighting Fires in Buildings.

General
8.108 A robust process needs to be introduced that demonstrates practically that all firefighters and
incident commanders have gained underpinning knowledge and understanding of all the above
recommendations, on an annual basis, to enable them to carry out their functions safely.
8.109 There needs to be an audit and review to ensure that all policies and procedures implemented are
current and ensure competence of firefighters and the WFRS training framework must provide,
record and ensure competence of all firefighters.
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